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WORKERS' RIGHTS AND TRADE ADJUSTMENT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMIER ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The committee was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:17 a.m. in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Lloyd
Bentsen (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen, Matsunaga, Baucus, Bradley, Riegle,
Rockefeller, Packwood, Roth, Danforth, Chafee, Heinz, and Duren-
berger.

[The press release announcing the hearing and the opening state-
ments of Senators Boren, Mitchell, and Rockefeller follows:]

[Prem Release]

FINANCE CoMMrrFEE To HOLD HEARING ON WORKERS' RIGHriJ, TRADE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM

Washington, D.C.-Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Texas), Chairman of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee announced Friday that the Committee will hold a hearing on two
issues of interest to workers affected by the trade deficit, the provisions on workers'
rights in the Senate trade bill, S. 490, and the House trade bill. H.R. 3, and the revi-
talization of the trade adjustment assistance program as provided for in S. 490.

"The great number of American workers directly affected by the trade crisis have
faced the choice between giving up their jobs and giving up on their standard of
living," Bentsen said. "The real issue presented by these two programs is whether
we can find a way to make American participation in the open trading system
produce good jobs, not just left-over jobs," said Senator Bentsen.

The hearing is scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, March 18, 1987, in
Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.
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Stater..ent of Senator David L. Doren
Senate Coo.,.ittce on Finance

1.!orc 1,, 1987

I wish to state for the record i,'y ;pprecictioi to you
for holding, this hearii..s on the federal Trade Adju!;,,entL
Assistance Pro-ra.;.

As every ,..e.,,ber of tills co;,j,,iittce nows, TAA i& an
iportant part of our overall national. trade policy. TAA wa
established by ConGress in the belief that Ai.lerican workers
who lose thcir jobo through no fault of their own, and
because of the adverse effects of foreign imports, shoul..
receive reasonable assistance in their efforts to re-train
for other ei.ployi.ient.

have supported the TAA pro,,ra.i over the year3, even
when its principal beneficiaries were workers who htippene" to
reside in states other than m,-y own State of Oklahoi,,a. urinen ,
the last recession, for e:xa ; ple, when the brunt of the
economic downturn wa6 being g felt in such sectorz as ,iteel an'
autos, I strongly supported efforts to maintain adequate TAA
funding for those areas of the country i;ost sieriously
affected. Even though Oh:laho,,;a wor..ers were the.,.elves not
being affected by lay-offs occurring in those industries, I
felt it important to support the TAA pro-,rad in order to eelp
other regions of the country in their ti,,e of need.

Nov, 1l.r. Cha-rLman, our ti:, e of need hai. arrived. The
economies of the energy and agricultural states are bein-
devastated by the effects of forei,*1n ii,,.portz. The flood of
inexpensive, foreign oil now pouring into thi6 country na
caused massive econohi,,c dislocation in m,,y own state. Tn
1982, there were over 800 drilling rigs e:xplorin- for oil a:d
gas in the State of Oklaho-a. Today, we have only 110 such
rigs working. In the past year along,, some 17,000 oil and
6as workers have lost their jobs. Since 1932, approximately
71,000 energy joos in O'klahom,,a have disappeared.

The legislation which I at,- co-sponsoring with Senator
Johnston, S. 734, will correct a long-standing inequity in
the Trade Adjustment Assistance !)rogra.m. The Adninistration
has steadfastly refused to al-low coverage of oil and c gas
workers under TAA on the grounds their lozt jobs cannot be
attributed to the effects of foreign imports. That
contention, I submiit, is patently ridiculous on its face.
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LeL. than wc year, ao, 'do wcre .:,ortin , only about
24. of our do,..es- .c a -jeJy nc3d..:. At 1;resent, I.(-.
i4iportin,; "n aJlarsiin,, 431 of our -ner~y neeuds. .o onc, .
Citair!.,an, can loa0: at thosc astoundin., a&ist ic. and tell .ic
our 1ncrea-in . dc': e n c on forci¢,, o' cias not co,,& at tIc
e::oense of Ai..crican job- in e do..c tic iudu..try. 1;e..;bers
of this co,,i.ittca need only tace a uai.< uowin the .aCn street
of any town in Oh:lanoi,,a to understand the econo:a.ic ifi.pact
thesc lost jo).,; are having. Eanl:s are f' zi, at a record
rate, buzines-e. are their doors in ever- incre-'f.n,
nu.ber3 and the ran*z of t U:e unen)1loyed ;rov- daily.

1 just want to closc by raa sat .; for the record .iy
aypreci~tion for Al the 1ha'd worh. a, e rship .,y
di L inui.hed coleasue f ro.. Louisi.na, Senatur Johi n.o-i, ha!

',owan fn tryin,- to correct. the ;rosi inequ;i ic n tac TA.
i:ro -ra.,i that preveiiL oil zand wa orke -s fro,,i bel'', Q, e i "; .l1

for TAA benefits. The Senate iia acted rcpeaL1ey i tIe
pa.t to aee tine TAA pro,,ra~; in this r arr, only 'co ee our
efforts -3tailed in owe o Lcr body. 1 a.. convinceu, aZ& i Know

0.Ly oLea,,ue fro.a Louisiana is, ta" our iwobies wi~h the
House of representatives on this L.at'e:" have been i, ore
jurisdictional and technical than Lubstuntivc. ry a or n
witii the House !cauership, however, these problc,.6 wl'1 bc
resolved. I lool: forward to speedy action, on this vitai issuc
by the full Congress, cso we can zenc a bill to the President.

0

I will conclude ..y re:: !rs, :.Ir. Chair,..an, by repeatin,
soxiethin. i .;aid on the floor of 'the Senate when tis hteasure

a i r"roduced. The une,.4loyed cii aid sas worl',ors of this
nation are just :. entitled to the sa..e benefit . ano the z.at.e
help as tiose who have been eiiploycc in stee.L, textiles or
other incustriez thab have becn unfairly ueci.ateu in the
past by import&. Thoy are entitled to our help. In the nazae
of justice, it 1s ti.,,e to act on tuii ceazure.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



s'rATEMENT OF SENATd GE!oR0E J. MITCHELL

A cornerstone of any nation's trade policy should be an

effective and comprehensive program to provide adjustment

benefits to workers who have been forced to sacrifice their

livelihood for the larger interests a nation has in

increased trade.

No nation, and no industry within that nation, can be

completely protected from international trade. As

technologies change, new products are developed and

demographic patterns shift, domestic manufacturing firms 0

must adapt their output to new demands.

Often that means the loss of jobs due to imports.

Although a nation as a whole may prosper from changing trade

flows that increase export trade along with imports,

individual workers within industries are often hurt.

Meaningful government programs should be available to

provide transition relief to support workers and their

families and enable them to be retrained for new and more

competitive jobs.

The trade adjustment assistance program is not only an

assistance program to trade impacted workers. It is also an

assistance program to the economy increasing international

competitiveness by training the workforce to adapt to a

changing world economy.
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Unfortunately, the current trade adjustment assistance

program is deficient in many respects. It does not provide

the necessary adjustment measures to thousands of workers

who have lost their jobs due to increasing imports.

It is my hope that the Senate will agree to expand and

re-orient the trade adjustment assistance program as part of

comprehensive trade legislation to be considered later this

year.

I am cosponsoring legislation introduced by Senators

Moynihan and Roth to extend the trade adjustment program to

workers in component part firms.and to focus the program

more on training. The elements of this bill passed the

Finance Committee in the fall of 1985 and I am hopeful we

can include this in the omnibus trade bill this year.

Yesterday, I introduced legislation with Senator Heinz

proposing a number of other changes in the trade adjustment

assistance program to make the training benefits more

flexible and to address an issue that has arisen with

respect to the eligibility period of workers for benefits.

This last issue concerns the question of whether a

workers eligibility period for trade adjustment benefits

will b. measured from the workers first separation from

employment or the workers last separation.
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As a result of a 1981 statutory change, the Department

of Labor interprets the law to require the eligibility

period to run from the workers first separation from

employment even though it may only be a temporary lay off

prior to a permanent dismissal. The result is that a

workers eligibility for trade adjustment benefits expires

while they are still employed. Workers are being denied the

benefits to which they should be entitled by Congressional

intent.

The problem occurs in industries which lay off workers

for temporary and sporatic periods during which the plant is

certified under the traeie adjustment assistance program. As

the production needs of the plant increase, many workers may

be rehired for temporary periods before being finally laid

off.

This has been a particular problem in the apparel and

footwear industry in Maine over the last few years. I

understand it is also a problem in the steel industry in

Pennsylvania.
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STATEMENT
FINANCE HEARING ON WORKERS' RIGHTS AND WORKER ADJUSTMENT
SENATOR JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV
March 18, 1987

Mr. Chairman, this hearing reflects a view that you and I share
-- namely, that a truly meaningful trade reform bill must include a
major effort to assist our workers in adjusting to the changes

resulting from what is now a highly dynamic, competitive economic
arena. S. 490 includes a provision as originally introduced in a

separate bill by Senator Roth and other distinguished members of
this committee, to extend and reform the Trade Adjustment Assistance

Program. This is a positive step in the right direction, and I hope

through this and subsequent hearings, we will expand upon that
provision to come up with a strong worker adjustment assistance

plan.

The plight of dislocated workers is of tremendous and direct
concern to me. AFL-CIO just revealed a study which points out that

West Virginia has the highest rate in the nation of plant closings
and worker displacement. Just in the past six months, I have

watched mines and factories shut down and throw thousands of hard-
working, experienced men and women out of work. In that same

period, the Secretary of Labor has certified almost 4000 laid off

workers for trade adjustment assistance. From a different study,

I've learned that more than 63,000 West Virginians have exhausted

their unemployment benefits and yet remain out of work.

Mr. Chairman, the current programs for dislocated workers are
inadequately funding and in need of improvement. For this fiscal

year, Congress appropriated only $30 million in training funds for
TAA-certified workers. Those funds ran out last week. Can you

imagine what a laid off coal miner or steelworker feels when he
shows up at the unemployment office to sign up for training,

thinking that his certification for TIA promises him that

opportunity for learning new skills, and is told that "sorry,

there's no more money?"

I have spent the last weeks and months talking with and
learning more about my state's dislocated workers. On Monday, I
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Pace 2

joined Senator Heinz in Pittsburgh to meet with laid off workers,

program administrators, and job trainers to hear about their

experiences with TAA and Title III, the Dislocated Workers

Assistance Program of the Job Training Partnership Act.

My colleagues, we have a great deal of work to do if we are to

effectively assist the victims of plant closings and economic

dislocations to make the transition to new and productive

employment. Significantly more funding is required to meet anywhere

near the need and the growing demand for retraining and additional

education. The programs must work more quickly and reach workers

immediately after they lose their jobs -- or ideally, before -- and

respond by tailoring programs of job counseling, basic skills,

vocational training, and other services according to individual

circumstances. And basic skills must be emphasized and taught well

-- we know that over one out of five dislocated workers can't

functionally read, write, or compute. Today's employers cannot make

use of, and this country cannot benefit from, workers who are not

literate in the3e fundament " areas.

Senator Heinz and I have offered separate legislation, the

"Worker Adjustment Assistance Act," which has several purposes.

Today, rather than promote our bill, I want to hear from our

impressive panelists about their ideas and recommendations. Given

the scope of the dislocated workers problem, I do believe that a

dedicated source of funding -- the import fee -- is essential to

ensuring adequate funding. In addition, I hope to persuade my

colleagues that TAA or a comparable new worker adjustment program

must provide services and income support that are extensive enough

help the full range of dislocated workers with families and

mortgages to truly become retrained and n ily equipped for the

demands of today's workplace.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunit,1 . I look forward

to playing an active role in crafting this part cf the trade bill --

the goal must be d program that will answer the desperate' and

increasingly bitter jobless who, totally against their wishes,

cannot obtain new and productive work.
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The CHAIRMAN. Ladies and gentlemen, if you would retire quiet-
ly from the room-those of you who are not concerned with the
hearing-we can proceed and convene these hearings. Thank you.

Today, the Finance Committee will be hearing testimony regard-
ing legislative proposals on two subjects of particular concern to
American workers that are impacted by the trade deficit: workers'
rights and trade adjustment assistance.

Those two issues relate directly to a fundamental problem that
the United States trade policy must address in the coming decade.
Unlike some of our trading partners, the United States has long
supported an open trading system; and partially as a result of that,
we are experiencing a serious trade deficit that has cost us 2 mil-
lion jobs, according to a Commerce Department study. Too often
we overlook the human factor in this trade equation: the unem-
ployed assemblyman, the steelworker, or the garment worker who
no longer has a job and faces very few alternatives that are at all
acceptable.

Economists can tell us at least in theory that free trade is good
for the economy, but you don't have a lot of free trade left around
the world. And the human cost factor that has come with it has
been a very serious problem for us.

Building an effective trade policy requires doing some things
well. We can help our workers most by making competitive prod-
ucts and by opening foreign markets; and in that way, we will
create more jobs. We will also create more jobs for American work-
ers if we use our trade laws well.

I thought it was quite interesting to see Harley-Davidson's state-
ment yesterday asking for an er ', to the hig'Lest import duties ever
imposed under the escape clause because now it feels it can compete.
Now, that is just the kind of adjustment that we are trying to
promote in the escape clause provisions in the Senate bill.

In some cases, the United States must accept responsibility for
making sure that Americans who lose their jobs because of trade
have the opportunity to be gainfully employed and to increase
their standard of living. The Trade Adjustment Assistant Program
speaks directly to this responsibility. Its purpose is to help workers
adjust when they lose their jobs because of import competition.

But we have a responsibility not only to cushion the immediate
impact on the worker, but to help him learn the new skills needed
to find a better job and improve his standard of living. The trade
bill that Senator Danforth and I have introduced with the support of
so many on this committee and others would help to do just that.

Improving standards of living is also the objective of the other
item on the agenda this morning: workers' rights.

At issue here is how the United States should use its trade poli-
cies to improve the situitfin uf workers around the world.

All of the major trade bills pending before us agree that the
United States should seek to promote workers' rights in interna-
tional trade negotiations. At issue is whether the denial of workers'
rights should be considered an unfair trade practice.

American workers put their standard of living on the line when
they compete internationally.
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The question is whether it is fair for them to com pete With gov-
ernments that, by denying certain internationally recognized
rights, refuse their workers a similar opportunity to improve their
standard of living.

I know that, because of the intense interest in this subject, we
have a number of members of the committee who desire to make
an opening statement. Looking at the early bird list, I will read
that off: Daschle, Danforth, Rockefeller, Durenberger, Moynihan,
Roth, Chafee, Baucus, Riegle, Wallop, Matsunaga, Packwood, and
Heinz. Senator Roth?

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to start out by
congratulating you for holding these hearings. I can't think of any-
thing more important than to have a sound trade adjustment as-
sistance program, if we are going to have constructive trade legisla-
tion.

Now the idea of trade, of course, is that most people benefit from
it through a i.'gher standard of living, through lower prices,
through a more diverse choice of available products. But neverthe-
less, even though many people benefit, there is no question but
that others are hurt; and this is true whether it is in times of trade
surpluses or in times of trade deficits, whether it is in times of gen-
eral prosperity or in recessions. Trade deficits or surpluses do not
necessarily correlate with employment.

In 1975 we had a major recession, with many people out of work
That year we ran a trade surplus. The last two years, we have all
seen our trade deficit reach unprecedented levels. Yet during the
same period, millions of jobs have been created in this country.

Mr. Chairman, this is true for Delaware, too. Even though our
general unemployment rate is one of the lowest in the country at
three percent, nevertheless autos, textile industries, and several
others have receiveil assistance under the Trade Adjustment As-
sistance Program. I believe it is politically important to help those
people hurt by trade, who lose their jobs to imports.

After all, it is Government policy which results in these job
losses. Since 1962, our Government has made a commitment to
assist workers who lose jobs to imports. The need for help, I think,
is particularly great today. By helping those hurt by trade, we can
help sustain the benefits of those who benefit.

Now, as everyone knows, I have been very active with Congress-
man Pease down through the years-back in the 1970s when we
worked together to save EAA, when the past Administration
wanted to do away with it. Again last year, we worked together to
save it, and we had the full support of the committee, as well as
both Houses of Congress. The program had expired in December
1985 or March 1986. We were successful in restoring it through
budget reconciliation.

So, I am pleased that our activity on this issue has now brought
the attention of the Administration to work on retraining. Mr.
Chairman, I-will be very brief.

I want to say I am skeptical about the Administration's proposal.
The Administration is proposing significant increases in spending
for worker dislocations; but I wonder whether the proposed funding
will survive. Second, the Administration is asking us to abolish an
existing program which provides full assistance for trade-impacted
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workers, not just retraining, but also unemployment compensation,
and shifts to an on-site program.

Trade-impacted workers have more to gain from keeping EAA
than acting on the reforms as proposed. As you recall, Mr. Chair-
man, our proposal is financially sound. We would propose a small
fee on imports be negotiated as part of GATT.

It seems only fair to me that those who are helped by trade
should help those hurt by trade. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, we have Senator Johnston with us,
and as I understand he has some pressures on him with the Budget
Committee; Is that correct?

Senator JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, I am conducting hearings in
the Energy Committee this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Let me ask of the committee: I don't
want to deny the opening statements, but could we defer them and
let Senator Johnston make his comments, and then we will go back
to the opening statements. Is there objection?

[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Johnston?

STATEMENT OF HON. J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Senator JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, thank -ou very much. I want
to speak today about my bill to extend trade adjustment assistance
benefits to oil and gas workers and to those who supply the oil and
gas workers-the so-called service workers-as a principal trade or
business.

Mr. Chairman, things are desperate-desperate-in my State of
Louisiana. Unemployment is 14.7 percent officially. Actually, un-
employment exceeds 20 percent. Officially, it exceeds 20 percent in
a dozen parishes. In one parish, it is over 30 percent officially.
There are no jobs to be had-one. There are no fry cook jobs, there
are no car washing jobs, there are no grocery checkout jobs. There
are no jobs period. All the jobs have long ago been taken.

The principal businesses in Louisiana are, of course, number one,
oil and gas; second, agriculture which is also very much down; the
Port of New Orleans is very much down.

Mr. Chairman, things are really desperate. There is no safety net
in Louisiana. And to add insult to injury, just this last week we got
word that we were being denied extended unemployment benefits.
Just as there was another full percentage point jump in the actual
unemployment percentage, we were denied extended unemploy-
ment benefits.

So, there are people who are literally starving in my State, as
they go from unemployment compensation being off of that and
can't get on food stamps and other Government programs. Mr.
Chairman, it is as bad as the Great Depression.

Now, this legislation we passed three times last year in the
Senate. We simply didn't have time because of the precipitous drop
in the price of oil to go through the committee process; but we
passed it three times on the floor of the Senate. Because of various
reasons-jurisdictionally principally-it failed to pass the House.
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This year, we are reintroducing it-Senator Boren, myself, Senator
Bingaman, Senator Nichols-in hopes that it can pass.

We don't know the precise cost of the bill. Last year, it was var-
iously estimated at least twice by OMB, once at $27 million and
once at $10 million; and frankly, I don't know what the difference
was, except we made one amendment to preclude service industry
people from being eligible for benefits unless it was their principal
trade or business. In other words, we didn't want somebody who
just simply happened to sell things occasionally to the oil and gas
business to be covered under this; but if they were in the mud busi-
ness or the drill bit business or full time working in the service in-
dustry, we thought that they should be covered.

But as I said, the cost is relatively modest, but it is targeted in to
the areas that are hardest hit by this depression, that is, Louisiana,
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that the committee will look at this, not
only in the sense of sympathy because believe me, sympathy is due.
I had members of what we call our "Police Jury" system-that is,
the governing body of parishes-who were in my office yesterday.
You know, I have been in this business a long time, as you all
have, and I have heard a lot of hard luck stories. But the hard luck
stories I am hearing from Louisiana are enough to move even a
veteran legislator who has heard a lot of them.

It is sad, Mr. Chairman, and I know this committee is sympathet-
ic with it; but I urge you to consider the scope, the scale, the inten-
sity, the depth of the suffering. And there is no word short of suf-
fering that is going on in my State. The safety net is not working.

The Trade Adjustment Assistance Program was surely meant to
cover this, if it was meant for anything. We have predatory pricing;
we have jobs lost as a result of imports, as a result of the inability
to produce a domestic product because of the predatory pricing by
the Middle East. It is also-I hope, I trust, I pray-a short-term
phenomenon, lasting only we hope-or I would like to think-a
matter of months, or certainly not a permanent situation.

It is the perfect opportunity for the exercise of a surgical legisla-
tive tool, such as trade adjustment assistance. This will work, Mr.
Chairman. It will put food on the tables. It will keep some children
from being malnourished. It will keep some children in school. It
will save some house notes from foreclosure. It will work.

And I hope and pray that this committee will look favorably
upon it.

The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Johnston, I have a great deal of sym-
pathy, empathy, and understanding of your concern; and we share
it as an adjoining State. Never in my lifetime have I se.-n the eco-
nomic devastation that is taking place throughout that area. Some-
times I feel like I am running a MASH Unit for the walking
wounded, as I listen to some of the stories from our State and your
State and the adjoining States.

I feel very strongly that we need trade adjustment assistance. I
am sympathetic to the legislation, you have proposed. We have a
trade adjustment assistance provision in the committee bill that is
somewhat more broadly based. It is not quite as surgical a strike as
legislation, and I know the concern expressed by all the members
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here because what we are seeing in our economy in the United States
today is kind of a Swiss cheese situation.

You have areas which are exceedingly prosperous and have low
unemployment rates and other areas that are devastated. So, with
sympathy for your legislation, I also feel that we can build on it or
with it and make it more broadly based.

Are there other comments?
Senator JOHNSTON. If I may just say one additional thing, Mr.

Chairman, and that is that I am a free marketeer, as I think mem-
bers of this committee are; and the idea of a free market is that
sometimes you have unemployment, and when you do the invisible
hand allocates these people to other more useful jobs, and there is
a temporary dislocation.

Now, the problem in our States is that there simply are no jobs.
There are zero obs. They have no skills to go market elsewhere. I
mean, they can t go up and work in the hiqh tech industries or the
defense industries of California. They can t go work elsewhere in
the country. They have no skills for that, and this trade adjust-
ment system could give them retraining money.

What it will do, it will help that free market by training these
people and giving them that little boost between here and the next
job.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other comments? Senator Matsu-
nafga?

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, what is the estimated cost
of the program?

Senator JOHNSTON. Last year, we had two different costs by OMB
in the two different variations of the bill. One was $27 million and
one was $10 million. Excuse me, one was CBO; both of them were
by CBO. One was $27 and one was $10 million.

Senator MATSUNAGA. I feel that the union of 50 States means
nothing unless other States are willing to come to the aid of those
who are in real trouble, such as the States of Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Texas, and New Mexico. So, I am all for it. I thank the chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further comments?
Senator RIEGLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, just very briefly I want to

acknowledge when a senior Senator and full committee chairman
like Senator Johnston feels strongly enough about this issue to
come before this committee and to put it in these urgent terms, I
think we need to listen and respond. I think the Senate as a whole
does.

I think the scale of human suffering that is going on in his State,
for reasons beyond the control of the people of that State, is a r a-
tional issue. I think it is something, as Senator Matsunaga sad,
that we have a responsibility as a nation to respond to. So, your
words are important to us, and I think they will have a great
weight on the judgment of this committee.

Senator JOHNSTON. Thank you, Senator Riegle.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say that I think

Senator Johnston has made a lot of good points here, particularly
bringing home to us the extraordinary loss of jobs and unem; loy-
ment down there, and I am very supportive.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
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Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, I thank the Senator for his
statement. This is also another example of the tremendous wrench-
ing that international forces have made on this country. In the oil
and gas industry, as in most industries, 75 percent of the goods and
services that we produce in this country are, in one form or an-
other, in international competition. And it is not only the oil and
gas industry that has been very adversely affected, but other indus-
tries, too.

I commend the chairman for bringing up very forcefully a deci-
sion to assist this industry because that is a good example of some
of the problems that also face other industries and of raising the
question of not only how we are going to meet and provide new
training benefits, but how to compete in general. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, we would like
to thank you, Senator Johnston.

Senator JOHNSTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM AN. We are very pleased to have you, Chairman

Johnston.
[The prepared written statement of Senator Johnston follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR J. BENNETT JOHNSTON
BEFORE THE SENATErCOO4MITTEE ON FINANCE

ON S. 734
LEGISLATION TO EXTEND TRADE

ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE TO THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY

MARCH 18, 1987

Mr. Chairman, economic conditions in Louisiana today are as

bad as they were during the Great Depression. Our unemployment

.rate is 14.7 percent and rising. This rate is 7.4 percent higher

than the national average; and, in sections of the state that are

most directly involved with oil and gas production, the rate is

even higher. For example, in LaFourche and St. Mary Parishes,

two of the largest oil and gas production areas in the state, the

unemployment rate is 21.2 percent and 28 percent, respectively.

Throughout the state, individuals are being laid off with no

hope of finding new employment in the near term. We currently

have over 122,000 individuals who are in their first 39 weeks of

unemployment and over 150,000 who have been out of work even

longer.

Mr. Chairman, 62 of Louisiana's 64 parishes -- or counties

as you would call them in other states -- are involved in oil and

gas production. In January 1986, 76,200 individuals were

involved in oil and gas extraction activity. By January 1987,

this number had decreased to 53,000, meaning that in a one year

period we lost over 23,QO jobs that were directly related to

production activity, and many thousands more in support

industries. Nationwide, the National Petroleum Council estimates

that 150,000 jobs -- roughly 25 percent of the total -- were lost

in the oil industry last year.
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This bleak condition is directly caused by the recession Jn..

the oil and gas industry. In 1981, the last year of peak

production, we had 4,800 rigs in operation in the United States.

In the first week of March 1987, only 766 -- or 15 percent -- of

.ur rotary drilling rigs were operating in the United States.

The other 85 percent were idle.

In Louisiana, we had 446 rigs in operation in 1981. Today,

we only have 105 -- or 23 percent -- in operation. In 1986

alone, the number of active rigs in Louisiana decreased by 140.

That means that close to 60 percent of the rigs that were

operating in Louisiana one year ago are now idle.

Mr. Chairman, these rigs are idle due to the large quantity

of oil and petroleum product imports that are flooding our market

and the artificially depressed price of oil in the world market

today. In 1986 alone, average oil imports to the United States

increased one third, from 3.9 bbd to 5.9 bbd. By the end of

1986, imports had reached 6.3 bbd. This is far above the

27 percent level in 1985 and well above the 33 percent

vulnerability level which precipitated the 1973 OPEC oil crisis.

In Louisiana, it it clear that imports of this magnitude

translate into idle drilling rigs and massive unemployment.

As you know, the Trade Adjustment Assistance program was

created to assist workers who are displaced due to increased

imports. On paper, this program sounds wonderful -- and to the
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extent that it works, it is wonderful. However, as we found out

last year as oil imports increased, given the structure of the

domestic oil and gas industry, many of its workers fell through

the cracks and were not eligible to receive benefits under the

program.

For example, last year the Department of Labor received

34 petitions for certification from Louisiana, 30 of which were

from oil and gas related firms. While it approved all four

non-oil and gas petitions, it denied 19 of the oil and gas

related petitions. Last week, my colleague from Oklahoma,

Senator Boron indicated that out of 40 oil and gas related

petitions that were filed in Oklahoma, only 4 were approved. To

me, denials of this magnitude indicate an enormous flaw in the

ability of the program to assist the oil and gas industry.

Last year, a number of my colleagues from oil producing

states and myself decided that we would try to correct this

problem as expeditiously as possible. Given the speed with which

oil prices dropped and imports increased, we decided to bypass

the committee process and offer an amendment on the floor. The

amendment we offered extended the trade adjustment assistance

program to the primary and traditional secondary oil and gas

industries iid their workers.

The Senate passed this amendment three times. first, by a
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vote of 55 to 40 we attached it to the FY1986 Urgent Supplemental

Appropriations bill. At the request of the House, however, it

was deleted in Conference, partially due to the breadth of the

amendment. Specifically, the Administration and some members of

tw House feared that the amendment would have extended TAA

benefits to firms that supply the oil and gas service industries,

such as steel makers. Consequently, we scaled back the amendment

and limited its scope to any service industry that supplied the

oil and gas industry as its "principal trade or business, thus

limiting the extension to the traditional secondary suppliers of

the industry and assuring that such benefits would not be

extended further down the production line. We then offered the

scaled back provision as an amendment in disagreementt to Urgent

Supplemental Conference Report. Again, it was removed by the

House. Finally, as a last attempt, we offered it to the

Export-Import Act Amendments. Again, the House deleted it.

In an attempt to avoid the jurisdictional objections of the

House, this year, we have decided to go through the Committee

process and last week I introduced a bill, S. 734, on behalf of

-Senators Boren, Bingaman, Murkowski, Nickles and myself, the

substance of which is identical to the scaled back amendments

that were adopted by the -Senate last year.

I trust and hope that S. 734 will be reported by the Finance

Committee, preferably as an amendment to S. 490, the omnibus

trade bill and will subsequently be passed and approved by the
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Senate. In this form, I hop* it will have a much better chance

of passing muster with the House of Representatives. I a. hoping

this is the case because I think our problems last Congress were

more jurisdictional than they were substantive. That is, the

'Amendment fell within the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means

Committee and we attached it to legislation that fell within the

purview of the Appropriations and Banking Committees.

I hope that jurisdiction was its infirmity in the House and

not its substances because, on the question of substance, this

bill is not only strong and logical, it is irresistible from the

standpoint Of'human need.

I have already given you the industry unemployment numbers

and statistics. I have not, however, described for you the

individuals who have been laid off due to petroleum imports.

Many of these individuals are skilled and industrious. They are

willing to get up early in the morning and go out to work end

work hard. They are not your traditional unemployed -- what we

have heard time and again described as your welfare queens and

welfare kings or your society drones. Rather, these are people

who are 'desperate, who need to put food on their table, who have

children to educate and house, notes to not, and, in some cases,

bankruptcy bes to pay to lawyers. They are proud people who do

not want to look to the government for a hand out but have come

to the realization that the aid they could receive from this

program might make the difference. It night just be enough to
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hold them over until they are able to find alternative employment

or retrain for a new profession.

Last month, I held a hearing Jn Lafayette, Louisiana on the

S-petroleum situation. One of our witnesses was the president of

the Lafayette Chamber of Commerce. He testified that a couple of

years ago he was a rich man, but today he had a negative net

worth of one half million dollars. Now he happened to have

fallen from a very high position. However, there are thousands

of workers in the oil industry in Louisiana and in the secondary

service industries who did not start from such a high and lofty

position economically but whose need is as bad as it is anywhere

in the country and whose ability to get a job and ability to help

themselves is worse than it is anywhere in the country.

I believe this bill represents a court of last resort to

these individuals. This is the bill that will do the job at

least partially for these people who are unemployed -- not by

theiv choice but unemployed because imports of foreign crude oil

are replacing and driving down the price of an American made

commodity which can no longer be sought because the price is too

cheap and the risks ite too great.

I hoper'that the Committee will recognize the desperate needs

of these people and will include the substance of S. 734 in the

omnibus trade bill.

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle, you were very generous in defer-
ring your statement. Would you like to make it now?

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to begin by
acknowledging, as others have, the importance of the hearings
today and to thank you for convening the focus of this effort on
both trade adjustment assistance and the vitally important issue of
workers' rights. As the committee knows, I have introduced legisla-
tion which would amend Section 301 of the Trade Act to include
among the definitions of unreasonable trade practices the denial of
internationally recognized workers' rights.

The definition of those rights is consistent with the International
Labor Organization's list, but more importantly, the definition is
the same standard used in the current law for a nation to qualify
for GSP duty-free treatment.

It is also the standard used for the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation. S. 498 would also make workers' rights a negotiating
objective in the new GATT round by seeking the adoption of an ar-
ticle of the GATT declaring the denial of such rights io an unjusti-
fied means for a country or its industries to achieve a competitive
advantage in international trade.

Today, we are fortunate to have a distingished group of witnesses
to comment on the various aspects of this issue.

It has been acknowledged previously that Congressman Don
Pease, who will be testifying, is a recognized leader over many
years in this area. We are also fortunate to have Senator Harkin
who is a leader in this effort; Lynn Williams, the President of the
United Steelworkers of America, who has been one of the most out-
spoken people in the country on the issue of workers' rights, and I
think will be able to provide a very important perspective on what
unacceptable labor standards used by our trading partners have
meant in the steel industry, as a specific, and in other manufactur-
ing sectors in the United $4ates.

The AFL-CIO, represented today by Howard Samuel, President
of the Industrial Union Department, pressed this issue with the
ILO and other international gatherings for many years. And so,
that testimony will be very important to us.

We also will be hearing from two witnesses who can give first-
hand information on the violations that are taking place in many
countries each day. Specific examples of worker exploitation in
Korea, Chile, and other nations will be cited by Pharis Harvey and
Holly Burkhalter.

Now, I will just conclude by saying that the House Ways and
Means Committee has agreed to language in its bill which address-
es some of the ambiguity that some felt existed in H.R. 3 and S.
498 regarding the imposition of specific U.S. minimum wage and
occupational safety and health standards.

Although it was never the intention of this Senator to impose
specific wage levels or other requirements which would be unrealis-
tic for another country, language has been added which would take
into account that country's level of economic development. And it
would be my intention, as the committee's work on the trade bill
progresses, to offer this qualification as part of the amendment
that I will offer to S. 490.
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Mr. Chairman, it is my belief that no country should derive a
competitive advantage in international trade by denying basic
human rights to its workers. This country has always stood for and
has led the way toward improved living standards and human dig-
nity here and abroad. And to allow our standards to fall in order to
remain competitive internationally would be a travesty. Section
301 should identify the denial of internationally recognized work-
ers' rights as an unfair trade practice. If we can work together, we
can find a way to improve this provision in the Senate bill. And I
thank the chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. Senator Heinz, I understand
that you have an opening statement?

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I might add that I did
have a question for Senator Johnston as well, which was to ask
whether or not the provisions in S. 23, the Roth-Moynihan bill,
would adequately cover the oil and gas workers. That question
wasn't asked. My understanding is-in checking with staff-that
the answer is yes, but not as good as Senator Johnston's bill.

The CHAIRMAN. As I have looked at it, I think that is a fair state-
ment.

Senator HEINZ. I would like to invite Senator Johnston to specifi-
cally comment on the differences between his and Senator Roth's
provisions.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, first I want to commend you on

having this hearing. These are critical issues in my State, both
trade adjustment assistance and workers' rights.

We obviously need to address the problem of training in our
work force; and you and others know that Senator Rockefeller and
I will introduce legislation that in effect will reform the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act. Senator Mitchell and I have introduced legis.
lation to address workers who are unfairly denied trade adjustment
assistance benefits.

I am particularly pleased with your witness list. Two of my con-
stituents will testify. One is Barney Oursler, who is Co-Director of
the Unemployed Council of Southwestern Pennsylvania. And I
might add that he is an example both of and to those unemployed
workers who had to become experts, unfortunately, on trade adjust-
ment assistance. They, I think, know the programs better than any
lawyer or any Senator; and we ought to listen to them very careful-
ly to find out what is going on with the program because it is not
what most of us probably believe or are aware of.

The Trade Adjustment Assistance Program in its present form
represents the worst broken promise that Washington, D.C. has
ever been guilty of. Since 1974, we have three times had a trade
bill. We have promised that, through adjustment assistance, we
would take -are of the casualties that we know that free trade
brings about. We made the same promise in 1979 on the 1979 trade
bill and trade agreement. And the fact is, as we will learn if we
listen, that the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program is inoper-
ative in every sense of the word; inoperative in the sense that
presidents use that word when they don't tell the truth; inoper-
ative in the sense that it doesn't work; inoperative in the sense
that we have a huge task if we are going to save the patients from
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what is, to them, a deadly malignant disease. We have got to recon-
stitute the program.

I will give you one example. We have the workers who have been
laid off for just a few weeks and received one week worth of unem-
ployment compensation back in 1982. And everybody in my State
was laid off for one reason or another, or so it seem. And they get
permanently laid off this year, last year, but can't collect a dollar's
worth of trade adjustment assistance because the 2-year period has
run out; and they are out of the program: out of luck, out of work,
and most important, they are out of training.

I might add; Mr. Chairman, that the legislation introduced by
Senator Mitchell and myself, while it would correct that particular
problem-use of the most recent and not the first separation date-
is not going to help the countless thousands of workers who did not
receive the training they deserved and which they need to get back
on to the playing field here. We need to restore benefits to those
workers who were arbitrarily denied trade adjustment assistance
and funds for training programs. And I will have legislation to do
that.

Finally, just let me say that I note that Lynn Williams is testify-
ing on the next panel. He, too, is a valued constituent, and he has a
special concern.

In 1977, there were 452,000 people employed in the domestic steel
industry. Last year there were 176,000 people. We have gone from
452,000 to 176,000 people; and by 1990, it is expected that that will
be down to 124,000 people. That is called a "cut" of 73 percent. It is
also 325,000 people out of 452,000 people who, for the most part,
are well into their middle years, who have a relatively modest en-
dowment of specific skills but who nonetheless could be very pro-
ductive workers in some other occupation, and most of whom could
never expect to reenter the steel industry.

This is the kind of problem we are talking about, an.d you can
multiply that by dozens of other industries; and you will begin to
get an idea of the size of the problem.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MATSUNAGA. We will be happy now to hear from Sena-

tor Tom Harkin from the State of Iowa.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM HARKIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF IOWA

Senator HARKIN. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and I want to thank
the committee members for indulging me here for a few minutes. I
won't take much time. I know you have a full panel of witnesses
coming up, and I know you will want to question them extensively.

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to appear this morning to testify in sup-
port of a bill, which I have introduced as S. 497, and which Senator
Riegle has also introduced a companion bill, which I understand he
will be offering as an amendment. I commend the committee to
this bill, and that is what Senator Riegle has already spoken about,
which is workers' rights and to make it part and parcel of our ne-
gotiations on trade.

I would like to commend Senator Riegle for doing that. I would
also like to commend my former colleague from the House, who
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will be following me here today, Congressman Pease from Ohio,
who is really the intellectual author and the force behind this. It
was his amendment last year that was adopted in the House as
part of its Omnibus Trade Bill, which the House passed, but which
we never took up.

So, Congressman Pease has really started the policy of incorpo-
rating concern for workers rights into our trade negotiations and
our trade laws. Basically, the measure introduced by Senator
Riegle and myself on this side and by Congressman Pease on the
House side would make denial of internationally recognized work-
ers' rights by any of our trade partners an unfair and actionable-I
think that is the key word, unfair and actionable-trade practice
under Section 301 of the Trade Act.

Our legislation also makes these rights a negotiating objective in
the new round on tariffs and trade by seeking adoption of an arti-
cle of the GATI declaring that denial of these rights is an unjusti-
fied means for a country or any of its industries to gain a competi-
tive advantage in international trade. Mr. Chairman, by labor
rights, we are referring to basic workers' protection, such as the
right to organize and bargain cdlectively, minimum standards with
respect to wages, hours of work, and occupational safety.

Mr. Chairman, I do not believe it is possible to pursue economic
development without a parallel commitment to economic and social
justice. In the 1970's, we established the principle and the practice
that the United States would use its economic aid program to insi3t
on human rights improvements in recipient countries. In the
1980's, I believe we ought to build on that legacy and require that
the United States use its far-reaching economic leverage to insist
on changes in the international trading system that will spread the
benefits of trade to those who produce the goods and services.

Mr. Chairman, the expansion of international trade is supposed
to promote the objectives of improvement in security and living
standards of the world's population, yet there is a growing realiza-
tion that trade is having the opposite effect, undermining living
standards not only in the developing nations but also in the devel-
oped countries.

Too often in countries like Taiwan, Korea, Chile, and others, eco-
nomic growth is built on the systematic repression of its domestic
labor. Their economies may benefit in the short term, but in the
long run these countries will face social instability and political up-
heaval, in large part because of their government's failure to pro-
mote social justice and a more equitable distributional system.

Denying labor rights tends to perpetuate poverty, limit the bene-
fits of economic development between a narrow set of elites and
induce social instability.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the bill that I propose-and the
amendment that I am supporting that Senator Riegle is going to be
offering-neither creates unfair protection for the United States
products nor does it nullify legitimate price advantages that devel-
oping countries can provide. Rather, this legislation seeks only to
eliminate competitive advantages gained through the failure of for-
eign governments to respect basic worker rights.

Mr. Chairman, in this country, rather than letting the system go
its laissez faire course, which could result in the lowering of our
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standards down to the standards of developing countries, that we
should take the steps necessary to try to raise their standards upto
ours. And I believe we help do it throuh the inclusion in this bill
of the provision that Senator Riewould be offering

I might just also add, Mr. Chairman, that the United States
Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter said on April 8 of last year
that he would be pleased with some kind of trade. language on
workers' rights, though he said the Administration would not go as
far as Congressman Pease does in his legislation. According to
Clayton Yeutter, Pease is raising legitimate questions in terms of
the way labor rights are handled by our trading partners around
the world.

So, I think there is a general agreement-there may be some dis-
pute on specific language-but I think there is a general agree-
ment that part of our trade negotiations ought to include a basic
and fundamental respect for workers' rights in some of these other
countries.

So, Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to appear here today to lend my
support to the amendment offered by Senator Riegle.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Harkin, we are very pleased to have
you. There is no question but that there is a deep concern for work-
ers' rights around the world. What we can do to influence them, we
should, and they ought to be part of the trade negotiations, from my
viewpoint. I am very pleased to have your contribution this morning.
Are there further comments?

Senator CHAFmE. Yes, just one question, Mr. Chairman. Would
this apply to those whom we sell to as well?

Senator HARKIN. Yes. It applies to everyone. It applies to all
countries with whom we do business under the General Agreement
on Trade and Tariffs.

Senator CHAFE. It wouldn't apply just to those in the GATi.?
Senator HARKIN. No.
Senator CHAFEE. I suppose it would apply to anybody.
Senator HARKIN. Anybody.
Senator CHAFEE. In other words, the Soviets are clearly not ob-

serving social justice and workers' rights. Would you not sell them
agricultural supplies?

Senator HARKIN. What I would insist on is that this labor right
provision apply in our trade negotiations to those same countries
covered under Section 301.

Senator CHAFEE. No. That was my first question. I asked you and
you said this extended beyond GATT. This extended to other coun-tries.Senator RIEcLE. Would the Senator yield on that question?

Senator CHAFEE. No. Could I just finish this.
Senator HARKIN. This legislation applies to those countries cov-

-ered under GATT, and it applies to Section 301, making it an
unfair competitive advantage for these countries to deny these
basic worker rights.

Senator CHAFEE. So, it would only apply to GAIT countries?
Senator HARKIN. No.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. It only applies to countries outside the GATT

also.
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The CHIL mAN. Are there further questions of the Senator?
Senator RImEz. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say to the Senator

from Iowa that I commend him for his leadership on this, and I
certainly welcome his co-sponsorship of the amendment that I will
be offering. And I am hopeful that the Riegle-Harkin Amendment
will be successful in the committee and on the floor.

The CHAntu". Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator HAwum. Thank you.
The CHAIRMKW. Congressman Pease, you have been very patient,

and we are delighted to have you here this morning. I know those
of us that have experienced conferences with the House and know
the ability and persuasiveness of our distinguished friend from
Ohio and his leadership on this particular issue are particularly
pleased to have you, sir.

[The prepared written statement of Senator Harkin follows:]
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Thank you Mr. Chairman for permitting me to tettify today and for

holding. these hearings on international worker rights. I am testifying

today on behalf of S. 497, a bill I have introduced on the subject, and

in support of the efforts of Senator Reigle to incorporate a worker

rights provision into the ovinibu trade bill. I would also like to

commend another panelist at today's hearing, Congressman Pease, who has

been the intellectual author and the prime force behind international

worker rights in the Congress.

The measures introduced by Senator Reigle and myself would make

denial. of internationally recognized worker rights by any of our trade

partners an unfair trade practice under Section 301 of the Trade Act.

Our legislation also makes these rights a negotiating objective in the
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new round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade by seeking

adoption of an article of the GATT declaring that denial of these

rights is an unjustified means for a country or any of its industries

to gain a conpetftive advantage in international trade.

By labor rights, we refer to basic worker protections such as the

right to organize and bargain collectively and minimum standards with

respect to wages, hours of work, and occupational safety. This

legislation does not attempt to impose U.S. minimum wage standards or

Occupational Safety and Health standards on other countries.

Mr. Chairman, my interest in labor rights stems from my long

involvement in human rights. While in the House of Representatives, I

sponsored most of the major human rights legislation adopted by the

Congress. In 1975, I incorporated into the Foreign Assistance Act a

provision known as Section 116, which prohibits the provision of U.S.

economic assistance to countries engaged in a gross violations of human

rights. In 1977, Congress approved Section 701 of the International

Financial InstitutJor, Act, which established a similar standard for
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standard for the votes of the United States on loan requests by foreign

countries in multilateral development banks.

1 believed then, as I do now, that it is not possible to pursue

economic development without a parallel commitment to economic and

social justice. In the 1970s, we established the principle and the

practice thbt the Unite( States should use its economic aid programs to

insist upon human right. irqovements In recipient countries. In the

1980s, we should build upon that legacy and require that the United

States use its far-reaching economic Jeverage to insist upon change in

the international trading system that will spread the benefits of trade

to those who produce the goods and services.

What is true for our bilateral economic aid should apply as well

to our bilateral trade relationship with other countries. Accordingly,

Incorporation of Internationally guaranteed labor rights into U.S.

trade laws is consistent with the United States' application of human

rights norms to domestic and foreign legislation.

74-775 0 - 88 - 2
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Worker RLghts and U.S. Forelon Policy Objectivest

The United States foreign aid program is designed to encourage

economic development, growth# and human rights in foreign countries.

As demonstrated by the bipartisan support for human rights legislation

a decade ago, Congress realized, so far as U.S. foreign aid programs

are concerned, tt.vt foz development to bo effective, it must benefit

tt-e broadest sectors of the population within recipient countries.

The expansion of international trade if. presumed to promote these

same objectives -- improvements in the security and living standards of

the world's population. Yet, there is a growing realization that tzade

has the opposite effect, undermining living standatidt $n both the

developed and developing countries.

Too often, economic growth in the developJrg wvOv. J tuilt con the

systematic repression of its domestic labor force. In Korea, President

Chun Doe Hwan has forced the dissolution of many labot unions that fail

to meet the requirements of current labor laws, and hundreds of union

activists have been arrested or pressured into retirement.
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In Chile, General Pinochet's milicazy dictatczsbip has attempted

to destroy Chile's traditionally strong labor movement by outlawing

collective bargiriJ9, i Osnantling large national unions, and arresting

trade union officials.

In Taiwan, strikes are illegal under Piartia) ]av, whieh has been

in effect since 1948, and the crime of inciting labor unrest is

punishable by death.

These countrieE' econon.ie, may benefit in the short-term. But in

the long run, Chile, Taiwan, and South Korea face social instability

and political upheaval, in large part because of their government's

failure to promote social justice and a more equitable distributional

system.

Extension of labor rights is crucial to the development process,

and ultimately to insuring markets for the U.S.-ade goods. The

ability to form unions and to bargain collectively to achieve ,'iglet

wages and improved working conditions is essential to the efforts of

working people to achieve minimally decent living standardsand to

overcome hunger and poverty. Denying labor rights, however, tends to
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perpetuate poverty, limit the benefit. of economic develop ,ert to a

narrow set of elites, and induce social instability.

Overseas as at home, improveCd viqe for workers is gcod for the

domestic economy. More money in the pockets of workers creates

increased demand for goods and services which creates jobs* helps fuel

more self-reliant economies, and expands markets for U.S. goods.

Trade should not perpetuate maldistrJbutitori ane unever, economic

development, and labor repression Yrust never be used as a competitive

advantage in the developing world. Rather, trade laws based on the

Irotection of labor rights, not their destruction, should be used as a

Piechanism for increasing mutually beneficial trade and for fostering

rieeecn and econo-ic v e3l-beirg Ji, other countrieE.

Labor Rights and U.S. Trade Policy

The Peate-Reigle-Harkin measure is compatible %ith U.S. trade

policy as well as the goals of our foreign policy.
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Respect for worker riSIts has already been incorporated into our

trade laws. The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 includes a provision that

conditions foreign countries duty-free access to the Arerican market

upon respect for basic labor rights within each of these countries.

In 1985, the labor rights battle spread to U.S. investments

abroad, when Congress adorptedi e ptoy'oal to prohibit. tie Overseas

Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) from extending risk insurance for

oversea. Itojects of U.S. corporations in countries that have failed to

adopt arto enforce laws to protect the same internationally recognized

workers' rights.

There is also a substantial body of international law on labor

rights.

As early as 1919, tie Treaty of Versailles affirmed that ratifying

parties "will ordeavor to secure and maintain fair and humane

conditions of labor for men, women, and children." The International

Labor Organization (ILO) was established to monitor compliance with

these basic rights. Although the U.S. has not formally ratified the

major lLO Conventions, it has been official U.S. policy for more than
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50 years to actively support international retfect fo la.iJc %Cz3ks

rights embodied in these conventions and to vigorcul!y erfcicc-

international adherence to these rights. Furthermore, existing U.S.

]aw acknowledges that ILO Conventions "serve as international minimum

standards for labor ard social legislation' within member countries.'.

The Charter of the United Nationi, adorted in 1945, affirms that

"the United Nations shall promote higher standards of living, full

employment, and conditions of economic and sound progress and

development. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, approved by

tile General AvSeIbly of the UK in 1948, states that workers have the

right "to jut ar,- favorable conditions of work" as well as the right

"to form an join trade unions for the protection of (their] interests.

Moreover, the preamble of GATT provides that "relations among

countries in the field of trade and economic endeavor should be

conducted with a view to raising standards of living and ensuring full

employment." GATT member countries are also explicitly authoriveC to

take action against products of prison labor.
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In principle and in numerous international agreements, the United

States has embraced labor rights for ourselves and other countries.

Enshrining labo r jhts into U.S. trade laws rker gvd Iolitical

sense as well. Efforts to link labor rights with the conduct of

international trade haG often been labeMlpd to "protectionist.* To the

contrary, unless the benefits of international trade are shared more

broadly with worker cveryihei, protectionist sentiment in the United

State will increase. U.S. Secretary of Labor Bill Brock clearly

acknowledee third danger: "Thcse countries which are flooding world

market with goods made by children, or by workers who can't form free

trade unions or bargain collectively, or who are denied even the most

i, standard, (f re:fety and health a e doing more harm to the

iincip~e of free and fair trade than any protectionist groups I can

think of."

Finally, just as denial of Parket access and barriers to

establishing business in other countries are recognized as "unfair"

trading practices under 301, so, too, should labor abuse.
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The link between labor abuse and artificially low price* fct

foreign goods is clear. Denial of rights like freedom of association

OL freedom to organize and bargain collectively creates unequal

employment relationships, giving employers more power when negotiating

wages, thus lowering the costs of production. Likewise, the use of

forced labor cuts the costs of production. Clearly, unfair price

advantages directly result frort these labor practices.

Section 301 is intended to address these forms of "cheating, for

price advantages unfairly obtained discriminate against United States

products both at home and abroad.

Conclusion

By focusing on internationally recognized labor rights, the

proposed legislation neither creates unfair protection for United

States products nor nullifies legitimate price advantages that

developing countries can provide. Rather, this legislation seeks only
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to eliminate competiti'e advantage . grinee through the failure of

foreign governments to respect basic worker rights. These advantages

are unfaly according to intetiaitJonal and U.S. law.

Furthermore, one of the best ways to diffuse protectionist

sentiment in the U.S. is to incorporate respect for labor rights into

the international trading system. If international rules were revised

to make a clearer distinction between fair and urfair )vir Licticef.,

then a key justification for today's protectionist pietizeE. -- the

popular belief that domestic Poikers shoulC rot.hbve tu comlte with

Nsweated labor' abroad -- would be diminishedl.

Finally, enforcement of labor rights woule' have long-terni benefit.

for U.S. economic and foreign policy. A broader distribution of f, ccP~e

resulting from enhanced worker rights would reduce potential social at-

political tensions In the Third World# end might alo incie."e lc ,c

in the developing world for American-rade nantfeittiirj ai ,

agricultural goods.

In nhort, stressing worker rights makes humaniterie&r and economic

sense.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DON J. PEASE, REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF OHIO

Congressman PsASE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. With
all the nice things that have been said about me this morning, I
think I ought to just fold up my tent and go home, and just let the
record stand for itself.

I do appear before you this morning to talk about the two sub-
jects involved in this hearing: one, internationally recognized
worker rights and the other trade adjustment assistance. Mr.
Chairman, I rould like to talk first about the worker rights provi-
sions, which I would remind you were inserted in GSP renewal lan-
guage two years ago-three years ago actually-and two years ago
mthe provisions for extending the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, and were contained in H.R. 4800 passed by the House
last year.

As international trade has grown enormously after World War
II, it is obvious that the U.S. has gained trading partners across the
developing world. At present, these poor nations account for more
than one-third of U.S. trade. However, there is one especially
heavy cost. Some foreign governments rely upon the repression of
their labor forces to unfairly produce goods for export.

Systematic labor repression has become a potent weapon in the
arsenal of unfair trading practices that some foreign nations use to
break into U.S. markets. Its impact on competing U.S. industries is
just as harmful as foreign government subsidies or dumping would
be As we strengthen our trade laws this year to advance fair trade
and to authorize actions against unfair trade practices, I implore
this committee to recognize that the rights of workers are as much
at stake in the trading system as the rights of manufacturers and
consumers.

Now is the time for Congress to act to treat as an unfair trade
practice the competitive advantages in international trade that
some nations derive from the systematic denial of basic worker
rights. In this regard, I would like to quote Bill Brock, the U.S. Sec-
retary of Labor, former USTR, speaking in Geneva last summer:

Those countries which are flooding world markets with goods made by children,
or by workers who can't form free trade unions or barin collectively, or who are
denied even the most minimum standards of safety and health are doing more harm
to the principle of free and fair trade than any protectionist groups that I can think
of.

Just 3 weeks ago, the Retail Industry Trade Action Coalition,
RITAC, composed of some of America's leading companies, catering
to the needs of American consumers, endorsed my legislation on
worker rights. Quoting from RITAC's recent testimony before the
House Ways and Means Committee:

We support measures like the Pease amendment which seeks to encourage other
countries which benefit from access to our markets to provide their workers with
basic internationally recognized rights. * * * In our view, the United States should
use its influence to improve the lot of workers worldwide and to help our workers
regain their competitive edge.

Critics of the movement to link labor rights in international
trade most often attempt to discredit such efforts by asserting an-
swers to two questions. One, how can we impose U.S. labor stand-
ards on the rest of the trading world? Two, in linking labor rights
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to international trade, isn't the real policy objective to keep im-
ports out of the U.S. market to protect American jobs and not to
improve labor conditions of foreign workers?

Let me discuss each one of those, Mr. Chairman.
First, it is patently false to argue that the labor rights provisions

now in U.S. trade law, as well as those proposed for this year's
trade bill, require other trading countries to protect worker rights
thsit the U.S. has not agreed to itself in binding form. The worker
rights provisions cannot be construed as a minimum wage for the
world approach.

The statutory definition of internationally recognized worker
rights avoids this inconsistency. In fact, each of the rights cited in
the definition is constitutionally or statutorily protected in the U.S.
and bolstered by a rich history in the courts. With respect to mini-
mum wages, the definition in my worker rights amendment is con-
sciously phrased more flexibly to allow taking into account a coun-
try's level of economic development in its application.

Enacted and pending labor rights provisions are neither hypo-
critical or unreasonable because they do not ask other trading part-
ners to do as much, let alone more, than we have already seen fit
to do in U.S. law to afford workers their basic rights.

The CIAIRMAN. Congressman, we have been operating under the
five-minute rule this morning since we have so many distinguished
witnesses to hear. If you could summarize, please, we would appre-
ciate it.

Congressman PEASE. All right. Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, in
connection with the worker rights then, that the House has three
times now recognized the importance of worker rights. We do not
accept for a moment the contention that we are really trying to
keep out goods from other countries.

I think, as one of your own members said earlier, the whole
theory of international trade is a rising tide. Everybody benefits
from free trade; and yet there are a lot of workers in countries
across the world who, because of actions by their governments, are
not participating in the benefits of free trade. And if We really
want to have a free and open trading system, we need to use the
power of the U.S. market to insist that other countries meet those
obligations to their own workers, and incidentally, create the inter-
nal markets by which they can prosper and build their own econo-
mies.

So, I would urge the committee to examine the language that we
have in the House and consider seriously the amendments offered
by Mr. Riegle and by Mr. Hbrkin. Thank you, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman, we have benefitted by your testimo-
ny, and we are considering the language in the House bill. I think it
will be helpful to us, and obviously, we will be considering the
amendment of Senator Riegle and Senator Harkin. We appreciate
having you here this morning. Are there any comments?

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Congressman Pease,
thank you. This is probably one of the most difficult and important
areas in international trade, and I don't know anyone who has
tackled it with more honesty and more integrity head-on than you,
and I want to thank you very much for your contributions.
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Congressman PEASE. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other comments?
Senator HEINz. Briefly, Mr. Chairman. Is Senator Riegle's bill

substantially similar or different?
Congressman PEASE. Senator Riegle's bill, I think, is nearly iden-

tical to the language that I introduced last year; and with one
minor change, is the same language which was adopted by the
House last year.

The CHAIRMAN. How about this year-if I may intervene for a
moment? What difference is there between Senator Riegle's bill and
what is in the House version?

Congressman PEASE. Mr. Chairman, the Subcommittee on Trade
of the Ways and Means Committee reported a bill out last week;
we are marking it up this week. It contains two changes which you
may want to take note of.

Last year, there was a good deal of criticism of the worker rights
language on the grounds that the United States had not adopted
all of the ILO conventions, or that we were unilaterally defining
internationally recognized worker rights, or that there wasn't a
body of internationally recognized rights. This year-in our
markup last week-we list in Section 301 the rights that we have
in mind, that is to say, the right of association, the right to bargain
collectively, freedom from any coercion or forced labor, and taking
into account-and that is an important phrase that we added-
taking into account the level of development of a country, the
hours of work for workers, minimum wage, and so on.

That is one thing that we did, and the other thing we did is to
track the worker rights language in the GSP bill and say that, in
determining whether another nation is or is not meeting these re-
quirements, the USTR may take into account the degree to which
the country is taking steps to provide its workers with these rights.
So, there is a judgmental factor, and it is not an absolute require-
ment in that regard.

Senator CHAFEE. Could I ask a couple of quick questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Pease, in your bill, it is not restricted to the

GATT countries, is it?
Congressman PEASE. No, it iF not. Section 301 generally is not re-

stricted to GATT. Section 301 can be used against any country.
Senator CHAFEE. Section 301 can be used against any country.

What do you do about countries that we sell to? That seems to be a
real problem. Suppose you have got a country that clearly doesn't
observe social justice or workers' rights as we know them? The
Soviet Union, China, for example? Now, would we not sell to them?

Congressman PEASE. This provision in Section 301 generally
deals with unfair practices on the part of our trading partners, and
it does not relate to our exports. Nonetheless, we import from the
People's Republic of China; we import from the Soviet Union and
other Communist countries.

Senator CHAFEE. So, under this, they could be cut off?.
Congressman PEAsE. No, they would not be cut off-not necessar-

ily. I think it is important to remember that in Section 301 there is
a provision for dealing with unjustifiable practices.
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Senator CHAFE. Let's say they are clearly unjustified. Take the
Soviet Union.

Congressman PHASE. Sure.
Senator CLAzz. No unions, no nothing. If anybody violates

human rights, I would think it would be them.
Congressman PHAsE. Sure.
Senator CHitWE. All right. So, therefore, we take a 301 action

against them. They are out.
Congressman EASmE. No, they are not out, sir
Senator CA~m. I don't know how they qualify then.
Congressman PHASE. Under Section 301, it is permissible for un-

reasonable trade practices that the USTR would make a determi-
nation-make a recommendation to the President, and the Presi-
dent has discretion to act or not to act on Section 301 cases.

Senator CHAFEE. That is not so clear when we finish this bill.
[Laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. But let's say the determination is made. So, I
presume that they are out as far as selling us goods, and they are
probably out as far as buying our goods.

Congressman PEASE. That is true.
Senator CHAFEE. So, it would follow logically that our goods

would no longer go there-to Red China, to the Soviet Union.
Congressman PrsAE. Senator, let's again look at the--
Senator CHAFEE. I am not objecting to what you are trying to do.

I am just trying to follow through on the ramifications of this.
Congressman PE.sic. o.i, I understand that, and I think you

make a very valuable contribution. Let's look at the rights, and we
will talk about the People's Republic of China. We say it is a viola-
tion-or can be a violation of 301-if a country denies the right of
association, the right to bargain collectively, fails to provide a
haven from forced labor, fails to provide any minimum age for the
employment of children.

I don't think those are standards to which we can hold the Peo-
ple's Republic of China responsible. That is the workers' paradise,
and we ought to say: If you believe in it, you ought to have a mini-
mum age for the employment of children. And you ought not to
allow forced labor. And you ought to have some--

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, does that red light mean that my
questioning time has expired? [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. We will recognize you again, as soon as Senator
Chafee is finished.

Senator CHAFER. That is the first time that Senator Heinz has
seen that red in quite a while. [Laughter.]

Seriously, Mr. Pease, I don't think anybody is going to suggest
the Soviet Union has workers' rights. Maybe they have a child
labor law; but as far as unions go, the right to organize collectively,
they don't have it. So, that would be a successful 301 action, I pre-
sume.

Congressman PEASE. Senator, again, the finding of the USTR
might well be that there have been denial of the rights; but I
would point out to you that what we are adding to the definition of
unreasonable acts is one more unreasonable act, which already in-
cludes the right to establish enterprises and the right for market
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opportunity. In neither case would the Soviet Union qualify right
now.

So, under the existing law for market opportunities and the right
to establish an enterprise, a successful 301 case could be brought
against the Soviet Union; but that has not been done, and the
President has not taken action and probably would not take action
for obvious reasons.

Senator CHAm. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say that we have two panels still waiting

of very interesting witnesses. Certainly, what Congressman Pease
has had to say has been a valuable contribution, but please keep
that in mind. With that, would you like to say something, Senator
Heinz?

Senator HzINz. Mr. Chairman, you had recognized me for a ques-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true, and I interrupted
Senator HEINz. And Senator Chafee was doing a great job, but I

might say he was not only barking on my time, but he was barking
up the wrong tree as well. [Laughter.]

We are even now.
I just want to say two quick things about Don Pease's bill. First,

I believe the comparable Senate bill is S. 498. Senator Riegle is
going to offer it or a slightly changed version of it. Although "un-
reasonable practices" for 301 purposes and "unjustifiable practice"
sound a lot like and Senator Chafee and others may worry that
somehow we are going to change par.' of the term and change
things around, nonetheless if something is found unreasonable
under 301, action is discretionary on the part of the President. If it
is unjustifiable under the Senate bill, it is not discretionary-al-
though there are some windows through which we expect all kinds
of people to jump-it would be mandatory or compulsory; and I
want to just emphasize that.

What you say is correct. And I am concernei that the debate
here has taken on a kind of "us" versus "them" discussion. I don't
know whether it is free trade versus protectionism or Republican
versus Democrat or Administration versus the rest of the world.
But I just want to go on record as saying that this Senator is going
to support Don Riegle's bill and wants to be a co-sponsor of it. So,
there will be no mistake that this is not an "us" versus "them,"
whoever they are you can worry about later.

So, Don, I commend you on doing very thoughtful and excellent
work.

Congressman Pz&sE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Both Don's.
Senator RIEGLE. I thank you, Senator, and I thank you for your

co-sponsorship, and I think as we make any refinements, I will
very much look forward to working with Senator Heinz.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Just a brief question, Mr. Chairman. Congress-

man Pease, what kinds of products would be covered in your bill?
Can you name some countries? What countries or what industries?
As you interpret your bill, what would be covered, just briefly?
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Congressman PvsE. I think you could take South Korea, for ex-
ample, as a country that represses labor rights, and it does; there
are automobiles, there is steel, machine tools.

Senator BAUCUS. So, in Korea, it would be covered?
Congressman PzAss. It could be. It would be subject to a petition,

usually from the industry, via the 301 process.
Senator BAUCUS. So, in your judgment, that would ustify an

alignment with 301? If your bill is enacted, it would be allowed and
should be successfully concluded?

Congressman PasE. I think it is quite likely that a 301 petition
could be brought, and I couldn't prejudge the outcome of it; but
there certainly is repression of labor rights in Korea. Under my
formulation in the subcommittee last week, if the USTR found that
Korea was making vigorous and adequate steps toward providing
worker rights, i.e. not throwing people in jail anymore because
they wanted to be officers of a labor union, then the USTR might
find that there was not an actual violation.

Senator BAUCUS. Labor rights in Korea in regard to the right to
bargain or child labor?

Congressman PEASE. In Korea, it is largely a rather cavalier
treatment of labor unions. Union leaders who successfully negoti-
ate contracts are likely to find themselves in jail afterwards.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Just one very brief comment, and that is that I

think there is another value to having this provision; and that is
that, not only does it provide flexibility in terms of determination
by the President, but it provides a positive incentive to other coun-
tries to begin to change their practices with respect to unfair
worker conditions.

Inasmuch as bringing trade actions, I think we want to try to
create a positive environment to put an end to some of this abuse
around the world and to help bring about a different standard.
When other Senators raise questions about the Soviet Union, what
we are trying to do is to use, in a sense, our view of the value of
the human rights aspects of workers in a way of trying to set a
standard and trying to pull the nations of the world up to a some-
what higher standard.

That is really what we are doing here as well. And I thank the
Congressman for his comments.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Congressman PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you so much for your contribution this

morning.
Congressman PEASE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next panel we will hear from is the Honora-

ble Michael Smith, Deputy U.S. Trade Representative and the Hon-
orable Roger Semerad, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employ-
ment and Training. Gentlemen, if you will come forward, please.
Mr. Ambassador, do you have a statement?

Ambassador SMITH. I do have a statement, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. If you would proceed and summarize it, we

would appreciate it.
[The prepared written statement of Congressman Pease follows:]
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Testimony of U. S. Representative Don J. Pease
Before the Senate Finance Committee

March 18, 1987

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the privilege of appearing before this
distinguished committee to discuss worker rights and trade adjustment
assistance.

I. Worker Rights

It is essential that this year's trade debate avoid hre polarizing
rhetoric and center on constructive approaches to spread the benefits of
trade as broadly as possible. Trade can play a positive role in advancing
the interests of a broad range of American businesses, consumers, and
workers, while promoting gains in living standards abroad, especially in
developing countries.

As international trade has grown enormously after World Yar II, the
U. S. has gained trading partners across the developing world. At present.
these poorer nations account for more than a third of U. S. trade. However,
there is one especially heavy cost. Some foreign governments rely upon the
brutal repression of their labor forces to -nfairly produce goods for
export.

Systematic labor repression has become a potent weapon in the arsenal
of unfair trading practices that some foreign nations use to break into
U. S. markets. Its impact on competing U. S. industries is just as harmful
as foreign government subsidies to exporters on dumping.

As we strengthen our trade laws to advance fair trade and to authorize
actions against unfair trade practice, I implore this committee to recognize
that the rights of workers are as much at stake in the trading system as the
rights of manufacturers and consumers. Now is the time for the Congress to
act to treat as an unfair trade practice the competitive advantages In
International trade that some nations derive from the systematic denial of
basic worker rights.

But you don't have to take mY word for it.

Listen to the words of the U. S. Secretary of Labor, Bill Brock,
speaking in Geneva last summer:

Those countries which are flooding world markets with goods made
by children, or by workers who can't form free trade unions or
bargain collectively, or who are denied even the most minimum
standards of safety and health are doing more harm to the
principle of free and fair trade than any protectionist groups I
can think of.
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Just three weeks ago, the Retail Industry Trade Action Coalition (RITAC),
comprised of some of America's leading companies catering to the needs of
American consumers endorsed a legislation on worker rights. Quoting from
RITAC's recent testimony to the House Ways and Means Committee:

We support measures like the Pease amendment (in H.R. 3) which
seeks to encourage other countries -- which benefit from access to
our markets -- to provide their workers with basic Internationally
recognized rights ...... In our view, the United States should use
Its influence to improve the lot of workers world-wide and to help
our workers regain their competitive edge.

Critics of the movement to link labor rights and international trade
most often attempt to discredit such efforts by asserting answers to two
questions:

(1) How can we impose U. S. labor standards on the rest of the trading
world?

(2) In linking labor rights to international trade, isn't the real
policy objective to keep imports out of the U. S. market to protect American
jobs and not to improve labor conditions of foreign workers?

First, it is patently false to argue that the labor rights provisions
now in U. S. trade law as well as those proposed for this year's trade bill
require other trading countries to protect worker rights that the U. S. has
not agreed to itself in binding form. They cannot be construed as a minimum
wage for the world approach. The statutory definition of Internationally
recognized worker rights avoids this inconsistency. In fact, each of the
rights cited in the definition Is Constitutionally or statutorily protected
in the U. S. and bolstered by rich case history in the courts. With respect
to minimum wages, the definition is consciously phrased more flexibly to
allow taking into account a country's level of economic development in its
application. Enacted and pending labor rights provisions are neither
hypocritical or unreasonable because they do not ask other trading countries
to do as much, let alone more, than we have already seen fit to do in U. S.
law to afford workers their basic rights.

Whether the U. S. has formally ratified certain ILO conventions is not
the issue to be addressed in deciding whether promoting respect for basic
labor rights ought to be linked to the conduct of U. S. trade policy. To
reject this linkage on such grounds is to act purely on legal technicality
in transparent defiance of reality.

It has been official U. S. policy for more than 5U years, through both
Republican and Democratic Administrations, to belong% to the ILO, to actively
support international respect for basic worker rights embodied in the
fundamental ILO conventions, and to vigorously participate in the
supervision of international adherence to the basic ILO conventions. The
truth of the matter is that our country does recognize in practice the
legitimacy of the worker rights embodied in the basic ILO conventions.
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U. S. membership in the ILO and official U. S. support for
International adherence to basic ILO standards actually predates and is nrdifferent than our official acceptance of the rules of the international
trading system as spelled out in the GATT. The U. S. has not formally
ratified/recognized the GATT, but nobody seriously questions that it has
long been official U. S. policy throughout the past 4U years to belong to
the GATT governing bodies and to work toward international acceptance of and
adherence to GATT trading standards. In fact, adoption and enforcement of
labor rights provisions would strengthen both the GATT and the ILO systems.

moreover, trading nations know what are internationally recognized
worker rights and that the definition in the U. S. law mirrors basic labor
rights and standards spelled out in the basic ILO conventions. As a matter
of law, any country that belongs to the ILU and has ratified an ILO
convention is legally bound to implement national laws to carry out the
purpose of that particular ILO convention. More basic, more than 150
countries belong to the ILO and with membership comes de facto acceptance of
freedom of association. It is instructive to examine international law and
the record of international acceptance of these rights as stated in the
fundamental ILO conventions as of January 1, 198b:

With regard tv freedom of association, 105 countries (including Gabon,
Uulgaria, China, and Singapore) have ratified Convention ii1 (1921) dealing
with the right of association. Ninety-seven countries have ratified
Convention 087 (1948) pertaining to the freedom of association (including
Chad, Hungary, the Soviet Union, and Haiti) and protective of the right to
organize.

With respect to the right to organize and bargain collectively, 113
countries (including Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Romania) have ratified
Convention 098 (1949) pertaining to the right to organize and bargain
collectively. Un forced labor, 109 countries (including Angola, Malaysia,
and Thailand) have ratified Convention #10b (1957) calling for the abolition
of forced labor.

Regarding the establishment of a mininium age for the employment of
children, 69 countries (including Albania, Ivory Coast, and Singapore) have
ratified Convention 05, (1919) fixing an age of 14 years as a minimum age
for industrial employment.

Incidentally, some are surprised to learn that 46 countries (including
Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, and Pakistan have ratified Convention #1 (1921)
pertaining to hours of work and 32 countries (including Romania, Sri Lanka,
and Zambia) have ratified Convention #131 (1972) calling for the
establishment of a system of minimum wages to cover wage earners.

Furthermore, the Reagan Administration has had no trouble defining what
is meant by internationally recognized worker rights. Appendix B of the
State Department's Human Rights Country Report provide an excellent
definition for purposes of reporting on the status of worker rights in more
than 15U countries and enforcing U. S. law.

Second, labeling efforts to link labor rights with the conduct of
international trade as "protectionist" does not make them so. To the
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contrary, devout free trade advocates simply must grasp that any future hope
for an open trading system in the world is very much in jeopardy. Unless
the benefits of international trade are shared more broadly with workers
everywhere, then pressure will continue to build within the U. S. and other
developed countries to close their markets to many imports.

The U. S. in the last 20 years has gone frum being the acknowledged
economic superpower in the world to being one of a pack of economic
powerhouses engaged in very hard-nosed global competition to retain old
markets and to open new ones. Coinciding with our deeper integration into
the global economy, we have seen a trade surplus turn into a $170 billion
annual trade deficit in just five years. Our manufacturing base has been
trightfully eroded. Millions of good-paying American jobs have been lost
forever to foreign sweatshops. Service jobs paying the minimum wage or
little more are little consolation. Every day it becomes more apparent that
the trade gap is fundamentally a standard-of-living gap. Too often in
corporate boardrooms that translates into a presumption that the Ainerican
standard of living for many American manufacturing workers is too high.

Assume that we level the playing field, adapt our production methods,
improve our productivity, and expand our research and development of new
technologies. Still, how can we hope to compete against China, South Korea,
or any other country in which basic labor rights are non-existent, wages are
but a fraction of ours, and to which capital and technology can be
transferred at the relative drop of a hat? Is it fair and right to ask
American workers to do so?

The answer is that American ,actories and workers will continue to be
at an extreme disadvantage in competing with their counterparts in countries
like Taiwan where the hourly manufacturing wage is 13 percent of that in
America. Assembly workers there live in crowded company-owned dorms with no
air conditioning, despite IOU degree heat and high humidity, no potable
water, no recreational facilities, and no social activities. Health and
safety regulations are or and nonexistent, aven when workers handle
hazardous products. Strikes are all but illegal under martial law.
Although a collective bargaining law is on the books, there are no
agreements in effect. The few unions that do exist are government-
controlled. The Ministry of Interior appoints union leaders, and plant
managers often line government and company coffers with the union dues they
collect, while distributing official propaganda through union channels.

The result of such lop-sided quasi-competition is that U. S. production
and jobs increasingly are shifted overseas. Who among us have not seen or
hedrd of plants closed in or near our community with the production moved
abroad or abandoned altogether in the face of the on-going flood of imports?
Those Ainerican manufacturing workers lucky enough to still have jobs areseemingly being forced to accept a steady decline in their standards of
living, given an Inexhaustible surplus of hands around the world desperate
for any work.

That is why the customary terms of the trade debate are no longer
useful. That is why the dynamics ot the international trading system mustbe changed to spread the benefits much inore fully with workers everywhere if
any semblance of an open trading system is to be realized.
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A significant start has been made and additional labor rights
legislation could actually help to drown out the siren song of
protectionism. Priority should be given to improving the GATT and U. S.
trade law by building in incentives for labor standards to move-p in
developing countries to some minimum level of respect for internationally
recognized worker rights. We cannot afford to tolerate, consciously or
unconsciously, a trading system that pits American workers in dog-eat-dog
competition with the lowest common international denominator on worker
rights. The ability to sell in America, the world's greatest consumer
market, is a powerful source of influence that ought to be used to prod
foreign countries to respect basic labor rights and to expand upon who
benefits from trade within countries as well as among them. It is just as
true overseas as it is here at home that affording working people the rights
and tools with which to improve their incoes creates increased demand for
more American exports which creates more Anerican jobs.

11. Trade Adjustment Assistance

The Administration, in its budget proposal, and the Lovell Commission
have proposed a new, $1 billion integrated dislocated worker assistance
program emphasizing rapid delivery of employment services and retraining
benefits.

The Lovell Report estimated that about bUU,UUO eligible workers would
avail themselves of the program each year. The Commission allowed for
$1,300 per participant for a 13 week training course ($700 million). An
additional $120 million and $80 million would fund administrative costs of
enhanced employment services and supplemental licoie maihtenance during
retraining, respectively.

Clearly, $1 billion is not enough money to provide adequate retraining
and income maintenance benefits for all tU0,UUU plus eligible workers that
the Lovell Report estimates will apply for the program annually. The Lovell
Report acknowledges that many retraining and remedial education programs
last 9 months to a year and cost much more than $1,3JU.

The Administration and Lovell proposals properly identify an important
problem, but meet only halfway the challenge It presents. Resources for
retraining, in particular, are spread too thin. Last week, the House Ways
and Means Subcommittee on Trade adopted an amendment I offered to create the
proper means and incentive for a dislocated worker certified under TAA to
retrain. The bill approved by the Subcommittee on Trade would entitle each
worker to a $4,000 training voucher, which could be used for any combination
of retraining (classroom or on-the-job), remedial education and relocation
benefits approved by his state. I am encouraged to note that the bipartisan
bill pending before this Conmnittee makes a similar proposal.

It is widely recognized that supplemental income maintenance is
important to the success of a worker adjustment program. Workers must be
able to satisfy the basic needs of their families while they retrain. The
Administration's proposal would eliminate d program providing adequate
supplemental income maintenance tor some (TRA) with a program providing
adequate supplemental income maintenance for none.
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Critics of the Trade Adjustment Assistance program have argued that
income maintenance benefits like Trade Readjustment Allowances (TRA) lessen
the incentive to find a new job. Further, tney maintain that permitting the
payment of supplemental income maintenance only when the worker is engaged
n training will artificially inflate the demand for training, since it

would become the only effective alternative to taking a low paying job.

Training is not for everyone. Penuitting TRA to be converted into a
supplemental wage allowance could provide an Incentive to return to work for
those not wishing to retrain by easing the financial transition they face.
Easing the transition, after all, is what an adjustment program for
dislocated workers should be all about.

This option would be particularly responsive to the plight of older
dislocated workers. Workers with only five to ten years left in the
workforce are less adaptable to and interested in retraining. Most older
dislocated workers, unlike their younger colleagues who can retrain for
skilled, higher-paying jobs, are consigned to unskilled, low-paying jobs. A
program that exclusively emphasizes training overlooks and, in effect,
discriminates against this group of workers.

For those not disposed or suited to retraining, my amendment would
create a new option under the TAA program. A worker who takes a new job
paying less than his old job would be entitled to collect up to 50% of his
TA benefits in the form of a supple*.-ntal wage allowance. Spread over a
one year period commencing with termination of unemployment benefits, the
allowance would supplement the wage re-employed dislocated workers will be
paid in what will often be an entry level job. Most jobs provide a raise
within a year. The allowance would cushion the fall in their earning power
during the first (lowest-paying) year of their new job. The allowance could
not exceed an amount raising the worker's new salary to more than 80% of his
old salary.

By adding both a training entitlement and the option to convert TRA
benetits into a supplemental wage allowance, the Subcommittee bill would
reform the TAA program to present the dislocated worker with an balance of
incentives more consistent with the goal of promoting adjustment.

The new program would present eligible workers ,ith three options:

1) Pure supplemental income maintenance -- For the worker whose plant
was not cIosed upon his d l6d~T~ ncFt c theree is some prospect he will be
rehired), the basic 26 weeks of TRA. unlinked to rt.training, would continue.

2) Supplemental income maintenance while in training -- The existing 52
weeks of TRA as well as a new $4,000 tratnt_-rVenttemeht would provide the
dislocated worker with the proper means and incentive to retrain.

3) 50% TO conversion option into supplemental wage allowance -- The
option to convert his TRA benefits toa su-- tal wai-io-a-n-e would
create for the dislocated worker the incentive to take a new, albeit lower
payiNg, job, since he could earn more money than if he continued to collect
Ul ur TRA benefits. However, the 5% conversion rate is onodest enough
(i.e., $2 an hour) that it would be unlikely to distort a worker's decision
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to undertake retraining if he felt doing so would make sense financially in
the long run.

The addition of this supplemental wage allowance option and the
narrowing of eligibility for the basic 26 weeks of TRA are designed to
address the longstanding criticisms of the income maintenance aspects of the
TAA program. At the same time, the provision ot the training entitlement is
intended to supply the proper incentive for workers to undertake retraining
and, in doing so, to improve the overall productivity of the American
work force.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL SMITH, DEPUTY U.S. TRADE REP-
RESENTATIVE, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID P.
SHARK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TRADE POLICY COORDINATION
Ambassador SMrrH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am joined this

morning by Mr. David Shark from the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative, and I have available also with me Mr. Chris
Parlin, who is in the office of the General Counsel of the USTR. I
do have a statement, but I will summarize as you have requested.

Very briefly put, I think the Administration is well on record as
trying to work internationally to get approved worker rights. The
Department of State for the last forty-five years has had labor at-
tach6s overseas as part of the Foreign Service. Every embassy in
the world-U.S. embassy in the world-has an officer responsible
for following labor issues. AID is involved in this, as you know, and
Mr. Semerad will probably touch on this when he testifies.

We have been trying to work assiduously to promote workers'
rights. We have the CBI initiative, which was referred to earlier,
and the Generalized System of Preferences. That is just to summa-
rize.

Let me move on now to the Uruguay Round and then to 301. As
you know, during the Uruguay Round, that was launched in Punta
del Este last September. The key issue in the run-up to launching
of the round was negotiation on what issues would be on the
agenda, and we spent lots of time on this. Worker rights was
among the issues brought by the United States to include on the
agenda. We were the only country that brought that issue forward.

We do believe that it is time for the GATT to review the interre-
lationship between workers' rights and trade and to examine how
the GAfl should deal with that relationship.

However, we do think that this should be based on international
concensus as the GATT and all the provisions therein are based on
international concensus. We raised our workers' rights proposal
both in the preparatory meetings in Geneva that were hed in ad-
vance of the Punta del Este Ministerial and then at the Ministerial
itself.

Our efforts in Punta del Este were aided by the presence of rep-
resentatives of the AFL-CIO, who came to Punta del Este as pri-
vate sector advisors to the delegation. It is no secret to you that we
were unable to achieve a Ministerial concensus for the inclusion of
workers' rights on the current agenda.

One of the problems-and it was a serious problem-that we
faced was that many saw and now continue to see that the issue of
workers' rights is a Trojan horse for protectionism.

As a result, even countries with exemplary records on workers'
rights, such as Sweden, refused to support our initiative. Nonethe-
less, Mr. Chairman, we don't think that the door is closed. At our
insistence, the chairman's summing up statement at the Punta del
Fte Ministerial included a notation to the effect that workers'
rights was one of a number of issues where agreement couldn't be
reached at that time, but that there was agreement that new issues
can be added to the Uruguay agenda at any time if the necessary
concensus can be found.
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In following up on that, we have established an interagency task
force, developed specifically to promote the introduction of workers'
rights in the Uruguay Round. We have our work cut out for us. We
have to convince other countries that workers' rights isn't dis-
guised protectionism and isn't an attempt to impose our standards
upon them and isn't an effort to deprive other countries of areas of
legitimate comparative advantage. This won't be easy.

We need the help of the labor unions. It is perhaps worthy of no-
tation by this committee that the foreign trade unions in the devel-
oped countries were either not involved on this issue in the lead-up
to Punta del Este or, if they were, they had virtually no influence
on their governments because their governments would not join
with us in bringing this issue forward.

Moving to Section 301, Mr. Chairman, we oppose proposals which
would make failure to meet "international standards for workers'
rights" actionable under 301. We believe that the concept itself is
fundamentally flawed.

There is no international concensus on what constitutes unfair
workers' rights practice or how it should be dealt with in the con-
text of international trade. ILO standards are often pointed to in
discussions of what constitutes workers' rights. However, ILO
standards are general in nature, providing a wide degree of lati-
tude for different implementation and requiring a considerable
amount of interpretation by experts. The subjective nature of work-
ers' rights criteria also makes it impossible, I would submit, to de-
termine, as required by Section 301 procedures, either the "burden
or restriction" on U.S. commerce resulting from these practices or
on an appropriate remedy.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ambassador, if you could summarize? What
you have stated thus far will obviously lead to a number of ques-
tions, and we will be poking at this for some time. If you could
summarize your remarks, and then we will insert your entire state-
ment in the record, we would appreciate it.

Ambassador SMITH. All right, sir. In brief, we would find it im-
possible to measure, as we are required to under Section 301, the
burden or the loss that is incurred for failure of a foreign country
to abide by these standards.

We think that imposing this under the 301 will aggravate the
problem rather than help us bring countries along to improve
workers' rights. We do not think that the GSP experience is a
precedent because of the different nature of the trade benefit ex-
tended.

And we believe, finally, that what we should be seeking in work-
ers' rights, which is a difficult issue to begin with and one which
impinges upon countries' own sovereignties, that we should be
working for an evolutionary approach rather than an approach
which will be certainly taken by other countries as a unilateral im-
position of the American will. Thank you, sir.

The CHRm". Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Mr. Secretary, if you would proceed?
[The prepared written statement of Ambassador Smith follows:]
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I welcome this opportunity to appear before the Committee to

discuss worker rights and trade. This morning I would like to

disouss the Administration's views and activities in the worker

rights area and our views on proposed legislation on worker

rights and trade.

At the outset, I should emphasize that this Administration is firmly

oomitted to working internationally for improved respeot for

workers rights. OUr efforts to promote respeot for worker rights

are based in the belief that pronting free and demooratio unions

and respeot for the rights of workers is an important element of

our broader efforts to promote demooraoy and eoonomio stability

globally. In the context of developing countries, we see the

development of a strong legal infrastructure for the promotion of

worker rights as an important part of the development process.

We believe that development and trade should not be viewed as an

end. Rather, they are a eans for promoting higher standards of

living worldwide, and respect for worker rights plays an important

role in this prooess.
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Our efforts in the area of worker rights have a long history, firmly

based in law and policy. In faot, it has been almost 45 years

since the State Department first assigned foreign service officers

as labor attaches abroad. Moreover, for many years, the Foreign

Assistance Aot has explicitly stated that aiding the development

of free and demooratio trade unions is an objective of U.S.

foreign policy.

Our ongoing efforts to promote respect for worker rights draw

upon the resources of the Department of State. the Agency for

International Development, the U.S. Information Agency and the

Department of Labor. With respect to the Department of State,

every U.S. embassy in the world has an officer responsible for

following labor issues. Among the responsibilities of these

officers is to promote free and democratic labor unions. An

integral part of the Department of State's Country Reports on

Human Rights Practices, submitted to Congress annually, is an

assessment of worker rights praotioes in eaoh country.

The Agency for International Development has an extensive program

for funding the training and education of foreign labor leaders

through the AFL-CIO. These efforts go hand-in-hand with the work

of the U.S. Information Agency. Through the USIA's International

Visitors Program, foreign labor leaders and future leaders are

invited to the United States to meet with U.S. labor leaders and

viev our democratic labor institutions and practices first-hand.
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USIA also funds visits abroad by U.S. labor leaders. The Department

-of Labor, through its Bureau of International Labor Affairs, plays

an important role in our efforts by providing teohnioal assistance

seminars overseas and in working with AID and USIA in planning

travel by labor leaders under programs suoh as the Interrational

Visitors Program. The Department of Labor also supplies requested

teohnioal support services to the AFL-CIO's international trade

union institutes. In addition, by oongressional direotion, the

Department of Labor administered a $2 million oontraot program in

1982 to help the trade union institutes study and provide tcohnioal

servioss to demooratio trade unions in a range of developing

oountries.

Another important element of our efforts to promote respeot for

worker rights has been our motive membership in the International

Labor Organization (ILO), whioh develops labor standards and

promotes respeot for these standards. These standards oover

basio trade union rights, suoh as freedom of association, proteotion

against safety and health hazards, and employee benefits. A GAO

study in 1984 oonoluded that inoreased U.S. aotivities in the 1LO

had signifioantly enhanoed our partioipation in that international

organization.

In reoent years, we have also worked to promote respeot for-worker

rights through implementation of worker rights provisions in the

laws governing the Presideht's Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI)
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and the Generalized System of Preferenoes (GSP) and the Overseas

Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). In implementing the CBI.

program, yorker rights formed an important part of the bilateral

oonsultations leading up to our deoisions to designate countries

as eligible for the program. Vith respeot to the GSP program, a

review of worker rights praotioes in oertain oountries was an

important element of our recently oonoluded General Review.

Through both the CBI designation prooess and our reviews under

GSP, we have enoouraged progress with some suooess.

More recently, we have sought to introduoe the issue of worker

rights in the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations.

I would like to take a moment to review these efforts with you.

The Uruguay Round

As you know, the Uruguay Round was launohed last September at a

ministerial level meeting in Punta del Este, Uruguay. The key

issue in the run-up to launohing the negotiations was what issues

would be on the agenda. We spent many months in intensive

negotiations over this issue. Worker rights was among the issues

that we sought to inolude o" the agenda. We believe that the

time is ripe for the GATT to review the interrelationship between

worker rights and trade, and to examine how the GATT should deal

with this interrelationship. Moreover, for efforts at improvement

of respeot for worker rights in the trade arena to be more
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produotive, they should be based upon an international oonsensus

as to the appropriate means for seeking this objeotive.

We raised our proposal both in the preparatory meetings that were

held in advanos of the Punta del Nste ministerial and in the

ministerial itself. In Punta del Este, our efforts vere aided by

the presenoe of representatives of the AFL-CIO as private seotor

advisors to the U.S. delegation. Throughout this prooess,

Ambassador Yeutter made olear that this was an aroa of major

interest for us.

As you know, at Punta del Rste ye were unable to aohieve the

multilateral oonsensus neoessary to inolude worker rights on the

agenda. One of the most serious problems we faoed vas that many

say, and oontinue to see, the issue of worker rights as a trojan

horse for proteotionisn. As a result, even countries with exemplary

reoords on worker rights did not rise to support us.

Nevertheless, the door is not olosed. In the ohairman's summing

up at the end of the Punta del Note ministerial, he noted that

worker rights was one of a number of issues where agreement oould

not be reaohed Oat this time. 0I emphasize the words "at this time"

because new issues oan be added to the Uruguay Round agenda at

any time if the neoessary oonsensus oan be found.
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The Administration has included consideration by the GATT of the

worker rights issue among the negotiating objeotives listed in

our trade bill. As evidenoed by this proposal, we are oommitted

to building the necessary consensus to aohieve this objective.

In this effort we intend to work closely with the our private sector

--partioularly organized labor. An essential element of building

support will be for organized labor to encourage their counterparts

in other countries to become aotiely involved.

We have established an interugenoy task force devoted speoifioal-

ly to promoting introduction of this issue in the Uruguay Round.

Quite obviously, we have our work out out for us. We will have

to oonvinoe other countries that worker rights is not disguised

protectionism, an attempt to impose U.S. standards upon other

countries or an effort to deprive other countries of areas of

legitimate comparative advantage but rather an, attempt to ensure

thcmt trade oontributeo to increased living standards. Our task

will not be an easy one, but it is a task that we are oommitted

to. In the meantime, it is important that we not take actions

that will prove to be oounterproduotive; whioh brings me to the final

subject of this statement.

/

Baotion S3 and Worker Alghta

This administration opposes proposals vhioh would make failure to

meet internationalm standards for worker rights actionable uador
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Section 301. While ve appreoiate that efforts have been made to

respond to our objeotions, our view is that the oonoept itself is

fundamentally flawed. For G number of reasons, an attempt by the

United States to impose suoh standards unilaterally on the rest

of the world oould do more to reduoe trade than to advanoe the

oause of worker rights elsewhere in the world.

There is no international oonsensus on what oonstitutes an

"unfair* worker rights praotioe or on how it should be dealt with

in the oontext of international trade. ILO standards are often

pointed to in disoussions of what oonstitutes workers rights.

However. ILO standards tend to be general in nature, providing a

wide degree of latitude for differing implementation and requiring

a oonsiderable amount of interpretation by experts. Other than a

seotion on prison labor, the GATT does Lot oontain any exploit

referenoe to labor standards. Any trade aotion taken by the

United States under eotion 301 would have no sanotion under

existing international trade rules; therefore, the United States

would be subjeot to retaliation against its own exports if it

took aotions whioh impaired our international trade obligations.

The subjeotive nature of worker rights oriteria also makes it

difficult to determine, as required by Beotion 301 prooedures,

either the "burden or restriotion on U.S. Coameroe" resulting

from these praotioes or an appropriate remedy. How does one

measure the burden oaused by failure to permit industry-vide
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bargaining, or for requirements for binding arbitration, or for

the restriotion of Federation assistanoe to looal bargaining

units? And while repressed worker rights oertainly oan provide

some boost advantage. I would submit that the existence historically

of free trade unions in the United States has made us a

competitive. not less.

Our experience to date with GSP and CBI has shovn yorker rights

issues to be oomplex and highly sensitive politically. Moreover,

worker rights policies vary greatly from country to country, and

are deeply embodied in a country's sooo-eoonomio system. The

public complaints have centered on issues suoh as union partiolpa-

tioD in politics, federation assistance in looal bargaining,

unfair union oertifioation procedures, and the Jailing and

harassment of labor leaders. (Z should vote that it is our

understanding that the amendment's sponsors agree that significantly

lower wages or other worker benefits do not by themselves constitute

a violation.) Use of the very public Seotion 301 procedure, with

its public finding of unfairness, to deal with suoh complaints

would tend to aggravate national sensitivities in suoh a way as to

preclude the sort of evolutionary progress that might be achieved

by other, less confrontational means. Use of suoh a blunt

instrument would thus likely lead to trade restrictions rather

than impfovement in worker rights.
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It may be argued that the proposal is merely a simple extension

of the worker rights provisions inoorporatd in the GSP program.

Vhile it is true that the identical list of worker rights is

provided for in the GSP program, there are oritioal differenoes

as to the context in whioh the list is used. Those differences

oonstitute a leap, not a simple extension,- in the use of worker

rights in trade policy. First, GSP is designed to faoilitate

eoonomio development; it consists of oonoessions unilaterally

granted by the United States. Thus. the U.S. has the right not

only to determine the conditions of asoess to the program, but

also to set conditions of aooess whioh are subjeotive and not

necessarily based an international consensus.

Second, the GSP process affords an opportunity to gain progress

quietly in the oomplex and politically sensitive area of sooial

policy. Use of Seotion 301 would likely create a significantly

different environment for bilateral discussions.

Third, upon a negative finding under GSP, the U.S. removes GSP

benefits. Under Seotion 301. if satisfactory steps were not

achieved, we would consider retaliation whioh oould entail

restrioting imports from that country. On what basis would we

establish the trade remedyf Vhat would be the level of retaliation

oommensurate to a failure to permit indepeoident union activity or

for not permitting oolleotive bargaining beyond the company

74-775 0 - 88 - 3
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level? Now would we justify retaliation if it violates our inter-

national obligations under the GATT?

Fourth, unlike Seotion 301, the GSP excludes virtually all oommunist

oountries. Under the worker rights olause in GSP, Romania has

been eliminated from that program. Do we intend to take 301

action to demand improvements in worker rights from the entire

Soviet bloo? Certainly, workers in those countries have neither

the right to form free trade unions nor to bargain oolleotively.

The ooamunist party system preoludes these rights. A Seotion 301

oase would likely not oause these oountries to alter their whole

system of government to grant worker rights. The only result

would be U.S. restriotions on imports from these nations (and,

almost oertainly, retaliatory aotion by then against our exports).

On the other hand. if the U.S. decided not to use this amendment

in relation to the Soviet bloo. how oould we apply it to other

countries? We would be guilty of a gross double standard.

A better approaoh to international labor standards is to seek

improved foreign oountry praotioes through the avenues now avail-

able, while in a trade oontext seeking broad international

agreement on how this issue should be addressed. rt is this

approach that we are pursuing in the Uruguay Round.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER D. SEMERAD, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF LABOR FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, WASHING.
TON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT JONES, DEPUTY ASSIST.
ANT SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Secretary SEMERAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to

have the opportunity to testify before the committee this morning.
I think we all share the concern of how we can best help in the
readjustment of dislocated workers. My full testimony, with your
permission, is submitted for the record; and I will summarize in
the interest of time.

I have with me today at the table, my deputy, Bob Jones.
As you know, the Administration's Worker Readjustment pro-

gram is contained in the Trade, Employment and Productivity Act
of 1987, which the President transmitted to Congress on February
19th.

We now have in place three programs that attempt to address
various aspects of dislocated worker problems: Trade Adjustment
Assistance, the JTPA Dislocated Worker Program, and Unemploy-
ment Insurance. Each of these has serious limitations in a rapidly
changing economy.

TAA has significant shortcomings. It is costly, serving only about
48,000 workers this year, at ix cost of $206 million, or $4,300 per
worker served. It is inequitable, discriminating in favor of one
group of dislocated workers over another based on the cause of
their unemployment. One group of workers laid off from a plant
may get TAA while another group at the same plant may be ineli-
gible. This has resulted in pressure over the years to keep adding
additional groups of workers to those eligible for programs, such as
employees of secondary suppliers.

TAA has a lengthy and cumbersome investigation and certifica-
tion process that frequently results in assistance being provided to
the worker long after the layoff has occurred.

TAA emphasizes extended income support, rather than the early
intervention and assistance that is necessary to effectively help dis-
located workers. Research has shown that long periods of benefits
simply prolong unemployment and job search and delay the work-
ers' decision to enroll in adjustment activities.

The Job Training Partnership Act Dislocated Worker Program
has not been without its problems as well. In too many States there
have been delays in mounting the programs and in enrolling dis-
placed workers. Further, the Title III location process has not al-
lowed the flexibility needed to target funds where the problems
are.

The UI system is primarily oriented toward income replacement.
It provides a temporary financial cushion for workers who lose
their jobs, but it has not been used to actively assist in the adjust-
ment process.

We need a new, more comprehensive approach to the problems of
worker dislocation. Our proposal incorporates many of the recom-
mendations of Secretary Brock's Task Force on Economic Adjust-
ment and Worker Dislocation and the President's Commission on
International Competitiveness, and is based on-in large meas-
ure-our experience in learning what works best for these workers.

0
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Our proposal is based on a set of principles which we are con-
vinced must be reflected in any new legislation to help dislocated
workers. The program covers all workers, regardless of the cause of
their dislocation. It provides incentives for early notification of
plant closings and mechanisms for early intervention. There are
close linkages to the Unemployment Insurance system.

The program stresses adjustment assistance and training, rather
than just costly income support; and it provides flexibility to target
resources more quickly. And I think we would all agree that Amer-
ica has to learn how to redeploy its work force much more quickly
in this process of economic change.

Let me describe some of the key features of our bill. It will set up
a comprehensive new program, replacing TAA and JTPA Title III.
It will be funded at $980 million and help 700,000 workers-three
times the resources and workers served by TAA and JTPA Title III
combined. The cost of serving a participant will be on the order of
$1,400, far less than TAA.

It will serve all dislocated workers, including those who are
trade-impacted, and cover virtually the entire universe of those we
believe need Government assistance. Three types of services would
be provided: basic readjustment services, retraining, and the Secre-
tary's discretionary fund activities, which could include multi-State
projects, mass layQff , _ natural disasters, and demonstration
projects.

Mr. Chairman, there have been a number of worker adjustment
proposals introduced in the Congress, including your bill, S. 490. I
believe we are all trying to achieve the same results-an effective
worker adjustment policy. But I believe now is the time to replace
the : .quitable and inefficient approach of having several pro-
gra, serving different segments of dislocated workers with a new,
mort comprehensive program. I am confident that we can work to-
gether for enactment of a comprehensive worker readjustment pro-
posal this year, and I look forward to a continuing dialogue with
you and the members of this committee on the issue.

I thank you very much, and I would be pleased to answer any
questions.

The CHAIRMAN. With that in mind, Mr. Secretary, I was listening
to your comments about some workers being treated differently than.tes Do' youiato towrer h
others. Don't you think we owe a special obligation to workers who
are dislocated from their jobs because of our commitment to open
and free trade and our espousing and working toward that?

That is a different consideration than is the person who chooses
not to stay in school long enough to learn to read and write. Those
are a problem, but it seems that we have a special obligation, with
our commitment to open trade, to that person who is dislocated from
their job because of imports.

Secretary SEMERAD. Mr. Chairman, I think we all know that our
economy is moving from a manufacturing base and more of an in-
dustrial base to a more technologically oriented economy. It is
changing. If workers are laid off-if you are out of work and you
are in trouble and you are in pain, it doesn't matter to you wheth-
er it is because of trade impact. It is a fact that you need some as-
sistance in getting restarted in a changing economy.
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The jobs are not coming back. As you know, 100 years ago we
were wringing our hands in this country as people left the farm to
go to the plant. Now, they are leaving the plants, and they are
going into different kinds of businesses.

And I think the vibrance of our economy suggests that to dis-
criminate is not only expensive, but it is unfair.

The CHAIRMAN. I certainly hope that we are not losing our indus-
trial base and just going into a service economy, some kind of a Taco
Bell economy. I just don't think we will remain a great power, and I
don't think that we can afford that.

I think there are certain basic industries that we just have to
maintain in this country. I think that is an imperative.

[The prepared written statement of Secretary Semerad follows:)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before

you today on the important subject of how we can most effec-

tively help in the readjustment of workers who have been dis-

placed from their jobs through no fault of their own. As you

know, the Administration's Worker Readjustment proposal is con-

tained in the NTrade, Employment and Productivity Act of 1987N

which the President transmitted to the Congress on February 19.

This legislation also includes three other Department of Labor

(DOL) proposals -- an AFDC Youth Initiative to target services

to these youth under the Job Training Partnership Act, and pro-

posals to refocus the public employment service and decen-

tralize administrative financing of the Unemployment Insurance

(UI) system. We hope to have the opportunity to discuss these

proposals with you on another occasion.

Let me turn now to the particular problem of dislocated

workers, which our proposed Worker Readjustment program

addresses.

Worker dislocation is a serious issue, one that has been

with us for some time, and one that is an inevitable feature of

a dynamic economy. It is a problem that is not going to go
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away. As our Nation strives to maintain its dynamic economy

and enhance its competitiveness, we will continue to produce

new goods and services and adopt new technologies and produc-

tion techniques.

It is inevitable that in response to international market-

place conditions, changed consumer preferences, new technology,

and other factors, inferior products and inefficient production

methods will be replaced; older plants and production lines

will be closed down and worker dislocations will occur.

The issue we must address now is how to minimize the

effects of these displacements on the worker and on the

community. It is also important to our Nation that we utilize

and thus benefit from the job skills, experience, and produc-

tive energy of workers who lose their jobs through no fault of

their own.

What are the dimensions of the problem we are addressing?

A Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Survey completed in January

1986 found that in the previous five years, 10.8 million adults

permanently lost their jobs because their plant closed or their

job was abolished. Nearly half of these workers had been at

their jobs at least three years when they were let go. When

the workers were surveyed, BLS found that 67 percent of those

who had been displaced were reemployed, 18 percent were still

jobless, and 15 percent had left the work force altogether. Of

the employed, 56 percent were earning as much or more than

their former job, while 44 percent found lower paying jobs.
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f.-A know, Secretary Brock appointed a Task Force to

loo1afonomic adjustment and worker dislocation. The Task

Forcs," which issued its final report last December, found that

........OTrl ocatibh tonstitqt'e*' make dV'differen kiht n R-

unemloyment in many respects.

Many displaced workers have had long periods of attachment

to their employers. Frequently the jobs lost have been

achieved after working many years for a single employer. The

wor)(2rF often have difficulty finding jobs that pay as much at
o9

the, outset, or are comparable in other ways. The adjustment of

thete workers frequently is made more difficult because of age,

obsolete skills, family responsibilities, and community ties.

When displacement hits a large number of people in one area,

the workers affected and their communities can be devastated.

We believe it essential that the nation have in place an

effative and comprehensive policy and program for dislocated

worker* for the following reasons:

o . The slow labor force growth, resulting from the demo-

graphic changes we face over the coming decade, makes the

.i-f~~'use of worker potential essential -- particularly the

-- ttial of those who have a proven capacity and talent

for productive work.

o The changing world economic and trade picture, and our o,;n

national interest, demand a flexible U.S. labor force that

can adjust rapidly to new conditions.

BE .. AABE 1'~v
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o There is a broad consensus that dislocated'workers should

not have to bear the full burden of the adjustment

process.

We already have in place programs that attempt to address

various aspects of the worker dislocation problem - Trade

Adjustment Assistance (TAA), the JTPA Dislocated Worker

Program, and Unemployment Compensation. Each of these

approaches has serious limitations. Trade Adjustment

Assistance, in particular, has some serious shortcomings:

o TAA is a costly program, serving about 48,000 workers this

year at a cost of $206 million, $4,300 per worker served.

o There is a lengthy investigatory and certification process

to determine if the dislocation is trade-related; this is

both inefficient and inequitable.

o Because of this cumbersome process, many workers do not

receive assistance or benefits until well after their

layoff hale occurred, and in some cases after they have

already found a new job.

o The benefits available under TAA and other programs

serving dislocated workers are substantially different,

which raises the issue of fairness. There are instances

in which some workers laid off from a plant are eligible

for TAA while their unemployed neighbors are not.

o TAA's ovo'all emphasis is on extended income support

rather than the early intervention that we, and most

practitioners believe is necessary if we are to
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effectively assist the workers in dealing with the

dislocation. There is evidence that an extended duration

of income support for unemployed workers tends to prolong#

the duration of their unemployment and delays their

decisions to participate in adjustment activities.

The JTPA Dislocated Worker Program also has not been

without its problems. In too many States there have been

delays in mounting the programs and in enrolling displaced

workers. In addition, the Title III allocation process has not

proved to have the flexibility needed to target funds to where

the problems are.

The Unemployment Insurance system is primarily oriented

toward income replacement. While it provides a temporary

financial cushion for workers. who lose their jobs, it has not

been used to actively assist in the adjustment process.

We believe that a new, more comprehensive approach for

dislocated workers is called for. The Administration's worker

readjustment proposal is a blend of the best features of our

current programs, based on the positive learning experience we

have had in determining what works best for these workers, and
\

includes some new approaches to the problem.

The importance the Administration places on an effective

adjustment policy is demonstrated by our willingness to launch

a major new initiative at a time of serious budget constraints.

Our proposal incorporates many of the recommendations of the
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Secretary's Task Force on Worker Dislocation, the President's

Commission on International Competitiveness, and the Cabinet

Council Working Group on Human Capital.

Our proposal is based on a set of principles which we are

convinced must be reflected in any new legislation to help dis-

located workers.

o First, the program we have proposed is comprehensive and

covers all workers regardless of the cause of their dis-

location.

o Second, it provides incentives for early notification of

plant closings and layoffs, and mechanisms for early

intervention in those situations.

o Third, there are close linkages to the Unemployment

Insurance system.

o Fourth, the program stresses adjustment assistance and

training -- as opposed -to income support; and

o Fifth, it provides flexibility to target resources to

where dislocations occur, and flxibility to move

resources to those areas as quickly as the need arises.

Let me briefly describe some of the key features of the

Administration's Worker Readjustment proposal and then I will

answer any questions you may have.

Our proposal would set up a new program, replacing TAA and

Title III of JTPA. It would be funded at $980 million and help

700,000 workers each year--three times the number served by TAA

and JTPA Title III combined. The average cost of serving a
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participant will be $1,400, far les than the TAA program.

Eligibility would be broad-based -- essentially the same

criteria used under Title III today, and would include trade-

impacted workers. Three types of services would be provided:

Basic Readjustment Services, Retraining Services, and the

Secretary's Discretionary Fund activities.

Governors would receive about $300 million of the funds,

by formula, to establish an infrastructure in each State that

would provide basic readjustment services. These services

would include assessment, counseling, labor market information,

and job search search assistance.

Governors also would establish a rapid response capability

to deal quickly with plant closing or mass layoff situations.

This would be accomplished by such actions as helping to set up

voluntary labor-management committees, and identifying and

mobilizing State and community resources.

Eighty percent of the basic readjustment funds would be

channeled to substate areas by a formula determined by the

Governor. The Governor would negotiate with local elected

officials and Private Industry Councils (PICs) in substate

areas as to who would administer the local grants and how the

services would be provided. Those who could administer

substate grants include PICs, State agencies, local govern-

ments, community colleges, or non-profit agencies.

One-half, or almost $500 million, of the funds under our

proposal would be available for retraining services. These
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ser iq lId include traditional classrool and on-the-job

train relocation assistance, vouchers to individuals to

arranq eir own training at approved institutions, and a new

cona led a certificate of eligibility for training.

L nem briefly explain this certificate and the rationale

behlnd-.W We have found that dislocated wor' ers are often

irelucea to enroll in training. They want another 12k. Under- w

ouz p 1, these workers would be given a certificate of

eligibT.ty for training which they could redeem, depending on

the av& ability of funds, at any time over a two-year period.

This rns that a worker could get a job, and then decide to

take tZfening to upgrade skills or obtain a General Equivalency

Diplom(GED) while employed.

.riAther feature of the retraining component is that UI

recLpitbs who enroll in training by their 10th week of UI

would.'leligible for income assistance equal to their UI bene-

fit at until they complete training. This income

assist~ would be paid from worker readjustment funds.

- to would receive funds up to a pre-determined

St&t level, based on its formula allocation for basic

adjust t services. In turn, each substate grantee would also

have:" qd rget level. States and substate grantees would be

exP.ctjto reach their target expenditure levels on a

quartiMf basis.

.amount States don't spend of their target levels each

quartolt.ould be retained in the general retraining fund. This

BEFi *AVAILABLE, COPvt
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would allow the Secretary the flexibility to quickly retarget

these funds to areas of greatest need. However, when a State

that didn't spend all of its targeted amount in one quarter is

suddenly faced with an emergency situation and needs more

money, it could apply to the Secretary for additional funds.

The remaining $196 million of the funds is set aside for

the Secretary's discretionary use in industry-wide and multi-

State projects, mass layoffs, natural disasters, and other

national activities. A portion of these funds may be used for

technical assistance, demonstration projects, and research.

Finally, let me call your attention to the linkages our

bill would establish with the Unemployment Insurance system.

Each State must establish a plan for linking the UI system to

the readjustment system. The bill directs the Governor to set

up procedures for early identification of Ul recipients who are

likely to need readjustment services. The Govarnor also must

develop specific mechanisms that establish a connection between

both systems early in the UI benefit period, and train and

prepare UI and other staff in ways to make the linkages work

effectively.

Mr. Chairman, I know that there have been a number of

worker adjustment proposals introduced in the 100th Congress,

including your bill, S. 490. I believe we are all trying to

achieve the same results -- an effective worker readjustment

policy. But I believe now is the time to replace the

inequitable and inefficient approach of having several programs
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serving different segments of the dislocated worker population

with a new more comprehensive approach. I believe the

Administration has developed an excellent proposal. I am

confident that we can work together for enactment of the

Administration's worker readjustment proposal this year, and I

look forward to a continuing dialogue with you and the members

of this Committee.

This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased

to answer any questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask the Trade Ambassador a question. I
want to see this thing work. I want to see how we can make it
work, and I understand the problems and the difficulties. Now, we
have used the GSP at times against some of these countries to pro-
mote workers' rights.

I would like to know more about our experience in that. Have we
seen some of these foreign governments react to our views and do
some of the things we would like to see in improving workers' rights
because of what we have done on GSP?

Ambassador SMITH. Mr. Chairman, the easy answer to that is, it
is too early to say because we have just finished, in essence, the
general review. And if I may say frankly, whatever changes occur
in workers' rights by the foreign countries, they are not likely to
say they did this because of GSP, even if they did because of GSP.
They are not likely to say that that was the cause. No country
likes to say that they did things because another country say if
they didn't, they would do something to them.

But the issue here with the GSP is that we were asked-in terms
of the GSP legislation-to look at-the law required us that coun-
tries must be found to be "taking steps" to afford internationally
recognized workers' rights to their workers. In other words, the
intent of the GSP legislation was to encourage countries to take
steps to improve their practices.

And so, that is what we looked at. We looked at whether they
were taking steps to improve their workers' rights processes and
without getting into fine delineations, we made in some cases sub-
jective judgments that they either were or they were not, if you
will, "taking steps"-what the law envisions. That is different than
what a 301 process would require, and if you want we can get into
that later.

But in the GSP process, we didn't get bogged down into debates
with countries over what an ILO convention required or didn't re-
quire. We took that approach, if you will, because the GSP benefits
were given unilaterally by the United States and can be taken
away unilaterally. There are no GATT obligations that we have.
We are obliged under the GATT only in the sense that the GATT
permits us to extend GSP; and when it permits us to give GSP, it
doesn't require us to do this on an MFN basis. Quite to the con-
trary, its sanctions are on a preferential basis.

This is not what would happen under 301. Section 301 would, in
our view, violate our GAT obligations.

Now, with regard to some 6f the countries under the GSP proc-
ess, we have made some notes, and we would be pleased to provide
these to the record. By the way, we are preparing a public record
on how we arrived at decisions with regard to workers' rights
during the general review. We apologize that we don't have it
ready. It is just that the general review was such a huge process to
begin with, that we simply ran out of time to do all the preparation
of a formal report. A formal report is in preparation now for public
scrutiny. You can see how we arrived at some of the decisions.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say,, Mr. Ambassador, that I am deeply
concerned about the workers rights provision and I am keenly in-
terested in what the House did and what Senator Riegle is propos-
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wing And this chairman is looking for ways to strengthen it that
work, that will be effective.

I think that is a very laudible, meritorious objective for this
piece of legislation. So, I will be interested in your comments, but
my time has now expired.

The CHAIRMAN. I will now call on Senator Rockefeller. Let me
read the early bird list again: Daschle, Danforth, Rockefeller,
Durenberger, Moynihan, Roth, Chafee, Baucus, Riegle, Wallop.
Matsunaga, Packwood, and Heinz. Now, Senator Rockefeller?

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Under your
proposal, there is a question in my mind as to how many workers
might be assisted.

Secretary SEMERAD. Senator, our estimate is that there will be
approximately 1.5 million dislocated workers next year. Our experi-
ence shows that 43 percent of the workers require some sort of as-
sistance. The remainder move on and adjust on their own. We
came up with the figure of 700,000 based on that experience.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Heinz and I have introduced a bill
which I feel very good about. We are proposing an aggressive effort
that would cost quite a lot of money-not out of the general reve-
nue fund-to try and help 25 percent of those who are dislocated,
as opposed to the present five percent.

We had a hearing in Pittsburgh on Monday, and one of the inter-
esting things that came out of it was the scope of those who need
"basic skills"-20 percent of dislocated workers are functionally il-
literate. The problem is that for those who need to first acquire
basic skills and then enter training for a specific kind of job, you
are probably talking about two years of time. Under TAA, ex-
tended income benefits are provided. On the other hand, under
Title III of JTPA, this isn't income assistance-most dislocated
workers can't connect imports to their layoffs. There are hundreds
of thousands of these dislocated workers out there. It at least
became clear to me, and I think to Senator Heinz as well, that if
you upgrade people's basic educational skills, you also have to
often carry that further through vocational training.

I don't think that your approach provides for this. I am not sure
our approach ever allows for this as adequately as it should. Can
you comment on that problem?

Secretary SEMERAD. Senator, I will be glad to. Our proposal link-
ing Unemployment Insurance to the training through the worker
adjustment program really will do several different kinds of things,
and it will address the problem that you suggest. A worker who is
laid off who signs up or training within the first 10 weeks will
become eligible for continued income support while they are in
training, which may last up to 104 weeks.

If they sign up in the first 10 weeks of their spell of unemploy-
ment, they can receive from the readjustment package weekly ben-
efits equal to what they have received under Unemployment Insur-
ance-while they are in training-plus things like transportation
or child care assistance. The training services or even the remedi-
ation should be handled primarily through a voucher system, gov-
erned by the States, which would say: 'Listen, you are going to
need this kind of training, in whatever sequence." And the voucher
that we have proposed does not have a dollar value be. .iuse differ-
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ent kinds of training-and depending on the certified institutions
in that community that a worker may get to-will have different
costs.

So, that is not the key here. What is important is that the person
can get into it. If under our scheme a worker decides he doesn't
want to get into training-he is middle aged and doesn't want to go
back to school and doesn't like that prospect-we issue a certifi-
cate-good for two years-right at the beginning. A person can
come back into the system that we are proposing and indeed get
the voucher for training, once they come to the realization they are
going to need that.

However, the benefits-the income assistance, if you will-are
not available to that person. We are trying to provide an incentive
for people to say: "Okay, I have got to get on with it; and I have
got to be retrained." And that period of time-two years-is the
outside range in our experience of what people who are laid off ac-
tually take.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. One additional question for the record.
Canada's example of "rapid response" seems to be crucial in all of
this. Yot and I had talked some weeks ago on the telephone, and
you are very aware of West Virginia's problems and have been
very helpful with respect to some people who were laid off in
July-they qualified for TAA, but then the assistance didn't start
flowing--thanks to some good work that you did-until February.
In those intervening five to six months or more, of course many
people gave up, spiralled down, developed family problems, left the
State. In order for assistance to laid off workers to be effective, it
has to start almost immediately.

That is, the State and Federal assistance, working with labor and
management, has to be there virtually the next day of the plant
closing, and the workers who are in jeopardy need to know about
that assistance. Is that accounted for in your proposal?

Secretary SEMERAD. Yes, Senator, T t ink it is. Under our plan,
each governor is encouraged to set up a rapid response team. Clear-
ly, the interventions that are available even today work much
better if they have an advance kind of notification-the worker
does and the community does-of what is coming. Now, without
risking getting into the argument of mandatory versus voluntary
notification, it is clear where we have experience in many States-
where big companies have given notice-that it works better.

I think one of the concerns we have with TAA is that the certifi-
cation process takes so long, even though we have gotten much
better and shortened the time rather substantially. The fact is that
we need to work with these workers to get whatever they need
much more quickly,. And ideally, if everybody was aware that
something was coming, you could get in there before they are actu-
ally laid off and begin the adjustment process and whatever inter-
ventions the State determines are necessary for its workers.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Roth?
Senator Reom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to go back

to the comments made by our chairman because I think he under-
scored a very important point, and apparently it is different from
what some of you are saying and the Congress. That is the fact
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that we do have a special obligation to the workers that are im-
pacted by liberal trade policy.

And I am bothered that the Administration still fails to see that
difference because I think our capability of developing the kind bf
constructive trade policies that 1 think you want and we want
depend in very large measure that we have an adequate trade ad-
justment program.

What bothers me-and I was glad to see you move toward a real
training bill-in a very real way I just wonder if it isn't the same
old thing under different clothing. Now, last year the Administra-
tion wanted to fold TAA into the Job Training Partnership Act.
They wanted to eliminate additional unemployment compensation
for workers and provide only retraining benefits. I think by unani-
mous vote we rejected that approach in this committee, as I
recall-or it was very close to being unanimous. And the Congress
certainly rejected the approach.

Now, this year, once again, you are proposing to abolish TAA
and now JTPA, presumably to create a new job retraining pro-
gram; but isn't this really just the same old proposal with another
name and maybe some minor changes?

Secretary SEMERAD. Senator, I don't think so. I have been in-
volved in the retraining efforts of this Government for 20 years,
and I would say that this proposal is perhaps not perfect yet, but it
is the best kind of intervention. The way it would be implemented
would not only cover more workers, but there would be incentives
for more rapid intervention. It would put more authority at the
State and local levels. It would be more integrated with economic
development of States. We think that it rationalizes and changes
the focus of the employment service and the Unemployment Insur-
ance system. It utilizes existing institutions in the community to
deliver the training-whatever kind of training that is.

It does not get into problems of how much a voucher should be.
It says if you go into training, we are going to support that. It pro-
vides an incentive for people to get into the retraining system. I
think that Secretary Brock has made it very -'.ear that our concern
is to make sure that with workers in this very difficult situation
that we all recognize-and we do our bes'. to administer the laws
that we have on the books today-we need to move people into the
kinds of jobs that are going to be available. And if their dislocation
is due to consumer preference, technological change, or trade, the
fact is that people still need to change. And they are good workers;
we need to get them back into the work force.

I don't agree with the contention that it is more of the same. We
are trying to draw on the best of our experience under the Job
Training Partnership Act. We are trying to draw on our experi-
ence, to assure that the income support assists the transition proc-
ess. There is some indication that it now is quite to the contrary.
And we would like to utilize what works in all of the interventions,
get earlier involvement, and get workers moving more quickly.

Senator ROTH. I think we certainly agree as to the desirability of
speed in getting people into retraining programs. Let me ask you
this: What number of workers now receiving help under JTPA nor-
mally are getting benefits during the first 2 weeks?

Mr. JONES. Senator, you mean retraining benefits in what way?
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Senator ROTH. Let me go back. In the press statement on the Ad-
ministration's proposal, it indicates that the retraining benefits
will be available to workers before they exhaust their State unem-
ployment compensation; in other words, the first 26 weeks of unem-
ployment. I question whether this is realistic. What percentage of
workers now receiving help under JTPA get retraining benefits
during the first 26 weeks?

Mr. JONES. Part of that proposal is designed because most work-
ers who are receiving unemployment insurance benefits tend to
run those benefits out before they join training and then are with-
out a support system. That proposal was made and built into the
legislation to encourage workers to come into the system during
the first 10 weeks, to utilize those benefits; and then if they run
out, those benefits would be continued under the Act until their re-
training is completed.

Senator RmH. For example, in our legislation we require retrain-
ing to get the other benefits. You don't have any similar incentive
in yours?

Mr. JONES. Whether you go to an automatic requirement, Sena-
tor, frequently as you know, our experience has shown that an
awful lot of people don't need specific retraining, and we tend to
bring people into training to get benefits. We double the costs, and
we don't necessarily help the people. There is a fine line to be
drawn between encouraging early access but not bringing in people
who might not otherwise--

Senator ROTH. My time is up. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman, I am going to put most of my

questions in the record for both witnesses so that we have some
time for the next panel. I would just like to ask Mr. Smith a ques-
tion. It is my understanding that in Taiwan if workers strike, that
that is an offense in Taiwan for which one can receive the death
penalty. Were you aware of that?

Mr. SHARK. Senator, we examined Taiwan fairly closely as part
of the GSP general review; and to my knowledge, that is not cor-
rect.

Senator RIEGLE. Are you asserting to the committee that it is not
correct? I mean, do you know for a cold fact that it is not correct?
It is my understanding that it is correct. If I am wrong, I am pre-
pared to accept your word for it; but if you are not sure, then I
don't want you telling the committee you are sure.

Mr. SHARK. I am sure.
Senator RIEGLE. Is there any penalty or problem for persons or-

ganizing a strike in Taiwan?
Mr. SHARK. Sir, there are provisions-very strict provisions-

under marshal law for any action that incites unrest.
Senator RiZcLE. Are there any unions in Taiwan?
Mr. SHARK. Yes. There are quite a number of them.
Senator RIEGLZ. And people are freely able to organize unions in

Taiwan?
Mr. SHARK. That is a difficult assessment to make. I think there

are still problems in the organizational area. They do have a China
free trade union association which is nationally based. When I was
in Taiwan myself, I met with the head of their Postal Workers
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Union. So, they are organized fairly broadly, but not to the extent
that we are.

Senator RiLz. In the industrial area, are they organized?
Mr. SHARK. They are organized but, again, not to the extent that

we are.
Senator RIxLE. And are they free to organize? Are these govern-

ment organizations? Are these imposed organizations? Or are these
freely formed organizations?

Mr. SHARK. My understanding is that they are freely formed or-
ganizations.

Senator RIcFLE. My information is to the contrary. We will see if
the next panel can provide any evidence to the contrary, and we
will pursue it at that point. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAE. Mr. Chairman, just briefly, I would commend to

everybody page 10 of Ambassador Smith's testimony. The questions
seem to focus on what is happening in Taiwan, what is happening
in Korea, those countries where we have a large trade deficit. But I
think we have got to recognize that if this legislation as proposed
passes, it will also apply to any country within the Soviet bloc and
across the Soviet Union. If we are going to administer the legisla-
tion without any, as mentioned, gross double standard, these coun-
tries would be excluded from shipping goods to us. Never mind
Korea or Taiwan; the whole Soviet bloc would be affected.

The retaliatory effect of that clearly would be they wouldn't buy
our goods. Now, if everybody wants to start down that road, I think
we had better recognize that it is a slippery one. I don't think we
want people coming in here and saying: We are all for increasing
our agricultural exports to the Soviet Union or shipping goods to
China, with that marvelous big market there, but they are going to
be excluded from sending goods to us. They would be if this legisla-
tion as proposed passes and if it is enforced in any kind of a legiti-
mate fashion. We can't just concentrate on Korea and Taiwan if we
pass legislation such as has been proposed. So, I would lend those
thoughts. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Semerad, there

are two issues that I would like to go through rather quickly with
ou. One is the existing Trade Adjustment Assistance Program. We

have some problems with it; maybe we can learn something about
that. And second, if we have time, some of the issues that you have
touched on in your expanded version of Title III of JTPA, as I will
refer to it.

First, I have mentioned that there are workers who, since April
7, 1986, have lost their eligibility, in spite of the language of
COBRA, where it expanded from 52 to 104 weeks the eligibility
period. And yet, there are people who lost their jobs on April 6 who
have been denied. Do you contend that COBRA is unclear as to
what we intended?

Secretary SEMERAD. I can't say with certainty what you intended,
but clearly the problem of those workers is real. It ordinarily
occurs when they are--
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Senator HmNz. Let me tell you what I think COBRA said, and
tell me what you think it says.

Secretary SEMERAD. All right.
Senator HENz. I think it says-the conference report- that the

standard eligibility period should apply to any worker who was
within 104 weeks of his qualifying separation date, as of April 7,
1986.

Secretary SEMERAD. I would agree that that is what it says.
Senator HEINZ. Why are we denying workers then?
Secretary SEMERAD. I think the situation you described ordinari-

ly occurs when a worker has been certified-laid off and then certi-
fied-and then has gone back to work for a certain period of time;
that the certification and the eligibility--

Senator HEINZ. I understand all about that. That is another
issue. That is the person who was laid off for three weeks in 1982
and, you know, we catch them through a loophole that said, my
goodness, you were laid off for two or three weeks and had some
unemployment compensation back in those days. Your 104 week
perid has run; tough luck-you know, you are not only out of
work, you are out of luck. Is that right? Is that a good principle?

Secretary SEMERAD. If they are recertified in the second spell,
then they are eligible.

Senator HEINZ. Yes, but they can't be recertified because you
won't recertify somebody who lost their jobs; they lose their eligi-
bility. You can't say you are going to recertify them because it is
meaningless. They are not eligible under your rules.

Secretary SEMERAD. That is not my understanding, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. Please look into that. I hope that you can stick

around and listen to Barney Oursler, who will tell you the way it
really is in the trenches. Maybe in spite of the fact that I have
written and called, you are not aware of that problem. Let me
move (,n.

The program is out of money. $30 million dollars for training was
exhausted the beginning of last week. Is the Administration seek-
ing money to continue people in training?

Secretary Semerad; It is not, Senator. Training monies are avail-
able-

Senator HEINZ. How can you come up here and say we are here
to help and then say: But we don't want anybody who is certified,
who is eligible, who is in the midst of a training program-we don't
want them to continue training under Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance?

Secretary SEMERAD. Senator, that is not what we are saying.
What we are saying is there are sufficient funds in other parts of
JTPA to cover those workers and also there are surpluses even in
TAA around the country which, unfortunately, we are unable to
reallocate. So, there are injustices in the system. We have got
States with surpluses in TAA and States that desperately need it.
We can't a Ust the money now.

Senator HEINZ. And therefore, the answer to that is: Tough luck,
for the people who cannot get into their training programs?

Secretary SzMERAD. We think we have proposed a program that
covers those workers 'even better and more generously than TAA.
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Senator Hinz. It is not on the books yet. I am talking about this
year, not next year.

Secretary Snm zwi. I think that it is unlikely given budget con-
straints.

Senator HEINZ. These people are out of work and untrained.
Secretary SmuD. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. And you are saying wait until next year. They

are eligible for programs; there is just no money.
Secretary SEMERw. There may not be money-discretionary

money-in the training accounts, but there is plenty of money in
Title II.

Senator HEINZ. I am a Senator, and I have a problem in my
State. My problem is that I have a lot of people who went down to
the State Bureau of Employment Security last week, asking for
training assistance; and they were told: I am sorry; we are out of
money. Now, you are saying to itie: Senator, don't worry; there is
really money someplace else.

Secretary S .mIMA1). I know that there is money in the State of
Pennsylvania, in the Title III account; and I can't be held responsi-
ble for what these people are told.

Senator HEINZ. These are people who are eligible for Trade Ad-
justment Assistance. Now, there is a big difference between Title
III and Trade Adustment Assistance. Title III money, which has
been cut by 50 percent-from 1985 to 1986, from $220 to $120-
right?--has a variety of different stipulations. You can't have a sti-
pend for one thing. There are some very serious problems with that
program. You are saying we want to change that program by cut-
ting the money off; that is what you are really saying. .

Secretary SEMERAD. But as we talk, all I am saying is that there
are funds available, and these people are eligible for those funds
that are available in the State today, as we talk. So, it is not a
matter of-

Senator HEINZ. But they are not eligible for what we promised
them they would be eligible for because there is no money. Is that
true or not?

Secretary SFMEAD. There is no money left for training.
Senator HEINZ. And you are saying that they can enroll in a dif-

ferent program. Is that what you are saying?Secretary Sxu . And I am saying that the-
Senator HMNZ. And get different training?
Secretary SEM 0. No, they get the same training.
Mr. JONES. They get the same training.
Senator HEINZ. You understand why it is different, don't you?

There is no stipend available underJTA and if
Mr. JONES. Senator, let's distinguish here. The unemployment in-

surance benefits for the trade people are continuing. Job search is
continuing. The only thing we are short of is money for specific
training. We are only talking about the funding of the training.

Secretary SEMEmA. In TAA.
Mr. JONES. In TAA. That is all.
Senator HEINZ. I think we had better look into this later. My

time appears to have expired. I have some more questions.
Secretary SEMEJAD. I would be glad to respond to those directly,

Senator.
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Senator R=cLz. Senator Packwood- has some questions for the
Department of Labor which he will make available to you.

[The questions of Senator Packwood and Secretary Semerad's an-
swers follow:]
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TRADE ADJUSTMNT ASSISTANCE FOR WORKERS PROGRAM

Questions from Senator Robert Packwood

Question 1. I understand from the Oregon Department of Human
Services that there have been problems with the U. S. Department of
Labor's (DOL) handling of the funding for the portion of the trade
adjustment assistance (TAA) program dealing with training, job
search, and relocation allowances. I understand that the process
has worked fairly well in the past, but Oregon now is in a dilemma
because the number of petitions filed and certified has grown
substantially.

As examples of Oregon's experiences with DOL:

a. On December 11. 1986, DOL issued instructions to Oregon not to
submit any more request for TAA funding.

b. On December 17. DOL rescinded these instructions.

c. On January 14, 1997, Oregon submitted a funding request with
appropriate justification.

d. In February. Oregon was instructed by DOL's Seattle regional
office to resubmit the request with additional justification
because DOL had decided to become stricter in its requirements.
Oregon resubmitted the request on February 13 and has recently
been informed verbally that DOL will fund somewhat less than
one-third of its $911,000 funding request.

Are Oregon's experiences typical of your Department's administration
of this program? What can we do to improve this situation?

Answer. The Department, confronted with sharply rising State
requests for training funds out of a limited TAA program funds
account, implemented new review procedures to assure that all States
used available funds to serve trade impacted workers, including
unused TMA program funds from prior years and Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) program funds. The Department is
administering the program to assure that all State requests for job
search and relocation allowances will be fully funded. Secretary
Brock's March 17, 1987 letter explained the current states of TMA
program funds for Fiscal Year (FY) 1987. The increased demand for
TM program funds is related in part to amendments to the adjustment
assistance provisions of the Trade Act in the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 198S which placed greater emphasis on
training and to the increased number of workers certified for
adjustment assistance.

The Department instructed State agencies to provide job search
and relocation services, which are entitlement services, to all
qualified applicants who apply for these services. Four million
dollars of available TA program funds has been reserved to ensure
that job search and relocation services can be funded fully through
the end of the year. Worker applications for training, according to
the statute, shall be approved by the State agency to the extent
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appropriated funds are available in the State. Since December,
State requests for costs of worker training have been funded at a
level lower than the request.

Because of this situation, State requests for new program funds
are being reviewed to ensure that all prior funds allocated to the
State have been obligated and that new program funds will be
obligated within a short period. Our goal is to avoid substantial
unobligated program funds in some States while unfunded worker needs
exist in others.

The issue raised by the State agency concerns inadequate funds
to satisfy worker needs for training. The Department believes this
situation can be improved by having Oregon and other States use
funds available under the dislocated worker program in Title III of
JTPA as another resource to train workers adversely affected because
of increased imports.

Question 2. In a March 17 letter, Secretary of Labor Bill Brock
told me that the Department is experiencing a "dramatic increase" in
state requests for TAA training, job search, and relocation funds.
He went on to state, however, that DOL does not believe an
additional appropriation for TAA training is necessary because
states are being encouraged to examine the use of Job Training
Partnership Act Title III funds.

I understand from the Oregon Department of Human Resources,
however, that Oregon is having difficulty securing funds from DOL to
provide TAA services to eligible Oregonians. In fact, Oregon has
run out of funds to provide services to a large number of certified
workers. How do you reconcile DOL's position on further funding
with Oregon's situation?

Answer. As explained in my answer to the previous question,
adequate TAA program funds are available for the costs of job search
and relocation allowances through the end of the fiscal year. The
issue is adequate funds to satisfy worker needs for training in new
occupational skills. At the beginning of Program Year (PY) 1986
States reported high amounts of carryover in the Title III program.
In addition to the carryover, new PY 1986 JTPA Title III program
funds were allocated to States. We believe there are adequate funds
still available in most States to provide training services to trade
impacted worker. Further, new appropriated JTPA program funds will
be available for allocation to States on July 1, 1987.
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Senator RiEGLE. Senator Chafee, did you have something addi-
tional?

Senator CHAFEE. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiEGLE. Thank you. I want to thank the panel. We will

have other questions from other members.
Let us now ask Mr. Howard Samuel, Mr. Lynn Williams, Mr.

Barney Oursler, Ms. Holly Burkhalter, and Mr. Pharis Harvey to
come to the witness table.

In the interest of time, can we ask those that are leaving to do
so, and those who need seats to find them, so that our witnesses
can be accommodated?

Mr. Samuel, let us begin with you. You are the President of the
Industrial Union Department of the AFL-CIO. We have heard
from you a number of times, and it has always been important and
enlightening testimony; and so, we will be pleased to hear from you
at this time.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD D. SAMUEL, PRESIDENT, INDUSTRIALUNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SAMUEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be able

to testify today on behalf of the entire AFL-CIO in support of a
strong provision making violations of internationally recognized
workers rights an actionable unfair trade practice in the trade bill
currently being considered by the Senate.

As I think you are aware, the issue of workers' rights in interna-
tional trade is not a new one. It has been obvious for decades that
labor standards have a major impact on the ability of nations to
compete internationally. The International Labor Organization,
which exists at least in part in recognition of the linkage between
working conditions and trade, is close to 70 years old. But the ILO,
for all its good efforts and moral suasion it has dedicated to the ob-
jective of raising labor standards does not have the power to en-
force their implementation.

It is for this reason that the Congress and the President of the
United States agreed in 1983 that labor standards should be incor-
porated in the Caribbean Basin Initiative, in 1984 in the reauthor-
ization of our generalized preferences, and in 1985 in the reauthor-
ization of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. It is for
this same reason that the United States Government in 1980 and
again in 1986 took the issue of international labor standards to the
GATT in an effort to place it on the agenda for consideration by
the world trading community. We failed on both occasions; so
except for the limited areas included in the CBI, GSP, and OPIC
statutes, we are still left basically only with the good intentions of
the ILO.

I am confident that I speak not only for the AFL-CIO, but also
for the vast majority of all Americans, when I suggest to you that
it is past due for this country to do more. We are no longer willing
to sacrifice the hard-won working and living standards that have
required years to achieve and help make this nation the wealthiest
in the world on the alter of foreign exploitation.

We already have international codes guarding against direct sub-
sidies to exports. The United States and many of our trading part.
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ners agree that direct subsidies distort the trading market and, if
they are allowed to spiral upwards, could impoverish whole popula-
tions.

It is clear to us that foreign exploitation of workers is in effect
the cruelest subsidy of all. A government that permits the exploita-
tion of workers is providing a subsidy to its exporters of greater
value than anything else it could devise. In the absence of interna-
tional response to this challenge, it is up to the United States to
take the leadership in removing these subsidies by establishing
sanctions against the most blatant exploitation of workers.

Is the American labor movement trying to impose its own stand-
ards on the rest of the world? Of course not. We recognize that the
less developed nations and even the newly industrialized nations
may not have reached the state of development to be able to afford
the kinds of standards and conditions that developed nations have
taken for granted.

But is there any reason even the least industrialized nations
cannot allow their workers to form unions and bargain collectively,
or establish elementary child labor laws and minimum wage and
maximum hour ste.ndards, or give some degree of protection to
their workers against occupational accidents and disease?

We refer to basic standards accepted by the 150 members of the
ILO and incorporated in a number of ILO conventions, passed with
the votes of developed and less developed nations alike. A few oppo-
nents object to the linkage of trade and labor standards. Let me
remind the committee that the nations of the world recognized the
linkage when they wrote the Havana Charter, the document which
eventually gave birth to the GATT in 1948; and even in the pream-
ble to the GATT itself, that linkage is recognized.

In the United States, we recognized that linkage as long ago as
1890, when a tariff act of that year banned imports made by con-
vict labor. In 1930, we prohibited imports made by forced labor.
There is a linkage, and that linkage niust be recognized. The pur-
pose of international trade rules is not merely to facilitate ex-
change among nations, but to assure that trade is of benefit to both
parties to the process, the buyer and seller alike.

When the process is corrupted by worker exploitation, both par-
ties suffer. The workers in the exporting country are deprived of
their rights as human beings, and the workers in the importing
countries lose their jobs. Are we merely trying to build a wall of
protection against our less developed of the trading partners? That
is not the purpose of this provision, nor vwll it be the result. The
consequences of the CBI Act of 1983 demonstrate what is likely to
occur.

As a result of that law, the Dominican Republic took steps to end
forced labor in its sugar plantations; the Guatemalan government
was required to give legal status to its labor federation; and Haiti
made major changes to allow and propose the establishment of
trade unions.

I urge the members of this cqmmittee to give favorable consider-
ation to S. 498, the Internationally Retognized Worker Rights Bill,
introduced by Senator Riegle, and I gat ier also introduced now by
Senator Heinz, aid the changes suggest'l by Representative Pease.
I attach a summary of the bill along with this statement, and with
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excerpts from an article giving historical background of workers'
rights legislation, written by Steve Charnovitz, which appeared in
SAIS Review/ Johns Hopkins University, Winter-Spring 1987.

It is an ironic commentary that, based on international agree-
ments and Federal law, we have made it possible to protect endan-
gered plants and animals from the destructive effects of interna-
tional trade. I ask this Congress to give the same consideration to
another endangered species-the American worker.

Senator RiEoLE. Thank you, Mr. Samuel. Now, we will hear from
Mr. Lynn Williams, who is the President of the United Steelwork-
ers of America. We have had you here before, too, and we are very
pleased to have you here today.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Samuel follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE AFL-CIO, PRESENTED
BY HOWARD SAMUEL, PRESIDENT OF

THE INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON WORKERS RIGHTS AND TRADE ASSISTANCE

March 18, 1987

My name is Howard Samuel, president of the Industrial Union Department, AFL-

CIO. I am pleased to be able to testify on behalf of the entire AFL-CIO in support of

a strong provision making violations of internationally recognized workers rights an

actionable unfair trade practice in the trade bill currently being considered by the

Senate.

As I think you are aware, the issue of worker rights and international trade is not

a new one. It has been obvious for decades - even centuries - that labor standards

have a major impact on the ability of nations to compete internationally.

The International Labor Organization, which exists at least in part in recognition

of the linkage between working conditions and trade, is close to 70 years old. But the

ILO, for -all the good efforts of moral suasion it has dedicated to the objective of

raising labor standards, does not have-the power to enforce their implementation.

It is for this reason that the United States Congress, and the President of the

United States, agreed in 1983 that labor standards should be incorporated in the

Caribbean Basin Initiative, and in 1984 in the reauthorization of our Gcneralized System

of Preferences, and in 1985 in the reauthorization of the Overseas Private Investment

Corporation.

It is for this same reason that the United States government in 1980 and again in

1986 took the Issue of international labor standards to the GATT, in an effort to place

it on the agenda for consideration by the world trading community.

We failed on both occasions, to except for the limited areas included in the CBI,
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GSP and OPIC statutes, we are still left basically with the good intentions of the ILO.

I am confident I speak not only for the AFL-CIO but also for the vast majority or

all Americans when I'suggest to you that it is past due for this country to do more.

We are no longer willing to sacrifice the hard-won working and living standards that

required years to achieve - and helped make this nation the wealthiest in the world-

on the altar of foreign exploitation.

We already have international codes guarding against direct subsidies to exports.

The United States and many of our trading partn(.rs agree that direct subsidies distort

the trading market and, if they are allowed to spiral upwards, could impoverish whole

populations.

It is clear to us that foreign exploitation of workers is in effect the cruelest

subsidy of all. A government that permits the exploitation of workers is providing a

subsidy to its exporters of greater value than anything else it could devise. In the

absence of an international response to this challenge, it is up to the United States to

take the leadership in removing these subsidies, by establishing sanctions against the

most blatant exploitation of workers.

Is the American labor movement trying to impose its own standards on the rest of

the world? Of course not. We recognize that less developed nations, and even the

newly industrialized nations, may not have reached the state of development to be able

to afford the kinds or standards and conditions that developed nations have taken for

granted. But is there any reason even the least industrialized nations cannot allow

their workers to form unions and bargain collectively, or establish elementary child

labor laws and minimum wage and maximum hour standards, or give some degree or

protection to their workers against occupational accidents and disease?

We refer to basic standards accepted by the 150 members of the -ILO and

incorporated in a number of ILO conventions - passed with the votes of developed and
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less developed nations alike.

A few opponents object to the linkage of trade and labor standards. Let me

remind the committee that the nations of the world recognized the linkage when they

wrote the Havana Charter, the document which eventually gave birth to the GATT in

1948. And even in the preamble to GATT that linkage is recognized.

In the United States we recognized that linkage as long ago as 1890, when a tariff

act of that year banned imports made by convict labor. In 1930 we prohibited imports

made by forced labor.

There is a linkage, and that linkage must be recognized. The purpose of

international trade rules is not merely to facilitate exchange among nations, but to

assure that trade is of benefit to both parties to the process, buyer and seller alike.

When the process is corrupted by worker exploitation, both parties suffer. The

workers in the exporting country are deprived of their rights as human beings; the

workers in the importing country lose their jobs.

The tragedy is that worker exploitation acts like Gresham's Law "bad money

drives out the good." Exploitation of labor drives down decent standards. We have

already felt the effect in the United States, where in large part because of the impact

of lower standards in a number of our trading partners, our own standard of living has

been declining for more than 10 years.

Is this what we should want and expect from international trade - the lowering of

our standard of living? The answer, obviously, Is no.

Are we merely trying to build a wall of protection against the less developed of

our trading partners? That is not the purpose of this provision, nor will it be the

result. The consequences of the CBI Act of 1983 demonstrate what Is likely to occur.

As a result of that law, the Dominican Republic took steps to end forced labor in its

sugar plantations.; the Guatemalan government was required to give legal status to its
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labor federation; and Haiti made major changes to allow and promote the establishment

of trade unions.

I submit these examples, of a limited earlier piece of legislation, to symbolize the

potential or a labor rights provision in what will become the Trade Act of 1987.

1 urge the members of this Committee to give favorable consideration to S. 498,

the Internationally Recognized Worker Rights Bill, introduced by Senator Donald W.

Riegle and the changes suggested by Representative Pease. I attach a summary of the

bill to this statement, along with excerpts from an article giving the historical

background of workers rights legislation, written by Steve Charnovitz, which appeared

in SAIS Review/Johns Hopkins University, Winter-Spring 1987.

It is an ironic commentary that based on international agreements and federal law,

we have made it possible to protect endangered plants and animals from the destructive

effects of international trade. I ask this Congress to give the same consideration to

another endangered species - the American worker.

74-775 0 - 88 - 4
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INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED WORKER RIGHTS BILL

S. 498

The legislation would amend Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974
to define as an unfair trade practice, the denial of internationally
recognized worker rights.

It woul d-also make the issue a negotiating objective in the new
GATT roun by seeking adoption of an article of the GATT declaring
that denial of such rights is an unjustifiable means for a country
or any of its industries to gain competitive advantage in inter-
national trade.

The rights include:

- The right of association

- The right to organize and bargain collectively

- The prohibition of use of any form of forced or compulsory
labor

- A minimum age for the employment of children

- Acceptable conditions of work with respect to minimum wages,
hours of work, and occupational safety and health

This legislation does not attempt to impose U.S. minimum wage
standards or Occupational Safety and Health standards on other
countries, but rather seeks a recognition that an acceptable standard
for a particular country should be imposed.

These rights are used as standards by the U.S. in determining a
country's eligibility for the Generalized System of Preferences.
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INTEATIONAL TRADE AM WORK= RIGTS

Steve Charnovitz

LINKING WORKER RIGHTS TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE is not a new
idea. ts roo stretch back into te nineteenth century in both Europe
and the United States. The earliest congressional attention to the issue
came in 1890, when the McKinley Tariff prohibited imports manufac-
tured by convict labor. Despite this long history. the rapid remergence
of worker rights as an issue in U.S. trade policy in the last few years has
surprised trade and labor experts alike.- Consider how quickly events have
moved. Since 1983 the U.S. gover-nment has applied a labor standard
to four -zade or investment laws: in 1983, to the Caribbean Basin In-
itiative (Cm); in 1984, to the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP);
in 1985, to the And-Apartheid sanctions against South Africa and to the
operations of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). In
1986. the U.S. House of Representatives passed the Trade and Interna.
tional Economic Policy Reform Act (H.R. 4800), which would make the
denial of "internationally recognized worker rights" by foreign govern-
ments an unfair trade practice subject to possible U.S. countermeasures.'

Used in the context of international trade, the term "worker rights"
is of recent vintage. In the nineteenth century the issue of unfair com-
petition stemming from the poor conditions of foreign employment was
known as the "pauper labor" problem. At the World Economic Con-
ference of 1927 this export practice was termed "social dumping." When
the Charter of the International Trade Orgnization was completed in
1948 under United Nations auspices, it included a special article under
the rubric of "Fair Labor Standards."

Although the transformation of the longtime concern about foreign
working conditions into an assertion that all workers possess certain
"rights" is a decidedly contemporary approach, the ideals invoked by these
different terms have remained fairly constant over the years. Basically.
there are two motivations behind worker rights. One is the argument that
domestic workers should not have to compete against foreign good3 pro-
duced by coerced or sweated labor. The other is the belief that improving
conditions of labor will advance social justice. While the emphasis placed
on these motivations by worker rights advocates has shifted over the years,
both ideals have always been present.

L ILL 4M. iih Cig.. I2d *a.. May 19U. W= 11 i2 (s).
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WHY HAS ThE ISSUE OF WORJR RIGHTS suddenly achieved such prom-
inence in U.S. trade policy? Mainly because worker rights stands at the
nexus of two very important issues - unfair trade and human rights. First
the trade problem: The mushrooming trade deficits of the mid-1980s
and the concomitant increase in U.S. industrial unemployment have
necessitated an examination of the factors that give foreign countries their
competitive edge. One obvious factor is that many of these countries have
the advantage of very low labor costs, often less than 15 percent of U.S.
wages. While lower labor costs established by a free market might be
viewed as a legitimate comparative advantage, some of these foreign wages
are, in reality, set by government policies that ban unions or otherwise
inhibit workers from seeking a just wage. Moreover, while U.S. manufac-
turers are bound by certain minimum standards for child labor and
employee hours, foreign competitors are sometimes free to extract
whatever toil they can from whoever will provide it.

Unfair or repressive labor laws can thus confer real benefits to foreign
producers. Implicit subsidies in the form of unfair labor standards can
make exports as artificially advantageous as do explicit subsidies, such
as low-interest loans or export rebates. Yet while these subsidies are pun-
ishable under U.S. trade law through the imposition of countervailing
duties, labor subsidies are not. Conversely, the suppression of local labor
costs can efectively protect the domestic market by making home goods
artifcially cheap. Repressive labor laws can thus serve as a type of non-
tariff barrier.

The other impetus to worker rights has come through the increased
attention to human rights in making foreign policy. Trade unions are
important in this regard because they are an indigenous, usually con-
structive force in favor of peaceful political change. For example, many
national independence movements, particularly in the British colonies,
were led by labor leaders. But in the past several years, something very
significant has happened. Unions have become potent agents of demo-
cratization in nations governed by authoritarian rerirnes ....

THE HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR STANDARDS began in 1788
when French statesman Jacques Necker warned that Sunday rest could
not be maintained unless all nations observed it.' Necker proved to be
right. Sunday work- as wel as long working days, child labor, and unsafe
workplace conditions-became common during the Industrial Revolution.

The high-water mark of international concern about worker rights
came at the 1919 Paris peace conference. One part of the Treaty of Ver-
sailles established the International Labor Organization (ILO) and pro.

L Iue Neckw, Of the tmpoiftma ef~Asgima Opuuti (Boomn Man.: Thain Ha.
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claimed a list of worker rights known as "Labor's Magna Charta." Given
the current weakness of orgaznzed-labor, it is hard to imagine a time
when the world powers would have endorsed such radical notions as the
right of association, a wage "adequate to maintain a reasonable stan.
dard of life." an eight-hour day, and the principle that "men and women
should receive equal remuneration for work of equal value."'

Yet 1919 was such a time. At the end of World War I and in the
wake of the Bolshevik Revolution there was a legitimate fear among the
Allied government that the returning soldiers might follow the sirens
of communism unless theyreceived something tangible from the peace.
As president Woodrw Wilson explained to an American audience, "The
profound unrest in Europe is due to the doubt prevailing as to what shall
be the conditions of labor, and I need not tell you hiat that unrest is
spreading to America."'

The fruit of the treaty for labor was the creation of the ILO. Now
part of the UN system, the ILO has a unique tripartite membership con-sis g of employer, worker, and government delegates. Each nation
receives four votes, two for the government, one for employers, and one
for workers. The votes can be cast separately. At present, 150 nations
belong to the ILO. The most important nonmember nations are Hong
Kong, North and South Korea. South Africa, and Taiwan.

Following World War II, the worker rights issue resurfaced in the
negotiations on a new regime for world trade. The charter for the pro-
posed International Trade Organization acknowledged that "unfair labor
conditions. particularly in export. [can] create difficuldes in international
trade."' The representatives at the UN conference were. however, unable
to agree upon any solution. ...

THE FIRST OF THE RECENT STEPS IN SUPPORT OF WORKER RIGHTS oc.
curred in late 1982 after the Polish government banned the Solidarity
union movement. On the following day President Reagan sharply criti-
cized the Polish government, stating that "they have made it clear that
they never had any intention of restoring one of the most elemental human
rights-the right to belong to a free trade union."9 As a response to the

3. TmM qof 1kmisaeLpant X11. Seldom IU. Artkk e417.
4. A'*Ad of Pru"m WDlaoa, U.S. Sems, &h Cong., Il otm.. documm a nmber
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crackdown, the United States withdrew its most-favored.nation treatment
of Polish exports, thereby increasing the duties on these goods.

When Congress passed the CBI in mid-1983, it linked favorable tariff
treatment of exports from the nations included to the observance of worker
rights. Before granting duty-free benefits, the president was charged with
reviewing eighteen criteria for entry, some of which were mandatory and
the rest discretionary. The labor criterion is discretionary and asks the
degree to which workers in each nation are afforded "reasonable work.
place conditions" and enjoy the "right to organize and bargain
collectively.""

Within five months the administration had reviewed the twenry.seven
potentially eligible countries and completed negotiations with the twen-
ty countries that asked to be included. In countries where there were no
worker rights problems, for example, Costa Rica. the discussion of labor
was perfunctory. But in the seven countries with serious violations of
worker rights -the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guate-
mala, Haiti. Honduras, and Panama-the U.S. negotiators sought com-mitments for reform. Three countries with a history of denying worker
rights - Guyana, Nicaragua, and Suriname - chose not to apply.

The CBI negotiations dealt with a variety of labor problems. In the
Dominican Republic. for example. there had been continuing allega-
tions of "forced labor" on sugar plantations. As a result of the CB1 taLks,
the Dominican government agreed to use its national police to make sure
that plantations were not holding workers against their will; in El Salvador,
where several union leaders had been murdered, the government prom-
ised to set up a new organization to invesigate these crimes; in Guatemala,
where the new Confederation of Labor Unity had failed to receive govern-
ment recognition, the United States insisted that the confederation be
granted full legal status. The U.S. ;gencies also looked into allegations
that some of the export processing zones in the Caribbean region banned
unions. The Honduran government, for example, agreed to investigate
charges that one company had obligated its employees to sign a contract
that forbade thern to join a union.

The most significant achievements of the CBI negotiations, however,
were the reforms obtained in Haiti. From the U.S. perspective the timing
was propitious; Haiti keenly wanted to qualify for the CBI in order to
attract more investment. Furthermore, Haiti was undergoing a period
of political liberalization to undo some of the increased repression that
had begun in late 1980. Even with this apparent leverage, however, the
magnitude of the concessions wrung from Haiti astonished many close
observers of Haitian politics. The most important concession were:

9. Cazibbmn Bai Rmnw Act (P.L 96.67). Tide It Secdcm 212 (c) (B).
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(1) the amendment of the Haitian Labor Code provisions that impeded
the free operation of'unions. (2) an agreement to use a weekly radio show
to explain the Labor Code's protections to illiterate workers, and (5) an
official notice advising the unions that they could form federations and
affiliate vith international trade union organizations.

Soon after these agreements were concluded, the nine timid Hai-
tian trade unions established the independent Federation of Union
Workers under the leadership of President Joseph Senat. Although the
unions acted cautiously during the uprisings that led to the departure
of the Duvalier family, they did call numerous strikes that, together with
business shutdowns, severely disrupted the economy. In mid-January 1986
a Haitian official attempted unsuccessfully to bribe Senat to sign a
newspaper endorsement of Duvalier. When the government printed the
endorsement without Senat's permission, he sent a protest that was aired
on the Catholic radio station. By late 1986 the federation had increased
to fifteen unions, which have become a growing force in a country without
a tradition of political pluralism.

In 1984 Congress made worker rights a new condition for develop-
ing countries seeking to receive duty-free benefits under GSP. This new
condition is tougher than the discretionary eligibility criteria for CB! in
that it is mandatory and in that the GSP law specifically lists the "inter-
nationally recognized worker rights" toward which a country must be
"taking steps.""' These rights include: (1) freedom of association, (2) free-
dom to organize and bargain collectively, (3) the prohibition of forced
labor, (4) a minimum age for child labor, and (5) "acceptable" condi-
tions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours, and occupational
safety and health. The 1985 OPIC law is similar to the GSP law in that
it makes OPIC insurance and guarantees conditional upon whether a
country is taking steps to adopt or implement laws that grant these five
rights. No decisions regarding GsP or OPIC eligibility are expected until
the end of 1986. ...

WHAT ARE LNTNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED" WORKER RIGHTS? Al-
though the GSP legislation lists five specific worker rights, the Congress
has not elaborated on their interpretation except to make clear that they
do not mean the same working conditions prevailing in the United States.
The term "internationally recognized" is derived from past foreign aid
legislation. which conditions U.S. assistance on whether countries have
violated "intemationay rcnz human rihs." As with worker rights.
this human rightsstandard is not precisely defined by its legislative history.

Of course, the only reason why the issue of worker rights has come up
is that there is no universal agrment upon its definition. If all countries
recognized and adhered to the same set of rights, there would be no

10. Tiff and.tre Act of 1984 (P.L "-573). Secdou 505.
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international labor problem. Thus, in searching for the meaning of worker
rights, one needs to look for standards that have been affirmed by a com.
munity of nations, but not necessarily by every nation. Moreover. the
correct test is not what stndards these nations currently follow, but rather
what standards they seek to attain.

If there is any community of nations with the competence to proclaim
a universal worker right, it has to be the ILO. Since 1919 the ILO has
enacted many comprehensive conventions ranging from number 1, "Hours
of Work" to number 162, "Safety in the Use of Asbestos" (passed in 1986).
Each convention receives years of diberaon and a two-thirds vote before
approval. ILO conventions become international obligations only for the
govenmlentS that ratify them. While the U.S. government has voted for most
conventions, only seven have become treaties through Senate approval.

While many of the opponents of worker rights point to the United
Sttes' poor raification record to suggest that ILO conventions fall short
of international recognition, this atpiment misses the rationale behind
the current initiatives. Their aim is not to persuade other nations to ratify
ILO conventions but rather to encourage them to comply with the stan.
dards they contain. The Soviet Union, for example, though a signatory
to forcy-three conventions, including freedom of association, has clearly
failed to provide basic worker freedoms. The United States, on the other
hand, has ratified very few conventions but certainly lives up to the ILO's
standards in almost all areas.

In promulgating the first International Labour Code in 1939. the
ILO explained that it was "not primarily a code of international obliga-
tions, but a code of internationally approved standards."1" The ILO has
been quite successful in getting these standards adopted far beyond the
number of ratifications obtained. Indeed, this success was recognized in

.1969 when the ILO was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. ..
it is ironic how opponents have denigrated the concept of interna-

ional labor rules while putting international trade rules on a pedestal.
The United States joined the ILO and accepted itsconstitution pursuant
to statutory authorization by the Congress. By contrast, the U.S. entry
into the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was the result
of a mere executive agreement in which the United States, like other na-
tions, agreed to apply the GATT only "provisionally." When labor com-
plains are brought to the ILO they are usually discussed with reference
to the conventions and years of precedents. While GATT sometimes pro-
ceeds in this manner, it is much more prone to rewrite the rules in
politically difficult cases through the graning of waivers. Of course, there
are disputes in interpreting ILO conventions, but no more so than in in.
terpreting GATT articles.

I. The Imoar LLbo C& e (Mowmh 1MO. 139)., X.
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The'closest thing to an official U.S. defini~mon of worker rights is
found in the Country Rep"ns on Human Rihts Practice prepared by
the State Department. Although the State Department's definition
generally conforms to ILO conventions, the report adopts the stronger
protection for minimum wage found in the UN International Covenant
on Economic. Social, and Cultural Rights. According to the State Depart.
ment, foreign wages should "provide a decent standard of living for the
workers and their families. . .13

The most fundamental worker right is freedom of association. This
right, however, is also the most difficult to apply because it cannot be
met by any communist country and is unlikely to be met by any non-
.democratic one. In drafting both the GsP and OPIC provisiofs, the Con-
gress recognized the limits of worker rights conditionality by providing
for a presidential waiver in cases of national economic interest. While
this waiver offers the needed flexibiUty for a bilateral system, it raises
the question of how a multilateral system could hope to deal with vital
trade from countries that do not respect worker rights but that supply
essential commodities.

Another question that arises with respect to freedom of association
is what to do about brutal attacks on union leaders when such acts are
part of a more general pattern of repression. In other words, in a coun-
try with very serious human-rights abuses, it is debatable whether labor
violations should be singled out for conditionality. Undoubtedly, worker
rights negotiations would proceed more amicably if they could be limited
to technical matters, such as labor-management disputes. But there is
little point in niggling over an issue like union recognition in talks with
officials of a ruthless government that shoots outspoken labor leaders along
with other poiical foes.

THE LAST LUE TO BE EXPLORE IS HOW WOKER RIGHTS might in-
fluence U.S. trade policy. As with all unfair trade practices, the denial
of worker rights undercuts the mutual benefits of trade. Secretary of Labor
William E. Brock explained this connection when he told the 1986 ILO
Annual Conference,

I must say, those countries which are flooding wo7ld markets with goods made by
children, or by workers who can't form free trade unions or bargain collectively, or
who are denied even the most minimum standards of safety and health--those coun-
tries are doing more harm to the prinr'ple of free and fair trade than any protectionist
Imps I can think of.14

Of IM). ,l is14t1.

14. U-3. Depart of Labor. Offie af Infoimadon and Publi Affair. June 1986.
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An aggressive stance on worker rights abuses could reduce public
opposition to imports by clarifying the distinction between fair and un-
fair factors in foreign competitiveness. Foreign products that are cheaper
because of the low wages inherent to underdevelopment are fairly traded
goods. Foreign products that are cheaper due to government policies ex-
ploiting workers are-unfairly traded, however, and should be kept from
entering the international trading system.

Exploitative policies can be acts of commission or omission. For ex-
ample, the government of Malaysia does 'not permit workers in free-trade
zones producing for export to join unions. These prohibitions form part
of a series of guarantees made to attract foreign investors. Since the rest
of the Malaysian labor force can form unions, the privileges granted to
the free zoties are clearly a hidden export subsidy. The case of omission
occurs when a government fails to take certain actions, such as neglec-
ting to protect workers from exposure to toxic substances. Assuming that
a nonlethal occupational environment is a "right" of workers, countries
have a positive obligation to see that minimum standards are met. A Third
World government that solicits foreign investment by advertising its lack
of safety standards violates worker rights in a way that a government that
advertises its low wages does not.

While a greater focus on worker rights has the potential for reduc.
ing protectionism, poor implementation of the new programs could be
counterproductive. This might happen in two ways. Frst. an American
approach that emphasizes punitive measures over incentives for the ex.
pansion of worker rights would simply result in higher trade barriers.
If the developing countries see worker rights as just another protectionist
barrier put in their path, many of them will refuse to pay the unpre.
dictable costs of changing their investment climate and loosening their
political grip by allowing free, active labor unions. Second, if the new
GSP and OPIC provisions do not achieve their intended effects, the senti-
ment for barring goods produced under unfair working conditions could
be strengthened. Indeed, the failure of worker rights negotiations would
solidify the moral justification for punishing foreign exploitation.

How DO U.S. TRADING PARTNmrERs VIEW WORW IGHTS? The industrial
countries see it mainly as a way to resist lowering their own working con.
editions in order to regain lost competitiveness. While the idea of worker
rights draws much sympathy, particularly from the Scandinavian coun.
tries, there is some fear that the issue is so politically charged that it could
jeopardize the new GATT trade round. This fear is hardly groundless:
when the European Economic Community (EC) tried to incorporate
worker rights into its Lome Convention with developing countries in 1978,
the EEC was stung by charges of protectonism and hypocrisy in coanci
ing to trade with South Africa. So far. the EEC has shown no eagerness

to reopen the matter.

% t
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The nations with the creates stake in the debate are the highly
export-dependent newly industrializing countries (NiCs), for example.
South Korea and Taiwan. If protectionist pressures increase in the in-
dustrial countries, it will be the NICs that suffer most. Yet what seems
to trouble the NICs is not that better working conditions would reduce
their competitiveness, but that removing their unions from the yoke of
government repression might destabilize the authoritarian regimes now
in power.

While the less developed coutrries'(LDCs) are likely to oppose worker
rights reflexively as interference in their national sovereignty, their at-
timde might change if they thought that better working conditions would
be rewarded with loosened import resaints in the industrial countries
for goods produced under international labor standards. Many LDCs
want to improve working conditions in order to increase their productivity.
They would welcome ILO assistance in areas like dispute settlement,
manpower training, and occupational health regulation. At present, the
ILO is unable to fulfill all the requests for technical assistance because
of budgetary constraints. If the ILO was able to secure increased funding
for assistance to countries prepared to improve their record on worker
rights, the LDCs would have an additional incentive to make such
improvements ....

At the ILO annual conference in 1936 Juitsu Kitaoka, a Japanese
government delegate, offered an observation that still has a good deal
of importance for the issue of international worker rights. At the tine
Japan was under pressure by other countries because of its low wages for
textile workers. Kitaoka asked:

I wonder if there is any guarantee of being treated fairly in trade. through reduction
of tariffs or mitigation of other trade restrictions. to those countries which realise a
certain sandard of working conditions -for e-.ample those which ratify certain inter-
national labour conventions. If such a guarantee existed, I am sure that international
labour conventions would soon dominate the world.t$

While it may be too late for labor conventions to "dorinate the world."
it is never too late to seek greater international attention to worker rights
in order to make trade fairer and, ultimately, freer.

15. Revrd ofeProcudir , IfZ=lema! Labour Coneumce. !M u. (Gaiegm ILO.
1936). 167.
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STATEMENT OF LYNN WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, UNITED
STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mr. WiLLL11S. Thank you, Senator Riegle and Senator Heinz. I
appreciate very much the opportunity to be here, and I appreciate
your kind remarks which you each made earlier in the session this
morning. You have my full testimony. I shall do my best to present
a five-minute version.

Fiest, on trade adjustment assistance. Since 1962, trade adjust-
ment measures have been part of U.S. trade law. Part of that time
there were no options in seeking relief from trade-related injury,
except through the safeguard of the escape clause provisions, the
so-called Section 201 relief.

However, the need to provide another alternative, especially for
workers impacted by increased trade flows, was recognized as an
equitable response to unemployment injury. I do not mean to imply
that workers would seek the option of trade adjustment assistance
instead of the remedial measures of tariffs of quotas obtainable
under Section 201. Workers would rather preserve their jobs than
to ease out of them.

It would be unrealistic to expect otherwise. Nevertheless, the
Congress decided that, since the petition for safeguard relief in-
volved a somewhat extraordinary process and its outcome uncer-
tain, workers should receive compensation for the injury incurred.
In other words, there should be an alternative which could be more
certain if workers were injured through layoffs or job losses. While
the adjustment measure had been hoped to have some political
value in lessening opposition to an open trade policy, it cannot be
evaluated in terms of whether it was buying off workers' resistance
to trade-related job losses.

Rather, since some losses were expected, it was socially equitable
that workers not bear the full burden of increased trade penetra-
tion of our markets. There certainly was a quid pro quo being pro-
posed, but not in terms of compensation for workers' acquiescence,
but rather as injury compensation for accelerated trade.

I feel it is necessary to reiterate these general assumptions of the
TAA system, at least as they have been understood by the labor
movement. Moreover, an assertion of the social equity of TAA
needs to be made because the bill before this committee under-
mines the 1962 commitment to workers in two particular provi-
sions.

First, the sunset provision. Section 214 terminates the TAA Pro-
gram in 1991. Mr. Chairman, trade injury will not terminate in
1991. The global market is more a reality today than in 1962 when
TAA was first enacted. Then the focus was upon expanding trade
in the various national markets. But now, the domestic markets no
longer define the parameters of trade.

The global market is developing increasing preeminence. It
would indeed be tragic to dissolve trade adjustment assistance in
the face of such volatility in trade activity.

Somewhat related to this issue of sunsetting the TAA compact is
the proposal by the Administration that TAA should be merged
into the Dislocated Workers Program under JTPA. For years we
have heard the criticism that trade-impacted workers should not be
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treated any differently from other unemployed workers. Now, a
distinction is being made between cyclically laid off and structural-
ly dislocated workers.

Nevertheless, the Administration persists in its efforts to dissolve
the trade-impacted program. However, the recent Department of
Labor Task Force on Dislocated Workers did not make that recom-
mendation despite the fact that the Administration strongly urged
its acceptance.

The second feature of S. 490 which departs from what Labor con-
siders to be the basic assumptions of TAA relates to the exclusivi-
lity of Section 212, Section (a), subsection (2). According to that pro-
vision, eligibility for TAA benefits is dependent upon enrollment in
a training program. Our union, probably more than others, realizes
the deep structural changes that are occurring in some industries.

In such situations, workers should certainly be given all the
needed reemployment related services as well as the training as-
sistance needed. Nevertheless, not all workers laid off due to im-
"ports should be considered to be structurally unemployed. The as-
sumption of this section is that such is the case and that, therefore,
"the workers must be enrolled in a training program.

Actually, Mr. Chairman, trade-impacted workers may be adverse-
ly affected by unfair trade practices and the downturn of their
plants may be alleviated pending the outcome of countervailing or
dumping petitions. It would not be appropriate that these workers
be compelled to enroll in a training program after the first 26
weeks of unemployment and the exhaustion of their UI benefits.
Continuation of compensation would facilitate their rehire after
the unfair trade practices have been addressed.

The proposed legislation moves the linkage obligation as a pre-
condition to receiving all of the post-UI benefits from one of enroll-
ing in an acceptable job search program, as enacted by the 99th
Congress, to participation in a training program. We see no reason
for this restrictive measure. The current law, with last year's
amendments, should prevail.

Appropos of training programs, our representatives frequently
complain that displaced steelworkers are discouraged from engag-
ing these services because of the uncertainty of training funds. Al-
ready the TAA training funds, even before the first half of the
fiscal year 1987, has expired or is close to being exhausted. Hence,
workers view with a great deal of skepticism the Federal Govern-
ment's commitment to training since funding availability is so er-
ratic.

We view, therefore, as a major positive contribution two provi-
sions of the bill, deleting of the funding limitation in Section 236,
namely to the extent appropriate funds are available, and two, in-
troduction of a new financing mechanism, namely an import fee of
no more than one percent.

I hear the bell. We have a significant submission on the workers'
rights.

Senator RIEGLE. I think we need to hear that, despite the bell, or
at least a summary of it. P

Mr. WILLIAMS. All right. Let memove ahead, and I am in your
hands.
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On October 26, 1986, the U.S. delegation tabled a position paper
before the GATT, the preparatory committee in Geneva, requesting
that the new round of trade negotiations include a declaration:
Ministers recognize that denial of worker rights can impede attain-
ment of objectives of the GATT and can lead to trade distortions,
thereby increasing pressures for trade-restrictive measures.

The proposal goes under the realization that there is a linkage
between trade patterns and denial of internationally recognized
workers' rights. A major thrust of this year's trade bill focuses
upon the fact that new forms of unfair trading practices have
evolved. The so-called even playing fielcl has been spotted with pot-
holes, some of which can have a very serious adverse effect on com-
petition.

Among the trade practices which put American producers at a
disadvantage in their market are those arising from foreign gov-
ernmental policies or practices which suppress labor rights.

While the labor movement is understandably committed to pro-
motion of human rights, including labor rights, as an expression of
social purpose, it is necessary to assert that the linkage with the
trade laws in the area of labor rights relates very specifically to
economic distortions and unfair trade advantage which the sup-
pression of these rights entails.

The act of denial or suppression of these internationally recog-
nized rights by some of our trading partners should constitute an
unfair economic advantage under Section 301 of the trade bill. It is
not surprising that the proposal offered by the U.S. Delegation was
rejected. Economic advantage was at stake. We are disappointed
that our negotiators did not insist upon the explicit inclusion of
labor rights suppression in the agenda of the Uruguay Round.

It is for that reason that it should be included in our trade law.
Actually, Section 301 does reach for practices which are not ad-
dressed by GATT codes. We need the explicit declaration that this
type of unfair trade practice is amenable to a Section 301 action in
order to adequately defend our workers against the growing reality
that competitiveness in international trade means a decrease in
our standard of living. Aside from the fact that denial of labor
rights constitutes a violation of human and democratic principles,
fundamentally in the trade field, it constitutes an unfair economic
advantage. It is indeed ironic that our trading partners who oppose
this provision as part of the GATT negotiations do so on very obvi-
ous economic grounds, namely the potential elimination of a trade
advantage.

However, domestic opponents appear to be concerned more on
ideological grounds, namely the possible expansion of unionism and
labor standards. It is important to emphasize that the Riegle-
Harkin proposal should be viewed entirely- in terms of whether
there is an unfair economic advantage being promoted. The USTR
has already been implementiog the GSP equivalent of this provi-
sion. The agency was able to administer the provision in ar open
manner. Interested parties were able to participate in the review of
the worker rights practices in 11 countries.

On the basis of that review, the President. determined to remove
GSP status from two countries, suspend eligibility for another
country, and place on a continued review a fourth country. Mr.
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Chairman, the provision is implementable and should be ?xtended
to cover all products subject to trade.

Furthermore, I should note that the Section 301 action contem-
plated by the provision is discretionary, but the existence of the
procedure will induce art atmosphere to remove this form of unfair
trade if the penalty could be restrictive access to this market. My
main observation pertains to the fact that, whether these rights
are promoted through the trading system, as part of an advance-
ment of human rights, governmental suppression of these rights
constitutes not only a social deprivation for the workers concerned
but an economic disadvantage for American workers.

It is that essential point which we are reiterating as the justifica-
tion for the inclusion of the denial of labor rights in Section 301.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much. Mr. Oursler, let us hear
from you at this point, if we may.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Williams follows:]
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There are two features of the U.S. trading system and

trade laws which deserve specific attention by the Congress.

One is already part of trade law and should retain a

permanent status. The other--so far--has not received

legislative recognition in the basic trade law, although

there is a statutory expression of it in the aid-related

provisions of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)

and the trade-related insurance coverage for overseas

American private facilities under the Overseas Protection

Insurance Corporation (OPIC). I refer to Trade Adjustment

Assistance and international labor rights.

Trade AdJustment Assistance

Since 1962, trade adjustment measures have been part of

U.S. trade law. Prior to that time, there were no options

in seeking relief from trade-related injury except through

the safeguard or the escape clause provisions--the so-called

Section 201 relief. However, the need to provide another

alternative, especially for workers impacted by increased

trade flows, was recognized as an equitable response to

unemployment injury. I do not mean to imply that workers

would seek the option of trade adjustment assistance (TAA)

instead of the remedial measures of tariffs or quotas

obtainable under Section 201. Workers would rather preserve

their jobs than be eased out of them. It would be

unrealistic to expect otherwise. Nevertheless, the Congress

decided that, since the petiton for safeguard relief
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involved a somewhat extraordinary process and its outcome

uncertain, workers should receive compensation for the injury

incurred. In other words, there should be an alternative

which could be more certain if workers were injured through

layoffs or job losses. While the adjustment measure had

been hoped to have some political value in lessening opposition

to an open trade policy, it cannot be evaluated in terms of

whether it was buying off workers' resistance to trade-related

job losses. Rather, since some losses were expected, it was

socially equitable that workers not bear the full burden of

increased trade penetration of our markets. There certainly

was a quid pro quo being proposed, but not in terms of

compensation for workers acquiescence, but rather as injury

compensation for accelerated trade. This tradeoff was reaffirmed

in 1974 when Congress liberalized TAA by assuring income

compensation from the first day of certification by the

Department of Labor that a plant was being adversely impacted

by trade. This assurance was provided through a compensation

formula which paid benefits above the unemployment compensation

levels. Although in 1981, the compensation level was reduced

to the UI levels of each state, the underlying compact was

maintained.

I feel it is necessary to reiterate these general assumptions

of the TAA system--at least as they have been understood by

the labor movement. Moreover, an assertion of the social

equity of TAA needs to be made because the bill before this
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committee undermines the 1962 commitment to workers in two

particular provisions.

(1) Sunset Provisions

Section 214 terminates the TAA program in 1991. Kr.

Chairman! trade injury will not terminate in 1991. The global

market is more a reality today than in 1962 when TAA was

first enacted. Then the focus was upon expanding trade in

the various national markets. But now the domestic markets

no longer define the parameters of trade. The global market

is developing increasing preeminence. It would indeed be

tragic to dissolve trade adjustment assistance in the face

of such volatility in trade activity. As a matter of fact,

I should note that the bill proposes a unique and effective

way to finance adjustment assistance; namely, through an

import duty. Yet the new TAA benefits recommended by the

Act and the financing mechanism will, for the most part, be

in effect only one year before the whole program will be

terminated if Section 214 prevails.

The USWA sincerely urges that the sunset provision be

deleted in recognition of the need for a continuation of TAA

by a country having the largest exposure to trade impacts.

Instead TAA should be a permanent feature of our trading

policy just as unemployment compensation is a permanent part

of our domestic economic policy. The basic unemployment

insurance program is not turned on and off with each cyclical
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swing so neither should trade adjustment assistance be

dependent upon each swing in a legislative trade policy.

Somewhat related to this issue of sunsetting the TAA

compact is the proposal by the Administration that TAA

should be merged into the Dislocated Workers program under

JTPA. For years we have heard the criticism that trade-

impacted workers should not be treated any differently from

other unemployed workers. Now a distinction is being made

between cyclically laid off and structurally dislocated

workers. Nevertheless, the Administration persists in its

effort to dissolve the trade-impacted program. However, the

recent DOL Task Force on Dislocated Workers did not make

that recommendation despite the fact that the Administration

strongly urged its acceptance. Adverse consequences in the

trade market, while they may have the same economic impact

in terms of loss of wages and loss of jobs, are different in

their causes than those consequences which result from the

economic functioning of the marketplace. Trade policy more

directly is linked to legislative and Administration

decisions, even to the extent that there is a conscious

recognition that there will be job losses. Sheer equity

requires that such decision be accompanied by a discrete

program for readjustment. Furthermore, as will be

indicated, TAA carries with it a unique features namely,

extension of the UI level of benefits and availability of
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incone support during training. It is that distinct

characteristic of this program which the Administration has

rejected since it took office. It is our concern that you

reject the Administration's proposal as did the Task Force.

(2) Compensation-Training Linkage

The second feature of S.490 which departs from what

labor considers to be the basic assumptions of TAA relates

to the exclusivity of Section 212(a)(2). According to that

provision eligibility for TAA benefits is dependent upon

enrollment in a training program unless the Secretary of

Labor I . . . finds that it is not feasible or appropriate

to approve a training program for a worker.* Our union

probably more than others realizes that deep structural

changes are occurring in some industries. In such

situations, workers should certainly be given all the needed

reemployment related services and training assistance

needed. For that reason, the Steelworkers fully supports

S. 538, The Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment

Assistance Act. Note, however, that the definition of

training needs to be broadly interpreted to include not only

skill upgrading and reinforcement but also employment-

related services.

Nevertheless not all workers laid off due to imports

should be considered to be structurally unemployed. It is

the assumption of this section that such is the case and

that, therefore, the workers must be enrolled in a training
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program. Actually, Mr. Chairman, trade-impacted workers may

be adversely affected by unfair trade practices and the

downturn at their plants may be alleviated pending the

outcome of countervailing or dumping petitions. It would

not be appropriate that these workers be compelled to-enroll

in a training program after the first 26 weeks of

unemployment and the exhaustion of their UI benefits.

Continuation of compensation will facilitate their rehire

after the unfair trade practices have been addressed.

In the case of steel, our union does encourage workers

to make the maximum use of these adjustment measures.

Regrettably, many workers are not returning to the steel

mills. Hence, we do encourage them to take advantage of

approximately 1 years of income-supported training if the

first 26 weeks of UI benefits are utilized. Furthermore,

through our most recently concluded collective bargaining

agreements with the major steel. companies, we have been able

to obtain corporate financial commitments for the

readjustment programs:

Inland Steel $210,000 per year
Armco 300,000 per year
Bethlehem 500,000 per year
USX 600,000 per year
LTV 975,000 per year

All these commitments are consistent with the statutory

obligations under the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 with

which these companies must comply if the VRA's are to be
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implemented; namely, on a setaside of It of net cash flow.

Our collective bargaining arrangements, however, commit the

expenditures of training funds regardless of whether there

is a net cash flow. Because the steel industry is

undergoing structural changes (whether in an orderly fashion

or not since there is no steel restructuring policy) USWA is

strongly supportive of readjustment measures--including

training, for displaced workers.

Nevertheless, the proposed legislation moves the

linkage obligation, as a precondition to receiving all of

the post-OI benefits, from one of enrolling in an

acceptable Job search program" as enacted by the 99th

Congress, to participation in a training program. We see

no reason for this restrictive measure. The current law,

with last year's amendments, should prevail. The main

purpose of readjustment.measures is to put workers in jobs

as soon as possible. Training is not the exclusive method.

Employment-related services certainly are. An absolute

linkage with a training enrollment in the last 26 weeks of

TRA benefits is appropriate. However, we would urge the

Committee not to roll forward that linkage--at least until

we receive more factual information with regard to last

year's amendments.

Apropos of training programs, our representatives

frequently complain that displaced steelworkers are

discouraged from engaging these services because of the
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uncertainty of training funds. Already, the TAA training

funds--even before the first half of the fiscal year 1987

has expired--are close to being exhausted. Hence, workers

view with a great deal of skepticism the federal

government's commitment to training since funding

availability is so erratic.

We view, therefore, as a major positive contribution

two provisions of the bill:

o deletion of the funding limitation in Section
236(2)(1); namely, "to the extent appropriate
funds are available.'

o introduction of a new financing mechanism;
namely, an import fee of no more than 1.

Senator Roth deserves special praise for his persistence in

trying to provide a sound basis for financing trade

adjustment assistance through this method. Additionally,

another funding mechanism might entail the auctioning of

quotas.

However, there is a need to provide more assurance that

training funds shall be made available "directly or through

a voucher system.* We would note, however, that the value

of the voucher, which in this bill is defined as $4000,

should be described to cover training programs not to exceed

104 weeks, a practice which now is followed by DOL. It

should be noted that a key feature of TAA training programs

which distinguishes them from all other JTPA programs, is

the extension of income support during training.
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Without this benefit, many workers are discouraged from

enrolling in a training program of sufficient duration which

might give them a greater opportunity to maintain the higher

wage rate and, hence, the high standard of living which he

achieved in steel and other industrial jobs from which they

are being displaced. We urge the Committee's adoption of

trade readjustment improvements as an appropriate complement

to this year's trade policy legislation.

Worker Rights

On June 26, 1986, the U.S. delegation tabled a position

paper before the GATT preparatory committee in Geneva

requesting that the new round of trade negotiations should

include a declaration:

"Ministers recognize that denial of
worker rights can impede attainment of
objectives of the GATT and can lead to
trade distortions, thereby increasing
pressures for trade-restrictive
measures."

The proposal grows out of the realization that there is a

linkage between trade patterns and denial of internationally

recognized workers' rights. A major thrust of this year's

trade bill focuses upon the fact that new forms of unfair

trading practices have evolved. The so-called "even playing

field' has been spotted with potholes, some of which can

have a very serious adverse impact on competition. Among

the trade practices which put American producers at a
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disadvantage in their markets are those arising from foreign

governmental policies or practice which promote:

o denial to workers the right to organize and
bargain collectively;

o permission of any form of forced or compulsory
labor;

o failure to provide a minimum age for employment
of children; and

o failure to provide standards for minimum wage,

hours of work and occupational safety and health.

While the labor movement is understandably committed to

promotion of human rights, including labor rights, as an

expression of social purpose, it is necessary to assert that

the linkage with the trade laws in the area of labor rights

relates very specifically to economic distortions and unfair

trade advantage which suppression of these rights entails.

The active denial or suppression of these internationally

recognized rights by some of our trading partners should

constitute an unfair economic advantage under Section 301 of

the trade code.

It is not surprising that the proposal offered by the

U. S. delegation was rejected. Economic advantage was at

stake. We are disappointed that our negotiators did not

insist upon the explicit inclusion of labor rights

suppression in the agenda of the Uruguay Round. It is for

that reason it should be included in our trade law.

Actually, Section 301 does reach for practices which

are not addressed by GATT codes. In particular, denial of
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labor rights in the Riegle-Harkin bill (S. 498) is

considered to be an unreasonable practice; i.e., "Any Act,

policy, or practice which while not necessarily in violation

of or inconsistent with the international legal rights of

the United States is otherwise deemed to be unfair and

inequitable.* We need the explicit declaration that this

type of unfair trade practice is amenable to a Section 301

action in order to adequately defend our workers against the

growing reality that competitiveness in international trade

means a decrease in our standard of living. Certainly

competition does mean price competitiveness, but the basic

approach of our trading system is that it must be conducted

under certain rules and arrangements. Aside from the fact

that denial of labor rights constitutes a violation of human

and democratic principles, fundamentally in the trade field,

it constitutes an unfair economic advantage. It is indeed

ironic that our trading partners who oppose this provision

as part of the GATT negotiations do so on very obvious

economic grounds; namely, the potential elimination of a

trade advantage. However, domestic opponents appear to be

concerned more on ideological grounds; namely, the possible

expansion of unionism and labor standards.

It is important to emphasize that the Riegle-Harkin

proposals should be viewed entirely in terms of whether

there is an unfair economic advantage being promoted.
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Furthermore, the issue is not whether unionism and labor

standards are being actively promoted by our trading

partners but whether, instead, there is active intervention

to suppress these labor standards so as to obtain an

economic advantage.

Additionally, Mr. Chairman, we stress that these rights

are not to be described in terms of their American

equivalency in the NLRA and minimum wage laws. It has been

charged that we are trying to impose our labor standards and

collective bargaining rights on the rest of the world, but

don't even apply them to ourselves. Actually, since this

provision is directed at suppression rather than promotion,

we would suggest that legislative language could make clear

that the operative principle is government action to deny

these rights. As a matter of fact, the Pease-Rostenkowski

version clarifies that there is no intent to impose American

labor standards on our trading partners. But by the same

token, we should not be vulnerable to the imposition of a

lower standard of living upon our economy.

The USTR has already been implementing the GSP

equivalent of this provision. The agency was able to

administer the provision in an open manner and interested

parties were able to participate in the review of the worker

rights practices in eleven countries. On the basis of that

review, the President determined to remove GSP status from

two countries, suspend eligibility for another country and
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place on a continued review another country. Mr. Chairman,

the provision is implementable and should be extended to

cover all products subject to trade. Furthermore, I should

note that the Section 301 action contemplated by the

provision is discretionary, but the -existence of the

procedure will induce an atmosphere to remove this form of

unfair trade if the penalty could be restrictive access to

this market.

S. 490 does establish certain overall objectives to be

achieved under the Uruguay Round, among which is:

"The establishment of minimum standards
applicable to the workplace to provide greater
international discipline over abuses of human
rights of workers."

This is an objective which we can applaud in that it

attempts to explicitly commit the international trading

system to the adavancement of human rights. However, there

are two observations which I would like to make to reinforce

USWA's position that a position for decision on the GATT

bargaining table should not be a substitute for inclusion in

the Section 301 list of unreasonable practices.

o On September 20, 1986, at the conclusion of the

opening session at Punta del Este, the Chairman, Uruguayan

Foreign Minister Iglesias stated: " . . . there were certain

issues raised by delegations on which consensus to

negotiate could not be reached at this time. These issues

included the export of hazardous substances, commmodity
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arrangements, restrictive business practices, and workers'

rights." Frankly, Mr. Chairman, we don't expect to see much

progress during the current negotiating sessions.

Ambassador Yeutter in testifying before the Ways and Means

Committee did indicate that the * . . . Ministerial

Declaration contains a provision that will enable us to

include additional subject matter in

the negotiations as the Round moves forward." Perhaps your

statutory objective could assure greater progress than has

so far been achieved.

0 But my main and second observation pertains to the

fact that whether these rights are promoted through the trading

s' stem as part of an advancement of human rights, governmental

suppression of these rights constitutes not only a social

deprivation for the workers concerned, but an economic

disadvantage for American workers. It is that esssential

point which we are reiterating as the justification for inclusion

of the denial of labor rights in Section 301. Secretary

Brock, at a recent Labor Sector Trade Advisory Committee,

indicated that he would support a multilateral forum for

developing these rights but would object to any mandatory

lock on our trade negotiations. Perhaps your mandate in

Section 105 will provide the necessary stimulus and yet allow

sufficient flexibility to . . .'provide greater international

discipline over abuses* in this area. However, Mr. Chairman,

our concern extends to the impact in our marketplace--which
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obviously will be greater if there is minimum or no international

discipline. With or without the discipline, the economic

disadvantages need to be addressed and for that reason, we

urge that S. 490 incorporate an expansion of what constitutes

an *unreasonable* trade practice.

In summary, we urge consideration of the proposals presented

by the Roth-14oynihan bill (S. 23) with the modifications

indicated in our testimony. There is a social contract with

labor which should not be abandoned. The suppression of

labor rights by some of the governments of our trading partners

does constitute a valid cause for action not only at the

GTT negotiations, but also in Section 301. There is a

suppression of the living standards of American workers which

should be arrested, especially if the downward pressure is

due to unfair trade practices.
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STATEMENT OF BARNEY OURSLER, CO-DIRECTOR, UNEMPLOYED
COUNCIL OF SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. OuRsLER. Mr. Chairperson and Senator, my name is Barney
Oursler. I used to work at the U.S. Steel Irvin Works in the Mon
Valley near Pittsburgh. I am now Co-Director of the Unemployed
Council of Southwestern Pennsylvania. We have three chapters
and more chapters- growing. We are 4,000 members currently,
trying to help ourselves to get through this crisis that we are
facing in Southwestern Pennsylvania.

Through that council, we have been- able to draw on a number of
allies within the region. For example; the chair of the board of the
regional council is Ron Hoffman, a Vice President of ALCOA Cor-
poration. We are here today to ask for your help. We think the
Trade Adjustment Assistance Program is an extremely valuable
program, aiding workers to retrain and rebuild their lives.

The cash assistance program is a vital part to enable people to go
into the full time training that TAA provides. You cannot take
part-time trade adjustment assistance training.

The relocation, the job search ability fits in with national
policy-as we have heard it said many times in Washington-that
workers must make hard decisions about their lives and relocate.
This program provides a 90 percent reimbursement for those costs.

We have many examples of the success of the program. We have
had a gentleman who came down here early last year to try to
assure that Congress extended the Trade Adjustment Assistance
Program. He has since-with the help of Senator Heinz and Sena-
tor Specter-been able to get the benefits that he should have
gotten, had learned a new trade, and has moved to our State cap-
itol to be employed as a computer operator.

He was very pleased; and I was going to mention to Senator
Roth, that when he was down here and got his picture with Sena-
tor Roth when he was down here last year.

There are plants where the program has worked successfully. We
have a plant called the Westinghouse Airbrake Facility in Wil-
merding near Pittsburgh, where several thousand workers are
going to be able to take advantage of this program. A couple of
things happened there that are not normal. One is that the compa-
ny and union got together and gave very clear and timely notice to
the workers from that plant.

After they were laid off and after they were certified of these
benefits, workers were told their rights and responsibilities on the
workers' part to get those rights. Our organizing has also sensitized
the unemployment offices in the region, and they are very careful
to inform workers about all of those rights and responsibilities.

And second unusual fact was that the plant was shut down, once
and finally, in a slow process, but workers-when they were sepa-
rated-knew they were gone forever. More common in our region
is the experience at the Duquesne Works of U.S. Steel, where we
learned Monday that Senator Heinz's grandfather was the works
manager a few years back.

At that plant, it didn't just shut down; production went up and
down. In the process of losing orders, of having U.S. Steel transfer
orders to other places, workers were recalled, were laid off, and
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were recalled. And when they were finally laid off for the last
time, their benefits had already expired.

This is personified by a gentleman we call Duquesne Frank.
When we are holding our local meetings now throughout the
region, we inform workers about their TRA rights and responsibil-
ities-and by the way, we have held five meetings in the last
month and a half, and we have had over 3,000 workers attend
those meetings-those cover five plants in a seven-page list of
plants covered in Southwestern Pennsylvania since 1974. So, we
have a lot more work to do.

Duquesne Frank came up to us at the end of one of those meet-
ings, and he said: I didn't get my benefits. I worked in that plant
an awful long time, got laid off in 1953 for a little while, got laid
off for one week in 1982; and when I helped shut the plant down in
1984, I finished my unemployment benefits and I went up to sign
up for TRA, and the TRA was gone. I had lost my benefit rights.

We don't believe that you Senators intended that to happen to
Duquesne Frank. We believe that your intention was that workers
who had worked for many years should have those benefits to help
them remake their life when they lose those jobs. We need to know
from you Senators exactly what you did intend.

Tomorrow night, we will be addressing potentially 8,000 workers
up in Aliquippa, Pennsylvania, who have lost their jobs similarly.

We know in 1981 you intended to cut back the program, but did
you mean to cut it 96 percent as happened by 1984?

We think that, in many cases, the Department of Labor and, up
until the new administration in Pennsylvania has taken office-
and we don't know what they are going to do-that the Pennsylva-
nia administrators of the program took the narrowest and most re-
strictive interpretation possible of all of those things that you tried
to provide for us. We are very concerned that you look at the prob-
lems faced by unemployed workers throughout the country; par-
ticularly, I can speak for Southwestern Pennsylvania where we
have ever intention of remaking our life, but we are facing some-
thing in Southwestern Pennsylvania that there is no answer for in
the short term.

It takes serious retraining. It takes even more than the $4,000
contained in the Roth-Moynihan cap for some of the kinds of train-
ing programs to have a chance, to have a life that can produce the
standard of living for you, for your children, that you once had
with good industrial jobs.

Finally, if I may, I would just like to reiterate what Senator
Heinz mentioned earlier. Hundreds of dislocated Pennsylvania
workers are right now ready to enter training programs, and they
have already signed up. They have already done things to change
their life, to be able to start school.

Starting last week, they were told if they were not actually in
class beginning on Monday, on Tuesday, March 10 they lost their
right to training because the Training Adjustment Assistance
money has run out. We need an emergency supplemental appro-
priation, and we urge you to very quickly pass that.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
Ms. Burkhalter?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Oursler follows:]

74-775 0 - 88 - 5
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARNEY OURSLER

Senators, my name is Barney Oursler. I was a steelworker
in the Mon Valley near Pittsburgh. Now Z,m the Co-Director of
the Unemployed Council of Southwestern Pennsylvania (UCSP). Toe
Council, so far, has three local committees around our region
through which unemployed workers holp'themselves and work with
community allies, including politicians, to share survival infor-
mation and learn to fight together to get help where none exists.

From a December 30, 1985 Pittsburgh Post Gazette special
supplement about what has happened to workers who lost their
jobs since 1979, we know that the Pittsburgh region lost a total
of 89,000 jobs. Many more have gone since then. But, in that-
same period, 24;000 new jobs were created. Not all of them are
hamburger flipping minimum wage jobs.

How do we get the training to have a shot at these jobs?
How do we face the hard reality and relocate when retrained with
all our resources drained? How do we support a family while in
full-time training?

For a year we have lobbied to save TAM and fought hundreds
of cases of potentially TAA eligible workers. The training, job
search, relocation and cash azsistance.benefits can enable many
dislocated workers to remake their lives. Since February 3, 1967
more than 3,000 work,,rs came to seven meetings.

From these meetings and a seven page list of TAA certified
plants in SW Pennsylvania since 1974, plants whose workers will
soon be learning about benefits like tuition and relocation
monies, it is clear that

I. Large numbers of trade dislocated workers have not yet
remade tbeir lives.

2. Few of these workers received clear and timely
information and many were misinformed of TAA/TRA rights and
responsibilities.

3, Affected workers want and are determined to get the
benefits they are entitled to.

From cases handled by the uCSP since July 1986, the
following is a list of some of the more serious problems we
faced:

1. Many people have been denied TRA cash assistance because
their last layoffs and exhaustion of state unemployment
insurance benefits were past their TRA benefit eligibility
periods. The 104 week benefit eligibility period that you
legislated in 1986 didn't cover them.

2. A 210 day TA sign-up requirement you legislated in 1981
to urge workers to retrain quickly has backfired by actually
stopping workers who have tried to retrain quickly from
getting the cash assistance they need to stay in school.
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3. The lack of information about valuable retraining monies
have kept many workers from the training and relocation
rights that you legislated the TAA program to provide.
Misinformation, both past and present, disseminated by
Office of Employment Security (OES) in its offices
throughout the state has effectively denied access to trai-
ning programs to thosands of dislocated workers in SW
Pennsylvania.

4. Other problems include limits on the kind and length
of retraining available to unemployed workers. In part, the
difficulty .here is again one of federal DOL and state OES
interpretations. Two issues stand outs

A. If your legislation says that professional and
vocational employment is suitable employment for
dislocated workers then training should be suitable
for TAA approval. OES refuses to approve TAA training
in many cases claiming that prior training precludes
further training.

B. No four year program can be approved because the
DOL' says the TAA law really means only 104 weeks of
training is to be provided. In Pennsylvania TAA is
denied for any program lasting more than two years
even if the individual is willing to pay the training
period beyond two years.

5. Many workers, upon being laid-off, enter training quic-
kly. They often enter training one to two years before the
TAA petition results in certification for their plant. In
Pennsylvania you cannot be reimburssed for any costs of
training begun prior to applying for TAA (which no one can
do until your plant is certified).

6. Many workers now losing jobs are being forced into
early retirement. The benefits may help some dislocated
workers qo to school, but for many they are not large enough
to provide even that temporary support while in school.
Pensions should not be deducted from TRA cash assistance
benefits and no age limits should be placed on your eligibi-
lity for TAA retraining benefits.

7. While mills and manufacturing plants shut down there
are often intermittent periods of layoffs and employ-
ment. The current requirement for TRA cash assistance
of having worked 26 of 52 weeks prior to your layoff
keeps too many DOL certified workers from getting ret-
raining benefits.

8. Since it takes time for workers to properly formu-
late and file petitions for TAA certification, many
workers are laid off prior to the mechanically s:t
impact date.
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Senators, solutions can be complicated, but let me summarize
them:

1. Keep the TAA/TRA program and help us use it to rebuild
our lives. We think you meant the law to do this.

2. Help the many thousands of. workers in SW Pennsylvania and
around the country who still suffer from the program's
failure since 1981. (Benefits; 1980 - $1.6 billion, 1984 -
$56 million).

3. Make the kind of improvements that will he'p current and
future TAA eligible workers get that chance.

4. Help us find a way to put adequate funds into the
TAA program immediately.
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STATEMENT OF HOLLY BURKHALTER, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, AMERICAS WATCH, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. BuRKHALTR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a lengthy
statement here, and I will summarize; but I would be grateful if
you could include it in the written record.

Senator RIEo. By all means. All the statements will be made a
part of the record, and we would appreciate a summary.

Ms. BURKHALTER. Thank you. I am here this morning on behalf
of the Americas Watch. The committee asked me to talk particu-
larly about Chile, but I would also say that the position of my com-
mittee and our companion committees-the Helsinki Watch and
the Asia Watch-is a little different than some of my co-panelists.
We don't take a position on labor rights and your legislation. Be-
cause of trade imbalances with other countries. We support labor
rights legislation solely on the grounds that it would enhance
human rights and enhance U.S. opportunities to encourage human
rights protection in countries which need it.

I would like to look at Chile particularly, not only because it is a
very interesting labor rights situation, but because I think it would
be beneficial for the committee to scrutinize the process to date
that has been employed under labor rights legislation that has al-
ready been enacted.

Chile once had a very flourishing labor union movement. In
1973, the year of the Pinochet coup, some 44 percent of Chile's
labor force was unionized. Ten years later, only 16 percent were in-
volved in unions, and the reason for that is not because of a sudden
lack of interest in union activities, but because of a variety of gov-
ernment impediments to free union activity, including a very re-
strictive labor code and violent actions against labor unionists
themselves.

As you can see in my testimony, in the last couple of years, trade
unionists have been jailed and have been sentenced to internal
exile and, in a few cases, have actually been killed. And this is par-
ticularly important in the Chilean context because labor unionists
are a part of a broad democratic movement that is seeking nonvio-
lent, peaceful political change; and accordingly, they have them-
selves become victimized disproportionately.

I won't go into any more detail about the Chilean experience, but
I would be happy to take questions on it.

Under the GSP and OPIC, you yourself mentioned the impor-
tance, Senator Riegle, of the process itself in enhancing human
rights. And I would say that, even though the Americas Watch is
disappointed that the USTR did not remove Chile from list of bene-
ficiaries, we do recognize that David Shark and his staff did a re-
spectable job as did the U.S. trade negotiators, in working with the
Chileans and making it clear that there were serious problems in
their record and in encouraging changes. We think that that is a
very important part of the process, and we welcome the legislation
if only for the opportunity that it gives the United States to try to
protect some lives and to get some people out of jail and to press
for changes that would really affect human lives in Chile and other
countries.
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But the disappointing thing is that, because of language-no
fault of Congressman Pease, who tried to get something tougher-
but because of the language that exists on GSP and OPIC that
talks about "taking steps", the USTR determined that the Chilean
government was taking sufficient steps that would allow them to
remain under the GSP and OPIC.

Those steps involved largely cosmetic improvements in the labor
code, which really didn't have an effect on free labor union activity
at all. And I might add, sir, that it appears that the process within
the U.S. Government in determining Chile's eligibility was quite a
controversial one. It is my understanding that the Labor Depart-
ment staff recommended that Chile be removed from the list of
beneficiaries, and there was quite a bit of discussion between the
Labor Department, the State Department, and the USTR on Chile's
eligibility.

In the final analysis, only three countries were removed from eli-
gibility, as you know, sir: Paraguay, Romania, and Nicaragua. All
three countries deserved it in terms of their labor rights records
and we commend the Administration for taking those positions. Of
course, in the case of Nicaragua, it was a moot point because of the
trade embargo.

In the Chilean context, however, the Administration took action
that was not anticipated or really allowed under the Pease lan-
guage on the GSP and the OPIC. And that was they sort of put
them on probation. It is better than nothing, but it is really not
legal; and we firmly believe that Chile's labor rights problems
should have had it removed from the list all together, though we
welcome that they are going to hold Chile up for continued scruti-
ny in the coming year.

I think that this experience has pointed out the need for you in
your own amendment, which we strongly support, to have some-
what tougher language because of the Administration's willingness
to accept cosmetic or minor improvements. And I think that, from
what I know of the amendment that you are proposing, sir, and of
the Pease and Harkin bill, you have much better language-and
we endorse it-which would allow you to really take serious action
against countries like Chile, which deserve to have sanctions be-
cause of their labor rights violations. Thank you.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much. Mr. Harvey?
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Burkhalter follows:]
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LABOR RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AS AN UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE

Holly Burkhalter for the Americas Watch

Senate Finance Committee, March 18, 1987

Thank you for inviting me to testify on the subject

of labor rights violations as an unfair trade practice,

Mr. Chairman. My name is Holly Burkhalter and I am the

Washington Representative of the Americas Watch, an

organization monitoring human rights in Latin America

and the Caribbean. The Americas Watch strongly

supports proposed amendments to the Trade Act which link

trade benefits to protection of labor rights. Over the

past ten years, the Congress has enacted a body of human

rights laws which, if administered appropriately, would

limit U.S. foreign aid to governments engaged in gross

violations of internationally recognized human rights.

The labor rights language you are considering today is

in the same spirit as the "Harkin amendments". If

passed, such legislation would require that countries

receiving certain trade benefits must meet a standard of

labor rights, including the right to association, the

right to organize and bargain collectively, a

prohibition on compulsory labor, a minimum age for the

employment of children, and acceptable conditions of

work.
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As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Congress has already

explicitly endorsed the link between trade benefits and labor

rights. In 1984 and 1985 the Congress enacted legislation

conditioning trade benefits under the Generalized System of

Preferences (GSP) and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation

(OPIC) on labor rights. Thle legislation has given the executive

branch an important opportunity to convey U.S. concern about

labor rights violations and to pressure for improvements. The

results of the GSP review which were announced on January 2nd

suggest that on some countries, such as Paraguay and Romania, the

Administration took the labor rights conditions on GSP and OPIC

seriously. In other casqs, such as Korea, there is little

evidence that the process was used to obtain improvements in

labor rights, and the country remained a beneficiary in spite of

continued gross violations of labor rights.

The Administration's actions with respect to GSP and OPIC

benefits for Chile illustrates the need for more comprehensive

labor rights language, as embodied in the proposed Harkin and Riegle

amendments to the trade act. The Office of the U.S. Trade

Representative announced that "the review of worker rights in

Chile will be continued for an additional year." This decision,

which implies that Chile is on probation because of its abuses

against labor unionists, is not envisioned in existing law and is

a disappointing one, because Chile's labor rights record clearly

disqualifies it for GS P and OPIC benefits. (It is my

understanding that there was a great deal of dissent within the

Administration on the question of Chile; the Department of Labor

2
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is said to have recommended that Chile be removed because of

insufficientt progress" on affording worker rights.) In spite of

the USTR's failure to remove Chile from the list of GSP and OPIC

beneficiaries, it is clear that the process was used to bring

strong pressure on Chile to improve its labor rights record. We

are informed that U.S. trade negotiators raised questions of

restrictions on freedom of assembly and speech, technical

restrictions on the forming of union confederations, restrictions

on the right to strike, and the arrest and banishment of trade

union leaders. Unfortunately, the Chilean Government's response

to U.S. suggestions were, in the words of a Abor Department

memorandum, "modest, tentative, and designed to substantially

preserve the status quo."

The Administration justified its de..ision to maintain

benefits for countries with poor labor records, such as Chile and

Korea on the grounds that the legislative language allows

countries which are "taking steps" to improve international

worker rights to retain benefits. "Taking steps" in the Chilean

case involved cosmetic modifications of the labor code.

Unfortunately, the Chilean Government failed to "take steps"

which would have signalled an end to severe harassment of labor

unionists and allowed freedom to organize and bargain

collectively. Because of the executive branch's willingness to

accept superficial gestures as compliance with the labor rights

requirements in law, we respectfully urge you to consider

stronger language in the omnibus trade act. It is my

understanding Senator Harkin's labor rights bill prohibits trade

benefits to any country which engages in "unreasonable or unfair"

3
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trade practices, including any practice which undermines

internationally recognized labor rights. In the House of

Representatives, Rep. Pease has offered an amendment to the Trade

Act which requires that every U.S. trading partner under the GATT

"has taken or is taking steps that demonstrate significant and

measurable overall advancement to afford such rights". Either

language is preferable to the "taking steps" provisions of

existing law, and would enhance the possibility that the

executive branch would actually limit U.S. trade relations with

labor rights violators.

The issue of labor rights is increasingly significant around

the world as trade unionists assume leadership roles in

democratic movements. In Chile, labor unionists are an important

part of a broad-based democratic movement. As a consequence, they

have been particular victims of harsh government repression.

There ware numerous goVernment attacks on labor unionists in 1985

and 1986. In August 1985, a group of 14 people, including labor

and community leaders who mot to protest the killings of three

people, including a trade union leader, were arrested and sent

into internal exile. In September, 1985, 62 community, labor and

political leaders were arrested for participation in a

demonstration; 34 of then were sent into internal exile. Later

in that month, 24 more opposition figures were arrested,

including the loaders of the National Workers Command (CNT),

Rodolfo Sequel, Manuel Bustos, Arturo Martinez, and Jose Ruiz de

Giorgio, as well as members of the National Teachers Association.

The labor union leaders wore hold in jail for an extended time

4
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before charges were dropped. In early March, 1986, construction

workers' leaders Sergio Troncoso and Reynaldo Alvarez were

arrested after their unions protested the lack of progress in the

case of government abuses against the National Teachers

Association. In March 1986, Rodolfo Sequel was again arrested

following his participation in a demonstration. On May 1st,

security forces conducted raids at several union headquarters,

including the CRT and the National Teachers Union. At both

sites, as at other labor offices, unionists were arrested. At

the headquarters of the government workers union, a union leader

was badly beaten by the police. In July, union leaders and others

participating in the national strike were jailed, including

leaders of the Teachers Union. Just last month, Amnesty

International reported that five leaders of the Teachers Union

received threats that if they didn't leave the country by the

beginning of March they and their families would be subjected to

"severe repressive measures". At least one of the union leaders

is said to have left the country temporarily because of fears for

his safety. Amnesty International also reported that 13 teachers

were detained on February 13 in connection with a demonstration

and that one was abused by a policeman and required hospital

treatment as a result.

The State Department Country Report on Human Rights, which

was released last month described numerous impediments to free

association in Chile, such as legal actions brought against the

Copperworkers Union in January 1986. The report stated: "The

courts ordered union offices and assets placed in escrow, and

prohibited the elected officials from carrying out any union

5
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duties until questions over their eligibility were clarified.

Following 9 months of stalemate, the union officials resigned.

Several other unions had their offices searched during the annual

labor day celebration. There were also continued reports of

individual labor leaders being dismissed from their jobs under

circumstances suggesting the firings were due to their criticism

of management or of the Government."

As a result of consistent violations of labor rights by the

Pinochet dictatorship since 1973, membership in Chilean unions

has dropped dramatically. In 1973, 44% of the workforce was

represented by unions; ten years later only 16% of the workforce,

or 600,000 workers, were union members. This was neither an

accident nor a result of declining worker interest in unions.

Rather it was the result of a deliberate government policy to

discredit and suppress Chile's major unions and to make vigorous

leadership of these unions tantamount to grounds for arrest,

internal exile, ir even murder at the hands of the Chilean

security forces.

Abuses against trade unionists are only part of Chile's

bleak human rights picture. Routine torture of political

prisoners, massive military sweeps through poor neighborhoods and

arbitrary detention of thousands of slum-dwellers, the arrests of

democratic political leaders, journalists, and human rights

monitors, and even killings by the security forces characterize

the Pinochet dictatorship. Yet in spite of the risks, more and

more Chileans, with trade unionists frequently leading the way,

are participating in nonviolent political opposition, and calling

6
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for a peaceful transition to democracy and the rule of law. They

need and deserve international support.

The Americas Watch supports labor rights conditions in the

Trade Act now under consideration by this Committee.

Conditioning trade relations on compliance with international

labor rights standards is a natural extension of human rights law

relating to foreign assistance. The labor rights amendments you

are considering can be an important contribution by the U.S. to

democratic development and are an act of solidarity with Chilean

workers and their counterparts around the world.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF PHARIS J. HARVEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NORTH AMERICAN COALITION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN KOREA,
ON BEHALF OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR RIGHTS WORK-
ING GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HARVEY. Thank you very much, Senator. The provision we

would like to support is also the labor rights amendment offered by
yourself, Senator Harkin, and now Senator Heinz.

We support this on behalf of the International Labor Rights
Working Group, as well as the North American Coalition for
Human Rights in Korea, on the grounds that it recognizes that
American workers are being pitted against foreign workers in an
international production and trading system that is destroying the
rights of both. My colleague, Lance Compa of the United Electrical
Workers, who works with us in the International Labor Rights
Working Group, has written very ably on the impact for American
workers on this developing production and trading system in an ar-
ticle in last Sunday's Washington Post, which I would commend
and ask, if possible, to be included in the record of these hearings.

Senator RIEGLE. We will make it a part of the record.
Mr. HARVEY. Thank you very much, sir. I would like to focus my

remarks on the impact that this trading system has on the workers
in South Korea. South Korea, whose economy has been praised for
having developed rapidly in the past two decades by concentrating
on export production, has according to the ILO the longest average
work hours in the world, one of the highest industrial accidents
and death rates and, according to the U.S. Department of Labor,
the lowest wages of some 20 industrial countries. Despite the devel-
opment in the past decade of industries requiring growing numbers
of skilled workers, including the automobile industry, average
wages in current dollar figures advanced in 10 years only from 48
cents per hour in 1976 to $1.52 per hour in 1986.

I might add that those Wages are average, and production work-
ers in the export industries that are most important in trade with
the United States are considerably below those figures. This oc-
curred at a time when the gross national product of South Korea
was advancing from $18.7 billion to $92 billion per year.

During this same decade, as the industrial work force expanded
by 40 percent, membership in organized labor declined precipitous-
ly from a high of 24 percent in 1977 to less than 16 percent of the
work force in 1986. The reasons for these developments are not
hard to find. They are rooted both in law and in government prac-
tice.

Last year, nearly 1,000 workers-labor union organizers-were
imprisoned in South Korea for activities protesting the govern-
ment's suppression of workers' rights. In the middle of November,
every labor organization not related to the official Federation of
Korean Trade Unions was ordered by the government to disband.
A computerized black list is maintained by the government's police
agencies to prevent any known labor activist from getting employ-
ment, this made possible by a pass system which is similar to that
of South Africa. Workers found seeking employment using false
passes or false identity cards are imprisoned routinely and, in case
after case, have been subjected to harsh torture.
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In 1986, the sexual torture of 14 female workers attracted a na-
tionwide reaction. In the past two months, four separate cases of
highly publicized arrests of groups of labor related individuals have
been announced by police, with the claim that each of these groups
was guilty of "attempting to overthrow the State by agitating to or-
ganize labor and bu a c ass consciousness." These abuses of labor
rights were given legal sanction by changes in South Korea's labor
laws in 1980 that dismantled the industrial union structure and
purged over 300 labor union officers from their positions.

It made it impossible for churches, Protestant and Catholic alike,
to minister to workers in conflict situations legally and made the
organization of independent unions virtually impossible and, final-
ly, declared it illegal for labor unions to have any involvement in
political activity.

In addition to these political and legal restrictions on labor-
rights, the use of brute force by companies or governments to pre-
vent the formation of labor unions is endemic and is growing dan-
gerously. In 1986 through the middle of November, the North
American Coalition had received reports of 919 laborers impris-
oned, 47 labor union organizers fired, 161 workers beaten by police
seriously enough to require hospitalization, 24 workers tortured in
prison, nine workers who committed suicide in protest of labor con-
ditions, and one worker murdered while in police custody.

During 1986, South Korea experienced a growth in its gross na-
tional product in excess of 12 percent and a trade surplus with the
United States of $7.41 billion. Behind these growth and export sta-
tistics are the damaged and stunted lives of the women and men
who work extraordlinarily long hours under degrading and un-
healthy conditions for miserable wages and who, when they seek
their basic, legally guaranteed rights, are jailed and vilified as pro-
Communist agitators.

That, sad to say, is South Korea today.
It is the exploitation of this level of human misery, the hidden

underside of the so-called economic miracle of Korean develop-
ment, that from a human rights perspective this legislation at-
tempts to address with the kind of leverage that might bring about
real change. The U.S. market is important to South Korea. If the
protection of labor rights is required for decent access to that
market and particularly if the law requires no more of Korea than
of any other nation, changes in Korea's practice are bound to
occur. We solidly support the labor rights provisions, Senator.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much. Mr. Harvey, let me ask
you to indicate for the record what some of the labor practices are
in Korea. You mentioned hours, unsafe working conditions, and so
forth. Apart from the pattern of abuse and intimidation toward
those who have tried to change working conditions, give us a de-
scription of some of what you consider to be the worst practices
that are now before us that apply to workers in Korea.

Mr. HARVEY. The most difficult problem facing some workers is
the complex of restrictions against the right to organize. Workers
are organized in a number of industries, but in union after union
find that any ability of theirs to gain shop floor control of their
unions or genuine worker control of their unions is stymied by a
combination of company and government practices. Labor com-
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plaints addressed to the Labor Ministry are routinely ignored if ad-
dressed by workers, are routinely responded to if addressed by com-
pany and management. In the most severe cases, this is happening
with increasing regularity in Korea.

Workers who organize within their local to press charges find
themselves summarily fired. When they try to find other work,
they find that they are blackballed. Then they are arrested on
some sort of excuse by the government that they are agitating anti-
government activity.

Senator RIEGLE. Are children being used in places or jobs where
they shouldn't be, in industrial settings and so forth? What is hap-
pening in terms of child labor in Korea?

Mr. HARvEY. As far as we can tell, the labor statistics kept by
the Korean government are not very adequate, and no one else has
been able to do the kind of thorough study that gives us these sta-
tistics; but in smaller factories-and 85 percent of Korea's workers
work in plants under 10 employees-in smaller factories, the use of
child labor is continuing to be a major problem, which was recog-
nized by the State Department in its country reports this year.

Senator RiFFL. I am going to have you give us for the record
any other specific instances which you consider to be inhuman
work conditions that people are being forced to work under in
Korea.

Mr. HARVEY. I would be happy to do that.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Harvey and the prepared

information follow:]
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I1EJPARi1) STATI3*IT OF PIAR|S J. IAR'KY, 1(\.15JVIrrV DIR3f.l31
NOMi MIMICAN (MiALJTION FOIR int Rl(,r1 IN l.CE

before

'11M1. FINANCE (1I'rmiI,
"I1E UNITFI) S'rA11,S ,,NA'IV,

Mr.h 18, 1987

"linink you, Mr. (Chainiruri, for t.he opport~tmity to testify before this
,olnift.Irx on the important. matter of improving Inw,4 whit-h ,dlires4o i.fair
tilwJh pI-iMAt.i . My rnuae iH Pharis J. Harvoy. I am Ihe e i-t.iv.v dlirvl r
of ti NMrth American Coalit-ion for Humnn Rightst in Korean and t.uxiny qsiv.."ak
nls,) PIR it "!liY .n ittivO )r l.h1 [inortiat.iorini LoiiaRIr Highf.s Wifhiiig (r',sl.
on iv haif or the Protestrxnt. nrd Catholic agencies sihich fom the Nrth
Ainrirtan 'ctl it. ion, and tho hmtn rights, religiotu.s ndvl labor orgnnizet i,,ii

ich together constitute the international ltxir Rights Working Group, I
wnt: to tJiank yotr coimitte for including in t.hiq hearing the iyerspl'ivo'
wich we represent.

1The Inte.rnal ional Labor Rights Working Group nRin.its both or
organi7Mt.ions focused on the rights of v)rkers in thp United St.t.eq mil
tbo.s, t,4ose primary purpose is interniJtinwil timvi right.. We l irve lh,,'r,
is Yn essential linkage between wIf'are and jusLice for American wrkers Rivd
workers in other countries, and have advx:ut.ei for legislaion which
st.rengthens the protection of international labor standnids both here nod
abroad.

Prol.ecting Labor Rights is Integral to r7air Trade. The provisior, f,+
the pod lbig trade bill we would like to address iR the amendment. to Sert iou

301 lrolised by Senators Riegle and Harkin, which defines the trad,
advantage derived by a foreign goverment.'a repression of internmt.iovial ly-
i're<'uiiizrl workers rights aR an unfair trading practice and authnri7,,.s IIi,.
President to take cotmter-nieasires to lessen i ti ,niging t-rnde imlpno'l twt

U.S. h lmi.ing . naMl labor. c'n=is.o we belive 1hi.q mennmre to hl li i ni,ii-Iml,
long-rnngo promise for improving the situation of workers both at home til
nbtod, e woulI. d urge yutir support.

Few efforts to c'ope with the serious trade pbl)lem of the Uritel
SUitAs. have so rightly akressed the plight or the AMrioni worker ns hat.n
this proposal. It is right for several reason-;. First of all,_it
LUCogj~i t% that. American Workers are. beitL li.t.J _.agins foreig.nok,?ers iii
.n jiLter-d.1onal production uil t-d4dgsystem which is destn.ryi.g the'
righ !,. +th. Workers in the U.N. are Ib.ing a.skel t.o give tip) hntl-.ut,
h.,'Nc1t1 Itryl protetitons, day after day, by companies whih thron t ie,\,
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pr(nxitkx ion fr .'i ities. o'ffshore unless ]itr enpiIilatrs. Worker. in thirdt-
world c toinrie; frace similar dmivris when they .iit-t'l, often i, the fri-r, f)f
burial repression, in organizing labor ivin.tit tiflI'g)Iitt.ing improvormit ,
in ws or w)rk -onlJi l ilo. F' othsrv,- mFrr ii to recf.gnize I h:I Ii.
dr-r, lol'vont, of nn international division or1 Inhxr whjih takes ndvnt titn* "

tho SKxi litv 3r PI'ripi t.' I to sh il't protlu''tion tll vciiiei o with ~r: iv

Inlxr 'oiolitioiis hq untlrmined and weakened the Amrian lalbr m,,ve m,ut
aticl lmvrell the siuxinrwl if I ivitg for mill ioioi t r ,AMrican wore-r-m in tli
Ivo.m few years. My colleague in the Jrl.cnmnliona -labxr Right s Work (;riij,
mr. Iani. Ccapa of the United Electrical Worher. Union, dpmon.tratd the ,,i
efre-t of this decline in an imx)rtant, art ir'le in Inst Sunday's Wn.hiigton

isiq Ouit tiok Seetion. 3 I would like to a.sk you4r px, rmi.s.ion to iave 1 hat
nrticle, a ,opy of which is attaeh#N to my pre.pared revrkR, Pntered into
.he- rm.ovl of this hearing.

Seudryl it is right bentme it has univ#er.;nl appi ieatijon. I'll ikr wevw,

, ot.heJ- trvie remedies being proposed, it Laqizvs no nation siml Vor
hav i g stuce ied in traLn LwitJh the United States. Iather, it tnrt ; 'or

r4)lllt.'-mi'aSure thcqe few countries which iave unirly |pnot=rat'1d thfc

Am-r i':in mritket. with glxMls rpoi'iced uipler vo NIA 114% Itept. tX14) I' III-q1 r 6

lIwel iy government. a'tio ns to suppress worket-s rights. It ountors what
luiis right. ly been val liri "ocial dumping,' using social repressiolflI to ttrain

unfnir t.rade. ahvantange.

Av..thtrd, i.is right because, urnLike t a.mother grovp f. I -nd,
r-m.'. i"r. it does not attach foreign bomtai., sed * simply on Inor wag,

tlusts. 4 a.ges are, of course, set. by niny fraloyr, in lulding genirnl
ewNI. IMl II('Ji" iveo , o.st. or iiviig, Int.)r nvinilntilily, -;kill I ov I.,, ot=c. Whtl
this proxnl attempts i. ito revwtve from Ihal voill iior the fru-l )r for
ivlit ical repre ,tion, t- oilow the ox-ooni(, all sxc isI frm to(rs It, f'tst.I it,tt
wilhoqil b irig irfivit ily ropresqrl at. Ihiv I il ofr a gan.

W' do not ix.liove that Lhis labor provision by itself is an alde-iale
aniuwor to the serious disequilibrium in world t rad . It i. not. a qiiick fix.
We do, hovepver, believe, that. it. montriblots to nri important lonx-rang ,
: I~jnsins;I'rI. in tOh-. rtles of irash', rr'1resitag I lt' ,Iial l ijtl rltiU/" tha!i , l l .

which rc. lM t workers' righl- now face in (,iplI.t, iLion with the ruthless,

repressive regimes that are gaining market shares world-wide by forcing
tho-ir workers to accept sutb-human wages and working condituiouR, oren in

Iprtnership with U.S. ba.r-d multinational companies thai. coNtinuje to met
pr(xfiction around the globe in sparch of the cheapest. lnor osts. Until I
and unl-.,.s the international trading sysLem takes meas.ures to redres.s unfair

lnx)r prnaetices in the same. way it has correctel unfair uise of nat ional
,apital or taxation to influence trade, American workers will conl.irnle on a

de tai ard slidn into tinemployment, and poverty. Reove ring comp-et.it i t es..

f'or Aricar workers requires mrwe. than re-training them for new kinds o '
,,llf. It rcqui res the recovery of fair i nte-r-ut i onal conditions in ,x-hic,

thy ',aijpl... The labor rights amend.menL att.empt.s to d1o this.

".ii We n-av#, More Johs--Low-Paid, lart -'lin- Ili.", Wr.shilgior, P,4t

ar-h 15, 1987, p. (l.
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Tie _N-d for (;A7T Reform. It is also certain that. t.he Unit.ecl Stnlts
(-no1111t. €rmbnt the rising tide of labor repression in newly iwliLqtrializirg
voint rie. solely through unilateral measures sixli ns the Sect.ion :101 tIroJe
rvwmlies.. 'flis, long with the proviti I.o defline Jaix)r repre-iRsiott as nr,
imfanir trade practice, both the. larkin anrd iegle amerdments.. direfrt tho
Nhnii-tration In negot.iat.e within the ,urrent GA7T romd rnr a ,li lntlal
ngr'emrvyit on n "sex:Jnl clause."

We 1*'I]iev that. bnth aspwN-lt.s of this provision shotild be sellpjlrtf.
-Svtlioi .101 ennale.q the U.S. Government. I e, ount er jinrt.iulanrly offensive ,

I)rlct.i' IteLownryl workers by overseas when I hy tinfairly influence, ,xlx)rlI
ric..s :Inei to use some geiainr leverage, ;t(cess t.n the U.S. market., to -ceek

improvn'erv'l.s. (;lr agreeament. on R "s(xial e'lauls&" wotld eodify a
mill i lIIi eral approach to the i)rnblem arid help to bring about: uniform nryi
ri' if, rvement..

'eo- GAITr propo.al haLs been heatedly resisted by many governments,
esjw-inl ly those which have gained t.raeJf naevantaLge through t.he inhimi I ioi oI*

lbr rights. It. hasi also ben re.sistedl by govor-,emprit.. who fear it. is :1
kindJ or "camoufnaged protetionism" that ,i-ould be used selectively a.s i
wieapon against countries with trade surplses. We recognize that if*
uirnirly nilminist.pred, this provision could, like uiy other traJ reme.y,
Iw'€ee :t prot.ectionist. t.ool. However, the l ikel ihood of aR.se of the Inlb,'
rights provision is no greater than that of' o lher t.yp)s of unfair txradl.
ra,'t. ice reeries. In fact., toe believe that. the anloptiont of muit.ianter-al

agror,'eruit.s will lessen any temptation to apply it. in an unfair mnier.

At the same time, adopting the Il)r rig ls stn vilarrs. in Sel ion 301t
uill signal to our' trade partners our seriousness about eomhat.tiig t he kitei
or a m sive labor conditions that. are destroying the huinan dignity of wt)rk,,r's
OverSoens 4nd ndemining the rights of w)rkers at h(ce and lend iurgency tee
the ift-sk or developing multi lateral. remeclis.

Cril s or this bill have raised several lupstions. I would like to,
resixinl .o the r)st f iri unt.l y voiced:

1. Doo's this bill force U.S. standards on other countries? It 11s
lw''n sliggi0,t,. by s(m Administration sp)kespersons that. this provisions is-
re,, ntt,.rnpt t.o fnn II.S. labor stad% rLs oti the world. That ariMN'nt is, as
I lI,, ist ingeiglhd nae ,,rs of I hit, r'(mmi t te.,. ki.-w well, ,i ,xpletleIy Iir oi,,.
11,r- lal,'r standnrf.q ih are referred to in t hi.r Inw hnv. a Inns( history ,,r
i1r'+'lc'phie'e :irl ,onil i ance ti,,i onl' by Chli ited Stnts Nit by a mj.,rity (if
I he nat i,,ns of Lhe world, which have codified{ them in international law
Chr otgh ih Internntional Llnr Organizt.ion nd,{ ot.ber multi later l
intergovrnment~la boies. The first four ba.i, rights enimzeratp(e in this
bill, namely the right. t.( organize freely nd to bargain colle:tively,
freedom from for-ed Inhor, am protecLion of r'hi ldren in the work fore,
I-\' e:,h hb-on ,tnfinod in I 11) convent i s r-iI iI'i el by more- than 1IO naI i ems.
,n * ar piral leledI by U.S. law in those areas ijeratifiepl by the t'llited
SInrte's f')r reon s. or (.o i.st iititvilorca delo,.e'ia i ore of rpw"r,; in our l, I
sz.st om,. '1The fifth area, "a.ceptnhn coirtlilies of ,ior'k with rf'sjw''t t,,
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minimim wages, hours of iwork, and occupational safety and health," is less
uwilfwualy elifie. I1uan the others, he to greatly varying levels of
de\,elolp-nit. aul vi'lt.iva difference es., iut has been fotux l to he a good index
,;r the- Iev.- l of lalmir ilepression whn viemwed in conjtwAnt.ion with the other
2a'il i'igil ..

'rhedlm.aai iistration has,. in faetL already endorsed the concept ot
,i-lti-ai_.i laair_ g _ ts in Its decision to enforce tlie labor rights

provisinots ini th C eneralized System of Preferences. In January this year,
Nie'aragian, Paraguay and Rmiania were removed from that program due to the
,tjaitlistration's .Jigment that. labor rights in these countries did not meet
these salae internatital standards. Mhi le was placed on notice to make
imliwvemlvtlis within the next. year or Farm loss of beneficiary status.

'-'. Int I e1fe. ,'t.iely nf,.? Other critics of this
piiolvisioin, CNoirCrftAi with geI.ting sume real and immediate progress in U.S.
tread., relations, have expressed doubts alout whether these labor rights
irvisirn. wruldd lead to sufficient, reform fast enough. Certainly no major

ri-f'rin.- aill oc-ur unrlless the Administration shows a serious interest in
irnplin.-i.ril ing this lawi. With lackadaisical enforcement, the provision will
of course* have miraimal effect.. lioever, even a lackluster pro forms
.lnrfoil wll. o)f the (NP-related labor right provisions has demorstrated t.hn
pcoier to pul. repre'ssive governinent-s on not ice and wring at. least. token
viesjJiest. f'rrrn them.

'1e PNfr-i ln.W' of the first 'tw w years of the revised 05P program is
illIistrat ive . Itx-pite an attitude in the Reagan Administration that could
at. twst. Ix- called reluctant to enforce t.he labor rights clause, governments
ilah ai Sotth Kiolea r atd with stuh Hensitivity that the entire subject
its flri(,i firomt ment.iont in the Kon.an press during the two-year-long G05
negotint ing pn s-.4s. Every other aspect of trade-related conflicts between
the .S. ,il 1 South Korea, such as import re.strirt ions, intAllectual property
rights nr terriers t.o U.S. investment, received widespread coverage in the.
Korea, prtas. lllxor righL.s Wu. never mntioned, either in the news or to
o(iuxsi it il, im-mirs (f the Nat.innal Assembly, Who were kept awaree oi' any

rlI'sse irv .ro n tlm-lRe again Administration I.o improve Korea's labor rights.

Nev'-rthl,- ss, following re.cximendat ions from the U.S. Iepartx.nt of
labo,- nlhk t h ehu, letter, the hant )oo Iwan government. agreed irn late
lD.-'ulaer lt ;Is year t.o several minor improve .mnts, about. two weeks before th,:
(14i' thamisi,,i was ainnoux.ed. 'lliese irxhtled allowing national unions t.o
advis, li.al unions in conflict. resolution and the adoption of a plan to
estaiblisha, .caet.im. in Lhe future, a minimun wage system and to titget for
more. ftloriste factory safety inspections. iese few steps were. considered
ty tite oviihiiistrnt ion as sufficient to qualify Korea for beneficiary status,
d,-,spii,. 11h4. I*1't. .ht tile State I ,lirinwiit in its jitst-ptublished Fua
Rights Country Rex)rt vc'rmlatdos thlt "t.lso (labor) rights are crc .sc.rixa-d
liy tMl i lnIaXr-r1,lw'l4t lits Iid prol i.e", and notes the widespread
im itim)s. l t' tair'term in rt-iri.t.- ion wi h labor disputes.

Ila Ila %ilminiitLratici in-qisl.ed on nore substantive stels, it is quito
Iihl,.1 hlal I i'. e l 1i im 1 ila hay.v If 'ali lil , with sioItw. g,,iluin improveenent . It'
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Ofme nsures had heefn demwuled in onmection wiIh overall trade ne."'f r. i .
ncot jitst in the (P program, Ihe ifcentivi For iv-nl Inlr improtv'm cI ,Miilu1
have lbet cmnsiderble.

3. Isn't it. ,nfair to ask_. xvtr Lries to adupthe SU!,.. dutiIIA ofri+.hEr +:cA/ities iproteciigjalxbor? A Final en.r.isa.m of thl lnl,r

rit(lts ,ILuse L baei on the idea that. represion (iF lihnr rithts is
ltvlal ly n function of the level of develolmn.. The poorer a c4mIItry, I lI-
wa,rs, itq labor prt.ices ore anstimed tA) he, fvv-niing t) this vinw. With
getteral eivwnait growth, the protix!tion or llmr right will gradulvil ly
Ii)mve. Thus steps to pressure government.A to improve worker rights
prvitturely only impede the progress and ne ally hurt the workers, it. is
nrgupd.

This thesis, advanced by a number of newly indtmtrial tzing (cOit.t.rieR
su,-h ra "outh Korea, is persuasive at first, glance. However, the Asian
ele.ripn<.t, is rather different. Some of the poorest. comtrief in Agin Rtit-h
iLa Indin andPapua New Guinea have carefully protected labor rights b)oth iii
lnw arIl prl.ie. The most. serious nbmrs, oni the nther handi, nre tfl'
mwderateply wealthy export-driven Industrial sizing economies s-h nq ,th
Korea nod Taiwan, and to a lesser extent., Indonsia and Thasiland. Labor
abuse appears to be primarily a funotion of the type of development, not the
level. And it appears to be the product of government decision. to supprea,
wages and domestic consumption for the sake of lowering export costs.

LaWor Replrpsion in South Korea. tAt me turn briefly to what this
mmns for wrkers in Korea. South Korea ha#L, ac+oryting to) the JlJ), thin
longest, average working hours in the world, and one of the higheRt
Jrwititrli aeident and death rates. Furthiermore, as the Korean Pconomy h;%.
advanrF. in rec t years, working hours have increased, rather than
level ing down toward the averages fond in other indhtrial states. In
1986, inustrial production workers averaged 55.3 hours per week', and 90 -
100 hour wfwks were rvx'oun in the garment nod textile indtutriPR.

St4i" by the U.S. lDelrtmetit of labor show South Korea t., have ths-
lowest wages of sone twenty industrial countries. Despite the develoInw,,t
in the Inst. decmde of high Ieh indtstries such as Rte l, transportal.ioct
rxiiiimrnt and Rhiptijilding requiring growing nuinhers of skilled worlcer.,
nvorrge wages (in eurrent. dollar figures) ad.nced in ten years only fr mi
.AR cent.s per hotur in 1976 to $1.52 per hour in 1986.3 'This occu-tJrrPd d, rilg
a al:nle when the gross national product or Korea wasc advancing f,om SIR. 7

zl?4( F;oncvni Plnnning Ikitrd statistis:.t (;it.r.4l by Ycnig Ix ig IN) Ur-lwui
Industrial Mission News Letter, Vol. 1, No. 1, July, 1986, p. 3.

'"Htolurly Camp-nsat.ion Costs for Proluction Workers: All MnnWlactirrig,
31 (Ointrins, 1975-1986", unmblishfd data pre virod by: U.S. k-rvrttpru'nt of
l II KW, IOren.iu of lI1I)r Statist ivs, Offie o- Irv't. ivi ty anid T'h lc)gy,
1b'''ii uiry, 1987.
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billion4l to $H3 billion.$

)uring lhim saw decAde, as the indir trial work fory.e was expunding
t'C 2.7 iillimi etjrkemr in 197t; t.o :.8 million in 1986, the memborhip in
tit-gmlizl Itl)r ,le limed prenipi tom;ly from a high of 24.1 percent of tho
wirJlfoev', in, 1977 to 15.7 pereetl in 1915.0

,inu! sti r-.suit of tMis deelibe in the labor movement was grapically
i lli,,-t rt by ci Inilx)r survey ptiblishod earlier last. week in Seoul.
,.44,,d1ig t, tlo Ministry of labor, or 3.16 industrial plants in the Seoul-
lIeMliw, M-1i1 witl MX),. thmn 100 employees , 167 or 42 percent of them paid
lhei' oeliliye x less than 100,000 won ($112) per month). In sixty of these
l'i-e, oni.o, II. he o rxk we4k exn.n.ed GI hountr per week.7

'lThi reasms fot these develorjwnts are not. hard to rimd. As tle Slate.
[k'Deputrnnt has noted, "Under the ('onstttution, workers are guaranteed the
rights of inleperdent association, collective Largaining, and collective
action. nwese rights, however, are cirtumscribed by both labor-related lnws
aim larn'v i,.ye atti do not extenrd to o rkers employed by th. Government,

alill i ei l ii i ii,', ,h4l'e.r14,-rt'lnl.te i mithL t.ries, or firm that 'exerni.ise gr 'nt
infli-i., ti lie rui4onml exw-Amy. '"*

lI.-l .%va, nearly one. thottus t workers and labor einion organizers were
Illnprie.a;iiwl for c. ivities pro)testi the government suppression of w)rkers'
rigihls. tI I. micllle of NovtmlmAr, evers labor organization not related to
the ,-.seliill goverrment-conLrollcd Ieeration of Korean Trade Unions, ws ,
fihe~el lOy lh,; give .ient to disluvl. Tiis included fourteen organizations,
irm-leiling .ily labor federations in Seoul, [x-Jon, Anyang, Kuro Industrial
(nlel(e\ ma e-kls€vhre, the Clristi.tn labor Federation, the ('hun "'Ie Mll
lni.,rial lehI). ('et.er, and five ohurc.-h-based night schools for workers. A

('151l 1 l,.ori.,ld "sltIcikist." is maintaint-d by the government's police agencies
to) pr.tiit aiy kn wn labor activist. fr m getting employme.nt.. Workers fcud
se .hing ,vipIoynoi-tI. using false identity cards are Imprisoned routinely, and
ill va.- lrt.er 4iase., subjected to harsh torture. in 1986, the sexual torture
ow " l.mi wIrkers attrw.-.t a ration-wide reaction, but al)parertly
to,,e a,.h I cl.,et rcm ,-,:rm.S i the past. t ) months, four separate cases t'

'ladhlirg NewA Agersiy, Korea Aniasl 1978, p. 126.

ill !;nlmu,,g, "I((-ea' ('Iirruet F('OiKJie Perfornr'oe alul Policies", Korea
1' .'i,.csa'' l-i t.title, February 13, 1987, p. 6.

i(c,;reas !' rid, January 31 . 19R7.

1 1 1,. l~ *I'trl na, o(u.t v'y I -14 'rts ore lltmvIh ! ighl. l'rcties for 1986i,
ip. . .,,..

") ni,eej-l y llileiurit.icnal exLelieval bulletin, "lepiblie' of Korea: Brutasl
mnll 1.-grimlilng ' evalment or wswin herkers by Police", Jly 8, 198.



highly IXpu iciz€ arrests of grcilp of I nlr-related individuMls h:ave heetr
5111xxx.%d by police with t.hec. -laim Lht. en-h or hie.o griiq was guilt y of
"ant tempt irg to overthrow the .stat.r hy ngliiLt.ing In orgnnize lntXhr nul hji 1.1
It n*tlSq osiuna.

"Ihc,.. flL 5 fts lntwIr right-s io.re given ,-sinl rationon by the affotlnu'i,t
of SAtl K)lreaf't labor lawn in -1980 in onlrt- to:

1) dsnnitle the incdutrial union mtria-ture Fnd divide the Jalx)r nioxvP' rt
intn thmusnds of individual (Nmr¥uiy unions;

2) make' it. virtually impemsible for workers lo organize new labor ifniin. 4 1"
to ,4eek legal redress of grievances by thrring mll i')on. nol, emfiloy, ill
an inwlivihlunl compruty from involvement 'Wilh wirk.4 in that conin rtt. in
either organizing trade unions or negotiating lIabor conflicts;

3), * arry (Hit #i e stiolesati' purging of the labotr mivement'a l.'nk'leiij iii
the o a "purifitation of corrupt eleiwn1.t";and

4) I.o make it illegal for labor unions to Ruppnrt any political lvirly or

erignge in any pXl iticaj nativity.

In th,' perixd slirvP 1980 the. legal ohnrg ,. have lwmen tgkofnt.II 1w:

I) a Vasl in(,reae in the number of secret. agents and ox)lioe to co,,dt-l
.- ttrwillan-e and control of the labor movemorit; ani the increasingly
fmrltI, n. .ise of the National Secirity Law, designed to prevent, ut-.i vity th:l
mxq)lx)rts North Norom, Lo lr*salize workers or lalbor orgsuiizers fromn
ed'iraLinrvtl ativit.ies about. the plight, of tworker in South Koren.

'11lleso c,hnge were aied a-rLicnilarly fit. isnlating the ruvny rnl igiti4
c)rgnniiJtl.i(xiR Uit. had al.tmpted in the 1960R am 1970m to assiRt. newly
,irlniiiz.l toikers trJtnL a i iiduRtrial r-nvit-ncim ut. and pntect I h i r I.ga I
righl..s, nx to prevent an active stldent. movement, in the 1980 from allIig
.ith w)r ,e to presq for IviV IX)pliticl Ond e<. nr e form.

lirt h.rv)re, the Inl)r laws Ihat. exist arc, r mi.inely floutxd.
Af'-ordirisc to the Strit. I)Pl~xi-ment , despi It laws rv.Lril.ing miorsq. tiritf.
IM fron tw)rk except. trder carefully regulated tcMdit-ions, "the employ mtl ,,r
minors i. widespread, pnrticularly in labor-i:t*nrisive irnihi~trie'. ic.i,h as-
t.,:t i le, frottwar, aut nel I electronies ani,4ern)ly, and nk.es of legal
pro rt ifni.. are c4minon."to

A %I.r-)ng tJy of evidprnc from human right..q groups siggest.s t.h:tt ill
alit.in tto these polit.i(ml and legal rest.riction-4 om labor rights, the ILw

of lite rorxe by -ompaniq!.s or government to prevent tite rovnil.ion o' lailix
uniio-xs is endemic, and growing dnngerotuly. In 1986, through t.he middle, ,,I
?Jov''mlw. t h" Nor.1 h AnMris.an 0-^'ri)l it, i4 na rvti'cv rrepoit rorrev i i
9f)1urV.e.% fof 9#19 laborersq arrest e, 47 Inr iiion or-goini zes r'i rod, 11i

lO019PJ6 (nuxntry% [lei-prtc (in lluvti fights4, p. 75i7.
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tmorhsi. I.aftn lby lwul ice or comuiy-hircl thugs seriously enough to reqtdre-
h,iAlanl iv'ni isi, N1 workers Lort.ured in prison, 9 suicides by workers to
lp-iaI..MI lirlu," ' oudit.ionm, ard one wrker ordered while in police custody.
fit ai I inn, 17 major incidents of police interference, disruption,
laras-iu;,it-. r hijkuage of church mlnistres to workers were recorded during
this I*xiiaufl. At the year's e n, the Natitnal Cowcil of Churches in Korva
,ast imat,.d tlt 150l or mcnv lairrt romined- in prison, charged in irn.iden.i
vl .o l.,. t , lalki" t.oifiicts.

A ,,lfiIl,,g ,r lator irvidenbi in South Korea in 1986 is sulisit.ted
wil h this .Itest.iisroy. I w(mild be juleasN t.o have it entered into ,xe record.

'1lmi-so, ,eprs.ive measures together wiLh the computerized tracking wnd
"hl nkl isting" o1" labor union activists are., ironically, having an
uiiniimi,.I-,l .I'ol of creating a )arge sub-culture of radicalized workers who
t, ,111.11f. Iii finoi legitimte work. lUxqazmais of workers are being driven
iiitc) ;it, u,,l'ttrtnsl etu|Lt~u r. of nruoirA ),tLt et. out. of despraticn to
444t'% I~t-.

'til, ",I:r n*LS' annuiu.ed fit the eid of 1986 in response to pressure for
,,I idlloi lily llr the (ISIP prngrawm only .I ighitly m"ified this structure, hoth
rsl ivoly ;til n1eIstativody. On tIN. T i. iev sidi, the official (aid only
Iegli I. 1. -r, 411', Ii;(.41) ru.irti u l tuij(f t , turenit.ioti, t|i. .'.d4 rztji io ,-f lioz a
'i ,Ize* iitis, im no Ionger -rmnix.) rt.t u "third pfirty" prosi:ribd from
v.nttt itig Iia,.1 laIxr unions, allihough th. churches continue to be banned
"rix ally s.h activity. Foreign-omi*d c vnlmnies are also no longer

ji'iilt'gtil t~ith slecial Nuts on strikes beityond the almost total de fact, l.ot
-hih fll',t.ts tell Korean-,wne! ru-apsmitex. And the government has promis. i,

ad -t.wIt- iiKottrtnintft time in the fulure, to institute a minimum wage system
111.1 If# Inprovet Ilie inspectiom of tfa:tories for idustrial sal'ety.

I th, ri.gntive' side, thi- coal mining industry, one of t.he most strif,.-
i, ie I, 4o, ,,! : ,hl ,t-r ioldn, ire l Oliia, hilt.ori,.naiLy, hits hud fnirly 4t.1*lg
ir,;.,I,ts ix.,n ttc.lared t iff-lIaits to laborc' imions, on the gerund thul it

is ii i, ai iiwitsttrial essential for i rtioctal economy.

t,,,iiig 1996, i; ut.h Koren it-i,.si',,l a grotwlh in ils gross ratiorml
N i I I ii,. i lo ,'VNI'. ' 1 D 'tv.eril , .rid a grot h ine I iff,' inisvila ,c'e, i*4th lilt-

1., itt, :'.at.- ii, t,\t'r $7.11 1xil)iit.1% 'llsese favis ari, not unroluted .o Ili..
hilt, i'. i ,i inni o' ; alW r iir :r)i ,s-icoii ittof t ie de:l ini,; ot InI)r union .
I ,s.-i.l hII rt,'to it e rease ini exilturts to t.h(- Unitei'd ale of higher
It.'iciIy i., alit,tIs ssvh as at itunihiles kwit comp~t e.rs, the preorml, ratri,% ,,l
I:'-;,n c.rt.-s tilt iJnues to Ixa ill pi'e4hihIs. made in luixir-intensive
iiifidli i.s ui , i ,t.renitly lo4 it.gi.-s ail I li full jabUopl) of l o 1 .t 4 K'ver
)1\.1i Jilill t. i ell them I Co.

'1Wie' '11,1I Iaji l Inhle foru 1981 i ll strats' the prl.krminruav-, of* ]abri'-
inll.im14i\i t,' i )lts teo the Ilitt,, SL ttes:

' '~Lini~lr l.1a lvNeu4b. I'em.br3 4, 1987.
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Sout.Ii Korean FEpqr.,totohOLUni ted Statpstz
1984

Toat) exports o U.S. $9,353 million 100%
NL-uimfno" t iired goochR 1 932 20. I%
.k It 'I i Iiry' 2 , GH2 29 . I;%

I I rNc'4'nin i fLI (mI ,i1)mIwm (8.5%)
v. IF-vt r i ( ,226.} 1( 1, %)
olrit-. in,,inery 255 (2.7%)

'l'ri,.gl1 art rNFu i Imarrt 45 1.5%
V lot Ithi,,ig 2,253! 1. 1%

--- I, ,t w.-ai 9:11; 10). 0

'otl oJr i1m .11"- i ite'risive (I+ d.,'l 79 . (%

lk.hinrl thes, export statistics are 0h,0 d magd Mkn .tunted )i\,'s of
witril and e.rI w'ho work extraordinarily long hours tunder degrading ,wl
imhrnthy connil tions for mierable wges, md who, iwhen they seek thr'i r
basic legnl]y-guatrnrteed rights, are jailed and vilified as pr-vonmwi.i!
agitattorg. That., sad to say, is South Korea txtay.

11 is the .xpl.oi tatiom of this level of* himri misery, thr, hicidte'u
+r1ilsiI+f' of the sn-<.'all"i "economic mirnele" of Korenn develoywmn-t, h;il

riT'( T ltuman rights p'rssl'e.t ive this legislat.ion aLt sl to r'lrt..m'. Iul
th is ,d'f' ,rt. is not solely f'or idini.st i. , aallr ii st. i,' reasons. 4 411
uorvm'-m a''i j valites 4Arnn otil 1w s ust ainrm1 ini rut i nt v'iwTit jivivis #- ' Irmis Rlwyi-' Fe
I h,.'y *1",' .'- harrd. 11w -lum- is I t1m, of nun' Ir'slt-t' r'ity, as we firo' ,' nl,,1a
iri'rF'-m4ingly to r'P('ogiize Oieri i.= rioLi.'- iIt, ,.armlard of* living )V \nw,i ii,,
worke ,h' Iinirig in t.h,! l'in' (or taverseas ,mp ,.it i (H. 'fiis if,'itrI nl itm.

iorhnm mre loelrintel y I han arny other ex i s i ttg itit ri'wKnt. or livni r it.-
I')I ir'., ,ld wrk)rlst.r'atoes th1at I iri k ge het.,,'ri ,atr , n I4' ) of .jus .ic', umi
wi' Ill'an"' :ni .lint 4)I o ur rwoi ghl),xmn . For' th,, lsoir e a i a ,rkvrs 1xol, iii Ii,
t1njtLed St .es and in countries like Korea, where repressiotn of the' nuar'v a'
enriehiiig the few, J urge you to sRppor't the lahior rights provision s (if t,'
19R7 Tratle Act as proposed by Senators Riegle and Ilarkin.

Tinal'k you.

'1I.S. Dopnrtuwx-irt. of COwmi-cie, !.xorus-t(1 impox'rks of Leaudin~
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wt.myT MAI Is 19 C{WUOIJQ& gUUFUD

So We Have More Jobs-
Low-Paid, Part-Time Ones

ft Lane Comps

VER SINCE the Depreision, one rta-
tek" has grabbed headlines-the rn-
iniil uik-aployullent rate. It mkea

an. breaks plyificmis. Televion newscast-
cii peak of it in tones of near-religious

Ittit we're bring had.
I',t. mut ReagAn boasts that'his admin-

itratps*,' Great American Job Machne Wit
,iit 13 mih-at more people to work and will
create 20 million moe jobs by the end of
th century. Today, the highest share 0
I1b working-age population inpur history is
on ttN-r -more than 60 percent. The un-
rn.tln)Tment rate baa dropped front a vt tt
19:101 high of 11.4 percent in the 1981-82

In orpm ~s a uslabor .Uernery ituh 010
f'lxWl flail. Radio sad Machiow

i'irkres v,'merkuc

reception to 6.7 percent in the figures for
December through February.

This all sounds fine. until you look at the
rea ity in back of this rherished statiltk.

There may be more Jrtas.but Nmore and
mote they're low-aying jbs with shrt
hours. smal benefits and Weak futures
We've seen the .ame thing happen to the
Anwrican joh that happened to the Amer-
irA dollar when it was gutted by in at kin-
there are more of them around, but they
tiing home a kAt lessl bacon.

Aklst a third of the new a since IriO
are part-time. Thrce-fourths hatv bet-n
filled by people wariiig full-time wrk. ix
million American part-trmers want fell-time
work and cant find it. Two-thirs cf them
make the niinimum wage. and 85 porter
have no health insurance front their eni oy-
era.

A J)int Fconomic Comnmitee report by
See UNF.MPLOTNtZ'T, C. Cot. I

A,. Mfw-i'" n"ne P

Barry Bluestone of the University of Mass-
achusetts and Bennett Harrison ct M.IT.
compares net new jobs created between
1973 and 1979 to jas formed between 1979
and 1985. In the first period. 20 percent of
the new jobs paid at or near the minimum
wage-nmw just under $7.000 a year. In the
second period, however, low-wage jobs ap-
peared at mre than twice that rate: 44 per-
cent of new jobs in the Reagan years paid
$7,400 a year or less fo those working full
lime.

Well goes the rebuttal by conservaotive
economit that just reflects the ideu of
women and teenagers into the workforce.
They prefer setvice-type work that lets them
move in and out of the labor market and low
wages are the reward for incos ency and
inexperiene- But women have actually done
bmr than men in the f llkestone-llarrisoo
studr, two-thirds of the net new jobs for men
between 1979 and 1984 paid $7,400 or less.
compared to 31 percent for women

Granted, there have been complaints about
the validity of the unempioymeat meter in
the ps. Lieral have charged that it ig-
nores people who qnt k fr work, hle
conservave argued tat it mise those
who are working "off the bos' in cash-only
transactions raaging from bous&ceanhg to
ilega drua

But the real problem with the unenpo
ment rats is that weve devalued American
employs in order to have more of it.
While corporate stock price scar to new

highs, the working class is payig for thi
Practcally ewo.y measure of income ad

retive status-except for the uicor-iloy
mea rate-reflects a sharp dedme for the

American working class. Studies compiled by
the Eonomic Poly Institute indicate that a
the set -in in obs mt he pest sit years ha
come n the service sector. where the aver-
age pay is below 114.000 a year. The aver-
age pay of jobs Ios W s cul and
esnwtrctom iaduatnes was am $20,000 a
Year-Medan hoehol inoma Md mea family

IPa ne 5re 5 percent below 1980 levels de-
spite the infusion of tome md teenagers
ito the workiorce. Only per-capa income
levels have risen slgtly because husbands
sod wives who must both work to pay thei
bib are having ewer chldre.

Is 1985 more Amercan families had in-

comes below $20,000 or above $50.000 a
year than fell in between. It was the first
time ia decades th t the broad "mnilie-if -
we take the $20,000-50.000 standard in con.-
stant dollars-became a miorily of the pop-
ulation. The murnum wage, %tuck at $3.35
an hour lee .x years. has lot more than 25
percent of its purchaing power u nce 1980.
Probably 20 milon workers tahoe at the min-
imum wage or in businesses tha"t peg wages
to a few cents an hour above the niinuim.

A dministration spoke.unen from the
president on down can brag all they
want ahout lowering unenloynweit.

Deregulating ba-nets, decLring open seaso,
on trade unions by .smastwi the air traffic con-
trollers union, holding down the mmmM
wage below poverty led, tie Reagan admms-
istration is skpy littin employers exploit
more workers for heater profits. Obtonsy,
under these conditikxs enilraers are going to
make work available. But we don't hate to
agree that it's a great thing.

In the current anti-labor atmosphere, h-f
the mar labor contracts have contained some
orm of wage cut freeze or other concession.
In 1986, deferred wage increases in collective
barganing agreements-the second and third
year raises that really determine if workers
wigain. sand still or fal behind-were
smaller than the year before lo the fifth year
in a row. New contracts prvid ed pay hikes
averaging 1.2 preni-t in the first Year am 1.8
percent ami* over the life of the cuntr.rt.
the l increases since such data were first
compled in 1968.
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M.. %uie have bees broken with re-
plicenment workers or ended with a threat of

rikelareap. and many urae conceasiona
have been forced on worker wider the sam
menace. Despite the Great Job Machie and
the mu ed avaihillty of work there are
nulliona of workers earmag $10,000 a year
who for a 50 percent
pay increase wil crom a picketie ot workers
pn $20,01V on stike oin a cut to $tS.
000. Here is the real diviin b the mktke
cL&.. the fight over smaer pieces of the pie
as more workers slide rom the -pesumed

'middle toward the economic bottom.
For decades young American workers coud

aspire to a lrad job at a stable coany.
Where I grew up, it was at Eastman Kodak or
Xerox or General Morn Rochester Proiucts
dbe.'vn. Kodak and Xerox new bid off, at
other iinfacturers, hourly employees could
eqxct a few cyclcali byof. protected by on-
kiiAoyn mt aturance, unt they could build
up erogh -enior y to s on the job mitl

retir i . Whte-cillar workers didn't worry
aluet Lyoffs Ad comt advance to mid-level
aisi ipr-iiieietJobs.

N-x any more. Kodak hs laid off 10.000
workers m Rixhe*ter. One of them. a young
wotm lid off from at $9-a-hour sa"enhly-
line Jb in Lire I198. looked for werk for nearly
a year I, five she (and a part-time, rmimen-inia-
wage jib as a cafeteria cashier at Brockport
Snte colkge, barely enough to support her
five-vrar-old d.ughter.

'I think it stnks: she says. "it's like I'm
sinking, snking fast. I keep wondering: am I
tver gag to be able to make that money

ibis rintroter programmer laid off from
Xviox.sit 19A2 still works there full time as A
,iiiiorwn' employee, paid 20 percent less

thai he ws ninokiogl before, with no beneft
ANtit 15 milli'i workers have lost their

p'hs ws the pist ilerwie due to plant shutdowns,
irrulmt-lle tranfers or other business crlo-
ni Me.t 4f thos were making more than
,jiofMl a yrasr in drale-oods m.nuf.tur-

uc. wn tfiey got new jobs, often after a year
ir two ,i i Lynff, they took big pay cuts closer
to the $1 1,000-a-year serve pay average.
'Pie cuts are collar-blind. too. They do not just
affect Nhe c(lLr asemhby4ne workers; they
hit wltc-cilir Ani pink-colr support staff,

mgineers ,aid designers, sates people and mad-
leveq nui.ngers.

Of cotre there are many opportunities for
4i-cwvol proilranlmers and systems ana-
fVs. bt chip-makes arid semicoducto
ninuifacturers are moving production oper-
atpxio overseas. General Electric is moving
ili-etr 's pri-ictom to Ass and Mexico
while it shits down turbine operations in New
Y, rk Ad Mamwihusetts. AT&T has shifted
tekle4ise rrs nuctursug to Singapore and
annioxsrri the Layrf of .30.000 managers and
tchailcms in other business lnes. Westing-
tiii-A- Ia announced plans to chi a bumy,

proflahls- brge circuit-breaker plmt in Bridge-
pt. Coon., putting hundreds of em y
tit of work to shit operations to the Domi-
kin Re pilw-.

'lik'- • rc at i ,iney-lok iog, dying cn npn-
nit-. Th ry are Fortune 500 gaUt where

steady work for production. wite-collar a
middle manAgement employees p $20.000-
$40.000 a year. In is plac- te workers
mgt collect un ynent compenasion.
get counseling on how to wai.e a resume ad
dre for an interview. Peehaps get retr2sbR
allowance lt new jolh that don't esist then
finally frd work in the Great America job
Machine ir hao whet they made befr. The
unersploytnit rate wil never reflect this re-
ality.

Nor wl it reflect that woers no longer
can have their parents' expectations fr a
brighter future. In 1950 and iin 1960. a 30-
year-old num who made whst would today
equal $18,000 a year woWd hkely double his
pay . 10 yean In contrast, a 40-year-cld to-
day is where he was 10 years ago. it he's
lucky. lis family's standard of living might
hold up, but only because he's moonightmf
his we is working and his leenage children
are working too.

Of course, this wene reflects an itat (Am-
Dy. The difheukies mount for single-parent
households ad mixed families, At this poit.
many liberal analysts mrne on to the phght of
women and minorities There is a danger here.
though, of seeing workers divided into a white
nmale aritocracy at odds with niinnr is and
women. However plAle this view may have
been (it's hard to conceve of aristocrats on
$20.000 a year). the bltest Labor Department
figures show white males plummeting toward
the pay and benefit levels of their women and
minority counterpr Ls.

Instead of a secure middle class we have an
American working cla whose w are
dropping, whose good jobs are disappearing
and whose whole families have to work to
uke ends meet. Much of the vaunted mirlS

class is ooking at a future closer to the under-
class nightmare than the American dream. but
the uneniloyment figure on the nightly news
resnms the mark by which we measure the
well-being of the people who Actualy do the
work in this country, rather than those who
.rmply devise new ways to profit from their
Investments.

t sounds odd, talking of a working class un
the United States. The phrase evokes pic-
tures of French communist factory hands

not the yeoman frmers of our Jeflersonian
tradition or what was. until recently, our over-
sold image of a mKidle dLs autoworker with
two cars, a boat and a summer house. But we
do hae a working class, the vast majority of
Americans who make their living on a permdic
wage - by an employer. President Reagan
telling them to rejoice bmuse 13 million new- have been created on his watch adds insult
to injury for the adliians of Americans who
have lot their Jobs and had to take the lousy
pots he's boasting about.

Riculian the concern for job quality as
'Economics Propganda 101, economics col-
umnist Robert J. Samuelson call the notion
that the US. economy is prodcu ing too many
dead-end Jots "econo-ni ficion. Acknowleig-
ing 'pockets of distress' and individual sdfer-
n.' Sansuelson maintain that 'in an economy
of l It mdon workers, their overall social sig-
nificance i dduted.f

The argument pay scant attentmn to the
fact that today's 'good' 6.7 percent unemploy-
meot rate a actually higher than the rates ve
dePored loudly during the 1958, 1961 and
1971 recesios. With each turn of the busi-
nem cycle, the peaks md vaeys of the um-
ploymat rae move up. Here's how decade-
long averages ha dnbed in the 'Ws, us-
employm ent averaged 4.5 percent; ai the '60s
4 8 percent; i the '70s 6.2 percent and in the
V8s, so fa nearly 8 perceLe

Samuelson writes reassuringly that 'the
average jobless spel is now less ohan four
monJs." But that is the same length of unem.
ployment that prevailed b the 1975-76 reces-
sion with unemployiet near 9 percent and
only a month shorter than the average time off
the job after the II percent jo-leawiess of
1982. However, only a third of latdf workers
collect uenwloymert-insurnce compensation
today, compared to over 70 percent a decade
ago.

Where is it going to eni) Perhaps with a
U.S. economy more like that of Brazal. with a
sml group of (wealthy capitaksts, a a wale-
but mirnoty-sector of profemonals and
siled technicuns rnnng high-lechnology
businesses and services, and a vast mass of
sullen. low-id production Ar %rice em-
ployee. In a report to the AFL-CIO's Indus-
trial Union Department, economic Larry Mi-
chel shows that incomes from dividends aid
interest have been increasing at twice the rate
of workers' wages i the p-isi decade.

But perhaps we are healed instead for a
settling of accounts. Not Marn's final cflict.
but the periodic corrective that conies when
Ami-ican workers dede they have been
pushed too far. Every few decades. common
Armericaa t fed up ith busiess dominance
and push his I, first with pnhtical reform as im
the eras of Popitssm or the New DeaL then by
budding trade-unin ortanizAtios. a with the
consolidation of the American Federation of
Labor in the 189s and the mass organirg
drives of the CIO in the I9.

In 1988 and 1990 and 1992. political aspi-
rants-and union orgattzers too--can Win
elections by stressing forthrngly the interests
of Arerican workers cowaterpoed against the
mterest of investment bankers, corporate
takeover artists and golden-pirachotasg board-
room big shots. Intieel, a Dmtonuraei presi
dential caidate in moves hokl to capture
working people's d&nfectam and proposes
thoroughgoing reforms could sweep into the
White louse next year.

Talk of workers ' aid 'Wal Street' A
economicc roya lst" my soind hary to iaded
poltica eart. but these might hi the themes
tirt play at Peoria-whch, A it happens, A a
city where thousands of workers have lost
their Jots at Caterpiltir And other farm equip-
ment plants since 1980.

To win. a reform Dencrat has to debunk
c uaiis stoit the great pit-creating mar-vhi
and go beyond the old araumerits ahut tnem-
ployment to press, cures for i-emploment
Instead of jobs job. pib, candidates hase to
tak absut better p-tn, for better pay. with
brighter futures.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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APPENDIX:

SOUTH KOREA

CHRONOLOG( OF LABOR INCIDENTS, 1986
(January - November)

JANUARY, 1986

21 -- Gae Yang Electric Company fired two workers who protested unpaid
wages. The two continued to protest submitting a petition letter to the
Anyang Labor Department office and showing up to the factory. Police forcibly
removed them, Labor office refused to respond to their complaint.

27 -- Han Sun Sook and three others of the Tae Kwang Electronics Co.
union were sentenced. Han received a I yr term, the other three 10 months.

20 -- Methodist officials in Kwangmyung City expressed their concern
about a systematic campaign by police to intimidate people from attending
Wonkok Methodist Church, a new congregation formed in September 1985 whose
members are primarily laborers in the area. On the 20th, church member Kim
Young Man, who is employed at Pacific Products Co. and Kim Jong Ja and Pak Jin
Ohk were dismissed from their company without any apparent reason. It was
reported that at the same time Pacific Products Co. distorted the activities
of the church, calling it an impure organization. On the afternoon of the
dismissal of these workers, the Kwangmyung Police arrested these three women
and again slandered the church. Kim Young Man protested against this unjust
dismissal, but the company officials responded by beating her. the scars were
still visible after three weeks.

31 -- Laborers sentenced in January trials: CHAE Hsn Bae.and SON Hae
Kyong, dismissed workers of Daewoo Apparel Co., were sentenced to 1 1/2 years
imprisonment for their activity in protesting their dismissal. Sun 11 Textile
Co. labor union chairman KIM Hyun Ok was sentenced to 1 1/2 years, throe years
suspension, and JONG Young Hui, member of the union received a one year tem,
with a two-year suspension of execution.

FEBRUARY, 1986

5 -- Lee Byung Oo, a street cleaner in the Songdong District of Seoul,
was found dead of suicide. Lee was reported to have been despondent over the
fact that he could barely feed his family on his 180,000 won monthly salary
and could not pay the tuition fee for his third son to enter middle school.

8 -- Seoul PoLice turned over to the prosecutor Kim Chong Sup, head of
production at the Wando Co. Kim is to be charged under the law on violence
for striking one of the female workers in his factory after she protested
having to work through the night and asked for her unpaid back wages. In
January, the Wando Co. did not pay its 150 workers and for lunar new years
gave each work only 35,000 won for "travel money" for the holiday but
continued to force them to work nights.

12 -- Eight fired workers from Ban Wol industrial zone occupied the

11
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office of the new Korea Democratic Party, demanding action in National
Assembly about the plight of workers. Police broke up the sit-in with
violence, including the firing of water hoses from fire trucks into the
offices of the NKDP, causing the hospitalization of one worker. Angry crowd
of citizens swelled to 1,000 to protest the police violence.

19 -- 32 leaders of the Korean methodist Church (CHoongboo Conference)
issued a declaration strongly condemning the recent suppression of mission by
the Kwangmyung Police at the Wonkok Methodist Church. The statement demanded
also an end to the inhuman treatment of laborers and the use of force and
slander and the reversals of the firings of seven workers who attend the
church. the declaration called for the fired workers to be rehired and for
the immediate improvement of the terrible working conditions at the companies
in the area.

20-21 -- Plainclothes agents from the Kwangmyong Police Station broke
into the home of the head of the Panwol industrial zone chaplaincy, Cho Yuh
Ok, and without a warrant ransacked her room and then took her and a JOC
(Young Catholic Workers) member with them. The police held them without
charges for about 4 days. Ms. Cho was later summarily sentenced to 2 days in
jail, and KYE In San, JOC member, was placed under arrest for distributing
materials.

26 -- police raided Yongdongpo UIM, seized truckload of documents, took
three staff members for interrogation.

27 -- 1,000 women workers of Inseong Electronics Co. in Inchon had a
street-demonstration demanding a living wage and improvement of working
conditions. Demonstration crushed by police violence.

28 -- Inchon UIN planned to hold a prayer and countermeasure meeting, but
police violently prevented meeting; EYC member in charge arrested.

MARCH, 1986

Suppression of the labor movement in the Ban Wol Industrial Zone
underway. Zone includes about 600 factories with 50,000 workers, mainly in
heavy chemical industry. Low wages, longer work hours and bad working
conditions prevail. Factory closures common.

Individual company incidents at Banwol include:

Pacific Corporation, toy producer, basic wage W2,600/day, no holiday, 11-
12 hours per day, 2-3 times extra work without pay per week. One day off
deducts three days' wages. Worker who gathered for discussion of improving
working conditions were fired. 7 workers expelled, those who protested
against the unjust firings were beaten by 10 company officials to the extent
that 2 weeks medical treatment were required.

Gaeyang Electric Co.:. fired two workers who protested against failure to
pay back wages.

Hankuk Electronics: did not pay pension or give monthly or yearly
holiday. Workers who demanded just treatment were fired.

12
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Vonkok Catholic Church: had classes in Chinese characters for laborers.
Police invaded church, took teacher and workers to police station for torture
and interrogation. WORKERS who studied in the class were fired from jobs.

Vonkok Methodist Church: operated class for workers in Chinese
characters. Police threatened the owner of building to cancel rent contract;
forced factories to fire workers who attended classes.

3 -- Inchon Ulm began one-week prayer vigil in protest against YDP Um
-seizure and arrests.

4 -- Four persons i;elated to the Inchon Christian Laborer's Association
were detained, including Kim Chul Ki and Song Kyu Eui. They were being
investigated for distributing leaflets in front of the Pupyung Industrial
District in Inchon in support of the wage struggle of the Christian Laborers
Association. Song was summarily sentenced to five days, Kim and three others
to three days and a fourth person was released.

6 -- Eight workers in Panwol City, who had been dismissed from their Jobs
st the Pacific Products Co. for attending Wonkok Catholic and Wonkok Methodist
Churches occupied the Anyang Office of the opposition New Korea Democratic
Party. While being forcibly dispersed by police using high pressure water
hoses, one worker fell from the third floor, sustaining very serious injuries,
breaking arms, legs and teeth.

The workers statement of request to the NKDP revealed that several
companies, including Pacific Products, Kye Yang Electric, Tongby Metals,
Tongkwang Mfg. Co., Shin Chang Electric, and Hankuk Electronics, have recently
fired, beaten, and had some of their workers arrested. The workers demands
included: release of a'1 imprisoned laborers, an 8-hour day, at least 4,000
won a day minimum wage, the guarantee of the right to strike, the abolition of
the military dictatorship, an end to business monopolies and the elimination
of the foreign debt.

7 -- Park Young Jin, worker at Shin Heung Precision Co. in the Kuro
Industrial complex in Seoul, petitioned for increase in wages. Shin Heung is
notorious for its low wages (3,080 won-per day) and its cruel unfair labor
activities. Extra work is forced on its 450 employees without any additional
compensation. Workers who protest are beaten, threatened and expelled. The
company reportedly has a connection with the brother of president Chun Doo
Hwan.

9 -- police blocked peaceful march on last day of Inchon U11 prayer vigil
and arrested six UTH members, including Kim Jeong Taek, general secretary of
Ulm.

10 -- Again, Park Young Jin distributed petitions at the Shin Heung
Precision Co., along with other workers.

10 -- LABOR DAY: Korean Christian Workers League organized a program for
Labor Day, with about 1,000 workers in participation. Afterwards, a 2-hour
demonstration and confrontation with police occurred. 700 workers in the
Workers Welfare Association organized another meeting in a Catholic church.

13



In Inchon, the Inchon Labor Federation planned to hold a rally at Gaeyang
temple, but police interfered. Rally moved to Jeon Dung Temple, where 300
workers were surrounded by 1,300 police. Confrontation continued until 3 a.m.

In Sungnam , laborers held a Labor Day celebration .tthe Chumin Church.
They demanded: an 8-hour day, a living wage and improved living conditions.

The Labor M!nistry's March 10 (Labor Day) statement noted that in 1985,
1,274 laborers were tried on labor-related issues; of these 97 were
imprisoned, 96 were indicted without detention, 402 were sent to summary court
and 679 were released with warning.

11-- All six Inchon UIH members arrested on the 9th were released.

11 -- Over :00 workers at the Tae Han Kwanghak Co. in the Kur, Industrial
District (Seoul) demonstrated in front of the company's gate, demanding
increased wages, an end to the illegal firing of workers, etc. That day about
30 workers, including 8 who had been fired, wore clothes with slogans on them
such as "increase daily wages by 2,300 won a day to 4,500 won a day" and "stop
illegal firings." They were going to enter the factory when they were stopped
by guards and sore fellow workers. Background: On March 6, eight workers
condemned the company union for being a pro-government union, their names
were removed front the union list. They. were fired for breaking the company's
rules. The police are investigating 23 persons who took part in the
demonstration.

12 -- About 600 workers of the Korea Textile Co. gathered in the company
dormitory and dining room and began a sit-in strike demanding that the company
continue operation. This company, which is a branch of the Yu Han Co.,
announced that it was to shut down on Feb. 28. On March 12, however, the
president and director of the company agreed to extend the deadline until
March 20 in order to allow for further discussions with the workers. After
this announcement the workers voluntarily dispersed.

15 - At Ton; Yang Footwear Factory in Pusan, women workers came to work
with "unite" written on their clothes, in support of a wage increase of 2,080
won ($2.36) per day, and an end to discrimination. However, the company

mobilized a gang of men who led these workers away, detaining them illegally,
abusing the women workers with violence and foul language. The women were
stripped to their underwear and subjected to more unspeakable abuse,
threatened with rape by five gangsters hired by the company. The company
rewarded the people who perpetrated these abuses with five days holiday. Or
the other hand, two workers were jailed, six received summary sentences, end
many more were forced to resign. All seven officers of the workers'
organization were sentenced to seven days in jail. Despite this treatment,
the 7000 workers at Tong Yang continued their struggle for a liveable wage and
humane working conditions. Requests to the police to prosecute the gangsters
who ruljected the workers td sexual abuse were ignored.

17 -- Park Young Jin, on strike for increasing the wage at Shin Heung
Precision Industry from 3,080 ($3.30) to 4,200 won a day, burnt himself to
death. Police, who had intervened in a meeting of workers to plan a
collective action, chased him to the roof of the factory building, where he
threatened to set himself afire if they did not leave. The police urged him

14
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to do so, and then refused to allow any of his friends to come to his rescue.
Hq lied at 3:00 a.m. the next morning. His family was not allowed to bury his
body, which was cremated by police on the 18th.

17 -- Two workers from the Shinheung Precision Co. who had joined Park
Young Jn in the protest against inhuman wages at that company, were arrested
under the Law on Assemblies and Demonstration. Four others were indicted
without detention, and one other was being sought by police.

18-26 -- 130 workers of the Sungwoo Trading Co. held a sit-in demanding
higher wages and severance pay. They charge that the head of the company ran
off to Japan leaving 300 million won in unpaid bills. Company official tried
tb hide the facts from the workers who had not been paid in two months and
were owed 150 million won in severance pay.

19 - some 100 workers held a demonstration in the vicinity of the Kuro
Industrial Estate as a memorial and protest at Park Yong Jan's death. Two
people were seriously injured and eleven were jailed.

20-22 -- 150 members of the labor union of the Fire Insurance Co. of the
Hyundai group, staged a sit-in at the office of the National Finance Workers
Labor Union. An agreement with the company was reached on March 22 and the
sit-in ended. The sit-in had begun in protest against an order by the company
to transfer 43 employees, including the vice chair of the newly created union,
to rural area branches.

22-25 -- Some 70 workers held a sit-in demonstration at the Chun Tae 11
Memorial Hall.

23 -- A memorial service was scheduled for Park Yong Jin, but it was
forcibly broken up by police. Of some 150 workers ho held a demonstration in
the street, 20 were jailed, and countless workers were given summary
sentences.

24 -- 18 workers-at the Medical Supplies Mfg. Co. in the Kuro Industrial
complex and affiliated with the Kolon Group staged a sit-in in front of the
factory where they shouted slogans such as "Rehire those who were unjustly
fired for demanding a wage increase of 948 won a day" and "Remember Park Young
Jin." The management, however, tried to put an end to the sit-in by beating
the workers, 15 of whom were taken to the Nambu police station. At the
station, the workers began a new sit-in, angering the police, who took them
back to the company, which took them to another police station. When these
police returned the workers to the factory, company officials took them in a
car to the Torim Don garbage dump, where they were left.

24 -- Workers of the Naewoo Precision Co. staged a sit-in, demanding
5,000 won a day for 8 hours work, an end to forced overtime and respect from
the company managers. Instead they were beaten by 40-50 management staff and
were forcibly held in a storage room. Six of the 12 workers involved were
forced to resign. On March 25, nine workers tried to enter the company but
they were beaten by the management staff. Four were put in a company car and
dumped off at a garbage collection site.

25 -- Police and management staff at the Medical Supplies Co. were still
blocking workers from returning to work. Fifteen workers were again taken to
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Nambu policee Station. Three were seriously injured during the two-day
confrontation.

25 -- 69 persons gathered at the Chun Tae I Memorial Hall. They carried
posters of Park Young Jin, who had burned himself to death on March 17 during
a wage protest. Policemen who were waiting near the building took all 69 to
police stations.

27 -- Sec. Gen. of KCAO (Korea Christian Action Organization) LEE Gil
Jae, was arrested in connection with office circulars on the labor movement.

28 -- Nineteen workers and 32 others were given summary sentences
ranging from 5 to 10 days for attending a rally at the Chun Tae II Memorial
Labor Center in Seoul. The rally had called for wage increases.

28 -- Mr. KIM Tae Oong, 47, driver for the Taehwa Bus Co. in Chungju, set
himself on fire in front of the company office to protest the injustice of
being accused of pocketting a portion of the bus fares. Taehwa Bus Co., the
largest in Chungju, is said to have the worst working conditions, a union that
sides with the company and has tried to suppress the labor movement in the
city. Several drivers and conductresses have left the company. In October,
'85, four employees tried to report the problems to the Ministry of Labor in
Seoul but they were stopped by Seoul police and taken to a police station.
Kim Tee Oong had taken a leading role in the protests and had won the trust
and respect of other employees. It is believed that the company tried to
divide the employees by fabricating the charge of pocketting fares against
Kim. Four other drivers had been fired previously under similar
circumstances.

29 -- The National Council of Churches Committee on Church and Society
held an emergency meeting to issue a statement denouncing the government's
hardline repression of workers' rights.

29 -- A fired worker from the Taehan Optical Company, LEE Woo Sung, was
arrested on charges of violating the Assembly and Demonstration Law. Lee had
participated in a protest of labor conditions at his company.

31 -- Federation of Korean Trade Union (FKTU) President Kim Dong In,
responding to the upsurge in grassroots labor unrest, urged the nation's
employers to make drastic improvements in wages, including establishing a
minimum wage law and lessening work hours. He strongly criticized the recent
illegal arrest and arbitrary detention of workers, and said that abusive
practices in the workplace had reached an extreme stage.

Press reports indicated that petitions from workers to the Labor Ministry
had increased 19% in the past year, rising to 40,000 complaints. Most had to
do with wages, interference in labor union activity and unfair dismissals.

APRIL, 1986

1 -- Sixty women workers at the Hankuk Erna factory in Kwangju struck for
pay of 4,000 won daily, plus 400 won for lunch and a 200% bonus. The company
promised to negotiate on April 3. When this did not occLr, the workers
resumed their strike, and finally won a 28% increase in wages. During the
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strike, the workers were subjected to great harassment by police, who also
brought their parents to try to persuade them to give up their struggle.

1 -- The Seoul Civil Supreme Court upheld the Appeals Court decision that
overturned the District Court's decision in favor of the Unijon Co. AHN In
Sook and five other employees of the company had filed a suit against the
company charging that they had been fired without cause. The company was
ordered to reinstate three of the workers, including Ms. Ahn, and pay them
back wages. (In 1984, the employees had formed a union and filed a union
report with the Kuro District office. The report was returned to them without
explanation. The employees circulated a notice saying that the company was
trying to pressure them to prevent them from forming a union. At that point,
the company fired the six, claiming they were causing confusion in the company
and slowing production.)

2 -- 500 workers had a street demonstration carrying the picture of the
late Park Young Jin, and placards calling for labor rights, at Sungnam
Industrial Complex.

3 -- Han-U Co. in Taejon laid off Kim Tae Pyong, laborer, after security
police insisted he was an activist.

16 -- More than 300 workers of Sepung Plywood Co. staged a sit-in strike
in the company auditorium to protest inhuman treatment by the company,
including 70 hour work weeks, and asking for 2,500 won increase in daily wage.
The company crushed the sit-in using gangsters. 26 of the workers were
hospitalized and the others, almost 300, were locked up in the company
dormitory for several days. Sepung Co. president is Ko Pan Nam, ruling party
member of National Assembly.

18 - Four dismissed workers and one of their mothers protested on the
street in front of Chungwon Electronic Co. in front of the company offices,
charging the company with complicity with police in forced detention, torture,
and illegal imprisonment for having tried to secure legal labor rights.

20 -- After members of the labor union at the Shinsaing Textile Co. had
made a second request for a wage hike, the manager and non-union employees
broke into the union office. Brandishing lead pipes and fire hoses they
dragged about 80 union members out of the factory and locked them out. Soon
after about 100 union members began a protest demanding that they be allowed
to enter the factory and work.

21 -- 98 workers at the Life Shoe Co. factory in Songnam began a strike
for higher wages and shorter work hours. The strike continued at least until
May 3. Result unknown.

22 -- About 70 members of the labor union of the Changon Silup Taxi Co.
in Tongdaemun, Seoul began a sit-in strike, demanding the reinstatement of
Park Oon Sun, chair of the union, and Kim Young Jo, a union member, who had
beeni fired.

24 -- Ten union staff members of the Shinsaing Textile Co. were detained
by the police. They were released the next day.

25 -- Ms. Chang Mi-kyong, 22, and Ms. LEE Young Hee 23, workers at the
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Shinsaing Textile factory in Songnam, and three other were arrested while
distributing pamphlet supporting their union's demands for wage increases.
They were beaten and tortured with electric shock at Songnam Police Station,
to the extent that Ms. Chang required three weeks hospitalization. They were
not charged, but dismissed from job and barred from employment for seven
years. Lee Young Hec had the tendon of her inner thigh severed by violence at
the hands of police.

26 -- Shinsaing Textile Co. announced it was suspending business
indefinitely.

27 -- Funeral service for Park Young Jin was held. The service was
attended by about 300 persons, including his father, students and laborers.
Afterward 16 persons were detained by police who broke up the funeral march.

28 -- Shinsaing Textile workers went to the district labor office and
requested that the suspension of work order be cancelled. They received a
promise that work would proceed at the company later that day.

30 -- Han Myung Hee of the Korean Christian Laborers Federation was
detained by the Mapo Police in Seoul for interrogation.

30 -- trial sentences during week of April 24-30: Tongho Electric Co.
labor dispute: LEE Kyung Bum-1 year, CHUNG DQng Keun-1 yr; Pooheungsa Co.
labor dispute appeal trial: KANG Kye Jim 1 1/2 yrs, suspended for 3 yrs,
CHUNG Kyung Ja-10 mos., suspended for 2 yrs.

30 -- Taxi driver PYUN Young Jin, 38, employed by Samhwan Taxi Co.,
burned himself to death in the yard of the company in protest against being
fired for involvement in union. Pyun died May 1.

MAY, 1986

1 -- 500 students and workers marched together on Toksandong street in
Seoul to celebrate May Day. Slogans: Let's achieve democracy for workers by
life-giving struggle, Let's expel US-Japan power, Let's knock down the subject
regime, Let's achieve right wages and full employment. Police intervened with
teargas to prevent march. 10 or more arrested. Nationally, some 8,100
students held demonstrations in solidarity with laborers.

2 -- PARK Kye Hyun, vice chair of the Chunggye Labor Union, and KANG Jung
Woo, member, were detained by agents as they came out of the Chun Tae 1I Hall.
Their whereabouts remained unknown for at least one week.

3-6 -- Up to 18 members of the Seoul Federation of Labor Movement were
arrested and interrogated at the Songpa Military Security Center, located in
Kangdong-ku, Koyodong, south of Seoul. Tortured for 7 - 10 days. Workers
included: KIM Hun-su, chair Sonoryon (former worker Hanil Industrial Co.),
tortured with electric shock on his thumbs, hot-pepper-water poured in his
nose and mouth while body suspended upside down, beatings with baseball bats,
etc; LEE Chun-bok, SONG Chc-sop, 29, YUN Hyung Suk, 28, SOH Hyo-kyong, CHOI
Han-bae, HWANG Man-ho (Chunggye Garment workers Union), YU Si-chu, PARK Chon-
As, LEE Eun-hong, KIl Chin-Tee, KIM Sun-chun, CHOI Han-baeo NOH Chong-rae, YU
In-Hye. Kim Nun Su reported to his wife that more than 50 workers, students
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and other prisoners were being tortured at Koyodong at the same time as he.
He tried to commit suicide as result of pain from torture.

15 -- Shinsaing Textile Co. workers continue to hold sit-ins in front of
company, the Sungnam industrial complex, the labor office and the police
station. The company agreed to conciliation and then threatened the union
members forcing them to hand in resignations.

18 -- 18 Seoul Labor Federation members were transferred from Songpa
Military Security Center to the Anti-Communist Section of Seoul City Police.
Host reported having experienced severe torture while under military
interrogation.

23 -- Expressing great concern about the violence against workers by
companies, the Ministry of Labor announced it would consider new legislation
soon to make it more difficult for companies to prevent workers from carrying
out legitimate union activities. However, no actions were taken against such
companies as Shinsaing Textiles, which violated existing laws.

30 -- Sixteen laborers rushed into the Hanmi (Korean American) Bank's
Yongdongpo Branch in Seoul, to occupy it for two hours. Their demand was for
the resignation of the Chun government and an end to "American imperialism."

JUNE, 1986

(Date unknown) -- In Chunju, a campaign is organized by Christian labor
and farmers organizations to boycott the products of PAEK YANG Knitwear Co.,
because of their exploitation of young girl workers and their illegal layoffs
of any workers who claim their legal rights.

2 -- A government report on the number of former students in the labor
force who had been fired under government pressure indicated that between
April and December, 1985, 321 students had been dismissed; between January and
May, 1986, 350. The government considers these students illegitimate workers,
despite the fact that only 34. of this year's college graduates found work in
their field, and has encouraged companies to fire them as "labor agitators."

3 -- Fifteen labor union activists related to the Seoul United Labor
Federation were remanded to the Seoul Prosecutor's Office to be indicted under
the National Security Law.

4 -- Ms. KWON In Sook, laborer in Puchon Industrial Zone near Inchon, was
arrested for applying for Job with false documents. A former student of SNU,
she was blacklisted from employment in her own name.

5-7 -- KWON In Sook tortured and sexually abused (raped) by police
officer Noon Kwi-Tong at Puchon Police Station, until June 7, in an attempt to
get her to name other labor activists among her friends.

5 -- Five workers related to the Yongdongpo Urban Industrial Mission were
detained by police after a police search of UIM office to find workers'
pamphlets. All five were badly treated at police station.

9 -- Seoul Labor Federation member Pae Kyu Shik is reported missing.
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17-19 -- 300 members of the Seoul Transportation Union of City Metro-Bus
held a sit-in protest demanding the increase of wages from 360,000 to 450,000
won per month.

18 -- KIM Noon Soo (Seoul United Labor Federation) applied for the
preservation of the evidence of torture on his body.

19 -- An Inchon worker, Shin Ho-Soo, was found dead after having been
carried away in a car by three unidentified policemen on June 11.

21 -- KIM Nan-Young, a bus driver of the Chun-nam Transportation company
in Kwangju, set himself on fire to protest working conditions and mistreatment
of workers by the management. Drivers in the company are known to receive an
average of S12 for a 14 1/2 hour day. (KiM survived at least 43 days in
intensive care in a hospital, his body more than 80% covered with burns.)

22 -- 700 workers joined a Day of Struggle for Workers' Liberation, at
Kuro Industrial Complex.

26 -- Thirty leading women's organizations issued a statement protesting
sexual torture of women workers and others.

26 -- Five workers of Konti Food Co. and Life Shoes Co. on trial faced a
demand by prosecutors for four years' imprisonment in relation to their sit-in
in the company buildings demanding a wage increase.

26 -- A dismissed woman worker was severely injured by being beaten up by
factory managerial staff when she went back to the company to ask for her back
wages. She was dismissed on June 23 after she was injured in an industrial
accident. (name of factory omitted in report)

29 -- The Church and Society Committee of the National Council of
Churches of Korea held a meeting called a "Workers' convention to achieve a
democratic labor society". 400 workers participated.

30 -- Three workers at Daehan Optical Co. were arrested.

JULY, 1986

2 -- 12 labor activists members of the Seoul Federation of Labor Movement
(Sonoryon) were chargedd under the National Security Law with setting up an
"anti-state" org nization whose activities served the interests of North
Korea. The chat es were reportedly due to the publication by Sonoryon of a
report that a group of American GIs had raped a school teacher during this
year's Team Spirit military exercise.

4 -- Lawyers for woman worker KWON In Sook filed formal charges of rape
against policeman Moon Kwi-Dong of the Puchon police station.

11 -- Seoul Prosecutor's Office announced that policeman Moon Kwi-Dong
was responsible for verbal and physical abuse of worker KWON In Sook, but not
for sexual abuse, and ordered the dropping of an indictment of him.
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19 -- Nambu Police (Seoul) arrested KIM Bokja, a woman executive director
of the Inchon Labor Federation.

19 -- Thousands of police were mobilized to prevent meeting on behalf of
worker KVON In Sook at Seoul's Myungdong Cathedral, sponsored by 33 democratic
and religious organizations.

25 - 26 -- 2,000 miners at Kyongdong Mining Co. in Kangwondo held an alL-
night sit-in to protest unjust wages and bad working conditions. Office of
the union and the home of the (government-appointed) union director were
completely destroyed by angry protesters. Most of the protesters were
miners' wives. An agreement was reached to provide better severance pay and a
family allowance of W30,000 per month for miners' wives work sorting coal ore.

27 -- Thousands of people attempted to hold a meeting in defense of Ms.
KWOR In Sook at the Anglican cathedral in Seoul, but were prevented by a
massive police intervention. Dozens were arrested.

31 -- The National Council of Churches refuted government claims of
prisoner releases, to show the number of political prisoners had increased to
1,147 as of July 11, 1986, including 160 persons related to the Labor movement
arrested since the beginning of the year.

AUGUST, 1986

(Date unknown) KIM Chin Man, dismissed worker from Tong So Furniture
company, detained since March, 1986 under charge of forging documents to get a
Job, attempted to hang himself because of miserable conditions in prison. In
critical condition in hospital.

6 -- A task force of Seoul Police broke into the offices of the Council
for Promotion of Democracy to confiscate 6,500 copies of pamphlet detailing
the rape of worker KWON In Sook.

6 -- KIM Jin-Han, dismissed worker from the East-West Furniture Co.,
attempted suicide by hanging as a protest against the intolerable human rights
violations in Wonju Prison. A student in Wonju and two others in Chungju also-
tried to commit suicide either by cutting wrists or drinking poison for
similar reasons.

7 -- Fifty workers of Taesong Rubber Co. demonstrated for recognition of
workers "right to live."

SEPTEMBER, 1986

6 -- The Inchon District Prosecutor's office rejected a motion filed by
166 lawyers, who joined the support of Mr. Kwon In Sook, worker raped by
policeman during interrogation. The Lawyers had demanded the criminal
indictment against Moon be reinstatede. The government, which had originally
found Moon guilty, dropped the indictment under pressure from the Blue House.
The lawyers' petition was re-filed with the Seoul High Prosecutor's Office.

9-13 -- About 800 miners at Kyongdong Mining Co. in Samch'ok, Kangwon
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province, having blockaded national highway and railway, started a strike to
protest .-,mpany's failure to comply with agreement made after July strike. At
issue are payment of 30,000 won family allowance per month, for work sorting
coal by miners' wives, release of all miners arrested during the July and
September protests, resignation of the national miners' union president and
the government assigned labor union executives.

11 -- 150 of the Kyongdong miners began a hunger strike. Although
continuously disrupted by combat police, they succeeded in obtaining an
agreement from the company.

13 -- 50 Kyongdong miners were arrested.

13 -- Trial for 15 Seoul Labor Movement activists began in Seoul District
Court.

15 -- Kangwon chapter of NCCK's Human Right Committee and three other
organizations issued statement supporting demands of Kyongdong miners,
accusing the company of refusing to listen to the workers' demands and
accusing the government and police of supporting the company by terrorizing
the neighborhood and also. through government supported labor union leaders.

OCTOBER, 19;

13 -- Tria Ms. KWON In Sook, victim of sex torture, began. She was
charged with fal :ying documents to get a job in June. Judge refused
defendant's request for testimony by police officer who raped her.

27 -- Government authorities announced the uncovering of a "Marxist
Leninist Party" in formation, which consisted of 101 persons said to be
organized as a "Regional Workers League", intent on organizing workers in the
Kuro Industrial estates and elsewhere. T-anty seven labor organizers were
arrested, 13 of whom were charged under the National Security Law. Another 74
are being sought, according to the Seoul Prosecutor's Office. Expelled Seoul
National University student KIM Son Tae is said to be the chief organizer.

NOVEMBER, 1986

1 -- The Seoul Appellate Criminal Court rejected the petition by 166
lawyers on behalf of worker KWON In Sook to re-instate the indictment against
policeman MOON Kwi Dong, who raped her during interrogation at Puchon Police
Station in June.

10 -- The government ordered fourteen unions and informal labor
organizations to dissolve voluptarily by November 13, or face compulsory
dissolution. Affected by the order are: Chunggye Garment Workers Union,
Seoul United Labor Federation, Inchon United Labor Movement, Anyang Workers
Committee for the Three Rights of Workers, Sungnam Workers' Committee for the
Right of Survival, Hankuk Laborers Federation, the Kuro District Democratic
Union Committee, the Chun Tae It Memorial Labor Center, the Christian Laborers
Federation and five night schools for laborers. Because of this announcement,
the National Assembly has been paralyzed, with the opposition New Korea
Democratic Party boycotting sessions in protest.
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Senator RisLE. Mr. Williams and Mr. Samuel, let me ask you:
Can you give us any other illustrations of patterns of activities in
other countries? We have heard now about both Korea and Chile
specifically, but are there any other instances that you can help us
understand this problem better by giving us precise details about
abusive conditions toward workers in other nations?

Mr. Wiuw . We would be happy to provide detailed informa-
tion. We certainly, through our affiliation with the International
Metal Workers Federation, have access to circumstance after cir-
cumstance and situation after situation. Howard can speak for
himself obviously, but I am sure that the IUD can be helpful in
that regard, too.

Mr.5 zUi.. Senator, I would be happy to provide material that
the AFL-CIO has documented-labor problems in a number of
countries. One point I would like to indicate today in connection
with this particular legislation is that it is not uncommon in a
number of countries that the rights of workers to form unions are
particularly circumscribed in industries which are designed for
export. There is actually a discrimination against workers in facto-
ries which make products for export.

Senator RmGLE. I think it would be very helpful to us, and we
must have illustrations, country by country, to the extent that they
can be gathered. I realize it is difficult to get into the factory set-
tings in Korea precisely because they are not interested in our
having this information; but we are continuing to run these very
large bilateral deficits with Korea and with Taiwan, which I men-
tioned earlier. We have a somewhat different situation in Japan,
but I am very much interested in having the specifics because I
think workers in this country have to understand better what it is
that they in a sense are being driven toward if what we are going
to do is go down to an open market system where we have to, in
effect, match the labor economies in other countries.

And if that means going in the direction of the ractices that we
see in these other nations, I think we had better be able to enumer-
ate very clearly what those are so people have a chance to make a
judgment about it.

So, let me have from each of you whatever additional detail you
can provide in that area. I think it is very important.

Senator Heinz?
Senator HwIz. Mr. Chairman, thank you. First of all, thank you

all for your testimony on Senator Rieglers and my bill. Since he has
cowe down here, and it is rare that we get Barney Oursler out of
Western Pennsylvania-although he is omnipresent, I might add,
having followed me all the way up to Johnstown the day before
yesterday to pick up on one of my hearings up there. Barney, you
l ned to what Roger Semerad had to say about how, if somebody
can't get money for training under the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance Program-and they can't, at least in our State-I g!ess they
have two choices: move to another State where there is money
available in TAA or, he said, this money could be gotten from
JTPA Title Ill. Maybe he is right; maybe he is not.

In practice, why can't the people who are seeking training from
TAA get training that is as good or better under JTPA?
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Mr. OuRsLzi. Senator, it is a little difficult, as I know you have
found, in attempting to propose some changes in JTPA, to find out
what JTPA is doing, period. The reporting mechanism makes it
very difficult to find out what is happening, and it is very particu-
lar to each service delivery area as to how they set up the program.
In our area, in Alleghany County, and some of the surrounding
county areas, JTPA contracts one time per year with trainers
throughout the region who provide requests for funding for train-
ing slots.

"And as of about nine months ago, all classroom training for
JTPA Title III had been allocated in Alleghany County.

Senator HEINZ. To specific individuals?
Mr. OuRsLER. To specific individuals. They used it up almost a

year ago now, so that people are unable to get into classroom train-
ing period in JTPA and will not be able to until the new program
year begins. We had put a specific request to our new Department
of Labor and Industry Secretary in Pennsylvania who attended
your hearing on Monday to look into the Title III funds, and he in-
dicated that they had been already allocated. We also followed up
by asking the Pittsburgh City and Alleghany County JTPA pro-
grams, and they gave us the same story. I am not sure what the
Assistant Secretary is talking about.

Senator HEINZ. Neither was I. Are there any other comments
that he made where you would like to either provide a dose of in-
sight or reality where it is needed?

Mr. OuRsLER. Very much. He seemed to hold up as a failure the
cost of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program, the $4,800 per
worker that goes into that program. What I wanted to do, sitting
and listening to that, was to say: It costs that much to seriously
give a person a chance at a new kind of skill, at a new life. And to
say it costs too much to give a chance to someone to remake their

-life really is unfair as far as I am concerned. The answer to his
criticism that the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program discrimi-
nates-my answer would be to give $4,800 to every dislocated
worker in the country because it is not a whole lot easier if you
came out of high school and simply get a job to get training than it
is if you are an industrial worker. But it is very difficult for work-
ers who have put 10, 20, some 30 years into an industrial plant who
have a standard of living, a family, and a lot of bills to maintain to
expect those workers to go into training full time and not provide a
cash assistance program for them while in training-I think that is
just outrageous.

So, I think to some extent there are different kinds of workers
covered by some of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program than
the JTPA covered employees.

Senator HEINZ. Lynn Williams, returning to the workers' rights
proposal, Senator Chafee said that he feared that the legislation
would simply be used as an indiscriminate and random barrier to
imports, and he indicated that we might well be in the position
where someone would conclude that a labor practice in Korea or
Taiwan or some other non-Communist country would be judged
%rious and unreasonable, but that practices in genuinely repres-
sive countries-we usually euphemistically refer to them as non-
market economies; we mean Communist countries-whether it was
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the PRC, Romania, Poland, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia,
would not necessarily suffer the samre fate; and this would, in
effect, be a very strange policy, that we would treat free world
countries who are our friends worse than non-free world countries
about whom we have-shall we say-doubts. How do you answer
Senator Chafee?

Mr. WILLIAMS. The application of the 301 approach, of course, is
discretionary. One can make the opportunity there to deal with
things in it in a discretionary way. 301 now applies to all the non-
market economies and all the unfair trading practices now includ-
ed have a relevance there and can be applied or not be applied.

In my mind, there is a very important distinction, though there
are many very important distinctions; but for this purpose there is
a very important distinction between the nonmarket section of the
world and the market section of the world. We are saying to the
market countries that we are trying to involve ourselves in this
open trading system and let them just have total and free access on
whatever basis they choose; and therefore, things like human
rights-as we are saying here today-have a very direct economic
aspect and impact. And they represent an unfair trading practice
as do subsidies and all the rest of it.

When we are dealing with the nonmarket economies, we really
have another measure of control there. We are not dealing with
them on the basis of an open market approach. We are not saying
to the Soviet Union or anybody else: You just come into our
market and run your businesses or whatever. Nor do we deal with
them that way in response. We deal with them on a bilateral basis,
and we make trading arrangements with them on specific products
and in specific ways and, therefore, have many ways in which we
can control that trading relationship that just don't exist in terms
of the trade that we are encouraging in the free world.

Senator HEINZ. We don't really control it with China.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We have the opportunity to with China. To the

extent we don't, to the extent the Chinese situation is on all fours
with the rest, then we should apply the 301 in the same way in all
these areas.

Ms. BURKHALTER. Mr. Heinz, may I make a comment on that?
Senator HEINZ. Yes.
Ms. BURKHALTER. As I also represent the Helsinki Watch, which

monitors human rights in Eastern Europe, we have a large interest
in labor rights and human rights conditions generally in some of
the countries that Senator Chafee was interested in.As one of my
co-panelists mentioned, there is already a precedent for applying
human rights to trade relations with some of the East Bloc coun-
tries, as of course in the Smoot-Hawlay Act about using products
made by forced labor from the Soviet Union. And also, I have testi-
fied a couple of times at hearings up here-and I think you were at
one of them, sir-on Romania; and you know the annual fight we
have on that.

Senator HEINZ. Very well indeed. Jackson-Vanik is a human
rights requirement.

Ms. BURKHALTER. Exactly. And I think people of good will can
disagree on whether MFN should be removed from Romania; we
always favor trying to get the maximum human rights advantage
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out of MFN every time it is applied, but it is the case that the Ad-
ministration has never asked to have MFN cut off frcm Romania
because of other policy considerations.

In the case of Poland, you remember when marshal law was de-
clared and solidarity was crushed. Originally when sanctions in-
volving trade were imposed on Poland, one of the United States re-
quirements for dropping sanctions was that solidarity be legal. We
dropped that after a couple of years, unfortunately in my opinion;
but I think there is a rich tradition in labor relations with both the
East Bloc and now we are proposing others as well.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much. My time has expired.
Senator RizGLE. Thank you, Senator. I want to say to you all

that we appreciate very much your testimony today. I feel badly
that it took us so late in the day to get around to having you at the
table, but that was the nature of the number of witnesses that we
had today and also the interest of members in these subjects. I
would hope that you would give us whatever additional informa-
tion you can. It is very important for us to have it, and we will
make good use of it. Thank you all, and the committee is in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:53, the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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Testimony of the
HONORABLE SILVIO 0. CONTE

before the
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade

March 18, 1987

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
providing this opportunity to submit testimony in support of a
worker rights provision in the trade bill. It Is a provision
that I have come to believe is absolutely essential if we are to
reverse our trade decline and establish the proverbial "level
playing field" that is referenced so often in the trade debate.

I recognize that some "free traders" have labeled as"protectionist" a worker rights provision. The extent to which
these terms "free trade" and "protectionism" still have any
meaning is somewhat dubious, in my mind, given the manner in
which they have been bandied about the last two years. I can
only provide for the Subcommittee the development of my thinkinq
on this issue, and leave to others the task of affixing labels.

First and foremost, I believe that an open international
trading system is an essential end. Capriciously blocking off
markets inhibits competition, leaving progress behind as an
inevitable casualty. Conversely, open trade based on legitimate
comparative advantage has the potential to benefit all.
Developed countries benefit on the consumer end by gaining
access to a wide range of goods and services that are
potentially of higher quality and less expensive price. On the
production end, developed countries gain access to a worldwide
rather than a domestic market to sell goods. Developing
countries also benefit by participating in an open world
economy, since that is the route to improved living standards.
It is also the key to unlocking the conundrum in which the
developing countries find themselves ertrapped -- the burgeoning
Third World debt. Those who are content with protecting
wholesale the American market must also be cognizant of the
drastic consequences this would have on the Third World's
ability to repay its debt, a debt in which the developed
countries have so much invested and which, if defaulted on,
would undoubtedly lead to a worldwide depression.

Thus, for me, the broader debate on "free trade vs.
protectionism" is not in question. We must remain committed to
the principle of an open international trading system as
articulated at the Bretton Woods Conference. Rather, in my
mind, the question turns on the means employed to keep that
system truly "open," for the means, if unchecked, have the
potential of swallowing whole the end. That question is linked
I extricably to how we define legitimate comparative advantage.
For example, the dumping of goods at less-than-fair value and
the government subsidization of exports are unfair or
illegitimate comparative advantages under our trade laws.
Sanctions, including tariffs and quotas, may be invoked if
countries trade'based on these unfair practices. The issue
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before this Subcommittee today is whether the denial of
fundamental worker rights should also be included as an unfair
comparative advantage under our trade laws. I believe that
answer is an unequivocal "yes."

Trade based on the denial of fundamental worker rights
undermines the goals I referenced earlier of an open trading
system. Developed countries are forced to compete against
cheaper imports derived from exploitive labor, imports that
inevitably and unfairly act as a countervailing force to drive
down living standards. Further, because purchasing power is low
where worker rights are suppressed, any notion that developed
countries will be able to expand markets for exports will remain
illusory. Of course, the big losers are the workers themselves
who are denied the right to share fairly in the wealth their
labors have helped generate through trade. In sum, one of the
essential "quid pro quos" of an open trading system -- enhanced
market potential for developed countries and improved living
standards for developing countries -- remains an unrealized
goal.

An omnibus trade bill must streamline and refine our trade
laws. As technology, communications, and transportation have
advanced worldwide, however, the pressure in certain economic
sectors has focused more and more intensely on trade based on
the denial of fundamental worker rights. I believe that
protecting worker rights is now at the core of the unfair trade
debate, and I am convinced that a trade bill will be revealed
ultimately as "all bark and no bite" if a worker rights
provision is not included. In Korea, where sixty-one labor
leaders are now serving long-term prison sentences for
o ganizing activity, much of the steel comes from factories run
by the military where workers protest conditions at their own
peril. In Chile, an extraordinarily repressive ,abor code was
imposed in 1979. In Taiwan, the right to strike is barred under
penalty of death. In Thailand, textiles are pieced together by
13- and 14-year old children working and living in factories
under oppressive conditions. As long as we tolerate these
conditions as acceptable rules of the game, the United States
will never be able to compete -- regardless of the window
dressing provided by a trade bill. A worker rights provision,
reasonably and carefully crafted, is essential.

For those reasons, I have joined this year with Rep. Don
Pease in preparing worker rights legislation that we will soon
introduce and that we hope will be-included on the trade bill.
It recognizes first and foremost that we must work through the
GATT to achieve protection of worker rights.. Accordingly, it
links U.S. participation in the new GATT round with the adoption
by the GATT of worker rights protections. The bill also would
amend Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act to include the denial of
Internationally-recognized worker rights as an unfair trade
practice. Any person with substantial evidence of worker
repression in a country that exports to the U.S. could bring an
action and seek appropriate remedies.

The worker rights provisions we have singled out in the bill
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parallel conventions adopted by the International Labor
Organization: freedom of association, the right to organize and
bargain collectively, a prohibition on the use of forced or
compulsory labor, a minimum age for the employment of children,
and acceptable conditions of work, in accord with a country's
level of development, with respect to wages, hours, and
occupational safety and health. These same standards are the
criteria under U.S. law against which eligibility is measured
for GSP benefits and OPIC guarantees. That point must be
underscored for those who believe that adoption of a Section 301
worker rights provision wouid be a drastic departure from
current law.

The legislation is not an attempt to "unionize the world" or
dictate labor policy in the Third World. The particulars of
implementitig these broad policy guidelines are left to the
individual countries. Developing countries need not adopt the
U.S. minimum wage, but they must move toward adopting a fair
working wage for their people. A failure to share in these
responsibilities of world trade should, in my view, result in
the sanctioning of their right to participate. International
trade should and must be a two-way street -- if a country seeks
the benefits of open trade it must also share in the
responsibilities.

Mr. Chairman and members, we are talking about minimal,
internationally-recognized, fundamental human rights. The
United States has a moral obligation in promoting these rights,
and a long-term economic interest in helping to ensure their
protection. An open international system must retain its
necessary predicate, fair trade, if the system is to maintain
both its integrity and the viability of its goals. A worker
rights provision is the first step to returning sanity and
fairness to an open trading system, and I urge the Subcommittee
to include such a provision in your version of this year's trade
bill. Thank you.
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RES CENTER

Harch 23, 1987

To: Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.

Congressman Donald'J. Pease

From: Hare J.* Cohen, Associate Director, Asia Resource Center

Subject: Labor Rights Violations on Taiwan

9gHAuR
1. Freedom of Association: Harial law suspends constitutional
guarantee. Sedition law used arbitrarily to suores$ dissent. Civic
bodies law allows only one association per function. Security
agents and ruling party cadres present In many firms to enforce
labor peace.

2. Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively: Freedom to organize
only at enterprise level, limited by restrictions on right of
association. New industry-wide and regional unions not allowed.
Ruling Kuomintang, or Nationalist Party, exercises considerable
Influence over main labor organization, Chinese Federation of
Labor. Host unions and government arbitrators are pro-management,
hampering equitable resolution of worker grievances. Collective
bargaining is legal, but does not take place. Only 19.4% of private
workforce is unionized$ public employees and private
administratrative workers say not join unions.

Martial law allows Taiwan Garrison Commander to ban any strike, and
the National General Mobilization Law prohibits most strikes.
Seditious" strikes are Funishable by death, and in the 1940s and
U 5-s q deat pnalt was ud auonst labo activistsLs

crittin such executions rea an the hakit. Although nW
political xecaionz have oc-urred since 19-

Martial law Is likely to be lifted thin vest. but will be replaced
by new national security and civic bodies laws which will allow the
government to ban any organization or gathering it considers anti-
constitutional, communist, or supportive of Taiwan independence.
Sedition and mobilization laws will remain in effect.

S. Acceptable Conditions of Work: Severe safety and health problems
in major industries, including electronics, textiles, footwear, and
mining. Enforcement of safety and health, minimum wage, and maximum
hour legislation poor due to lack of inspectors, large number of
small enterprises, discouragement of worker complaints by management
and government officials, and failure of labor laws to cover nearly
half the workforce. Sex based wage discrimination Is common despite
legal prohibitions.

P.O. BOX 15275 0 WASHINOTON DC 20003 0 (202) 547-1114
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A number of serious violations of Internationally recognized labor
rights, as defined in the Trade Act of 1984, continue to occur on
Taiwan. The areas of the most severe problems remain freedom of
associations the right to organize and bargain collectively; and
acceptable conditions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours
of work, and occupational safety and health.

I. [fKtaids _ALaSBQGIIIan. The government on Taiwan, which
considers Itself the legitimate government of China, rules under the
1947 Republic of China constitution, which guarantees freedom of
association. However, the authorities declared martial law on Hay
19, 1949, leaving Taiwan under a state of emergency ever since. As
a result, constitutional rights have been suspended for nearly 40
years.

In addition, a number of laws related to the emergency decrees place
additional restraints on freedom of association. The Statute for
the Punishment of Sedition, enacted in 1949 and amended in 1950 and
1958, provides a mandatory death sentence for anyone found guilty of
an overt act, violent or not, intended to destroy the organization
of the state, seize state territory, change the constitution by
Illegal means, overthrow the government, or communicate with a
foreign state or its agent for the purpopses of starting a war
between the state in question and the Republic of China or
encouraging that state to obtain control of territory of the
Republic of China.

The sedition law also provides for a minimum sentence of 10 years or
death for attempting to commit the offenses listed above. Lesser
minimum penalties are provided for membership or participation in a
seditious group, the spreadingg of rumors or groundless information
liable to disturb public order or morals, and conducting propaganda
for the benefit of a seditious person.

Since the enactment of this law, according to Amnesty International
and other human rights organizations, the authorities on Taiwan have
frequently made use of its provisions to imprison non-violent
vrItIcs of government policy merely for expressing their views.

Under the state of martial law, persons accused of sedition are
tried in military court. The military court system has acted in a
manner far less independent of the executive branch of government
than the ordinary criminal justice system, and affords more limited
rights to counsel and appeal.

Another statute which places limits on freedom of association is the
Law Governing the Organization of Civic Bodies During the
Extraordinary Period, enacted during World War II. This legislation
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plermlts the establishment of only one legal association per
organizational function.

More Important than the legal restraints on freedom of association
are the ways In which the government has implemented emergency
rule. According to the Taiwan Association for Labor Rights (TALR),
the personnel offices in most large and medium sized enterprises
employ overt or covert representatives of the Taiwan Garrison
Command, which administers martial law, and the Investigation Bureau
of the Ministry of Justice, which is In charge of internal
security. In addition, the ruling Kuomintang CKHT. or Chinese
Nationalist Party) has organized one cell for approximately every 50
workers in most firms. The presence of security agents and party
cadres places severe restraints on collective action by the
workforce, and permits management to control labor unrest by calling
it seditious and therefore seeking government intervention.

According to TALR officials, control of the industrial workforce is
a very Important goal of the Social Affairs Department of the KMT.
KHT leaders believe that one reason why they lost the civil war on
the mainland was the Chinese Communists' control of labor
organizations.

2. Ibf_.Sgb _ .._QgunoIz _flaAn11tGlxtir. The above legal
and social control framework makes the organization of free and
independent trade unions which can effectively represent the
interests of the labor force difficult indeed, though not impossible
at the enterprise level. However, explicit legal barriers exist to
the organization of new industry-wide or regional union federations.

According to the most recent Taiwan human rights report of the U.S.
Department of State, the existing trade union federation, the
Chinese Confederation of Labor (CFL), is strongly influenced by the
KKT, although the ruling party's control is not absolute. TALR
officials Insist that the KHT's control is nevertheless
considerable, and that the top leadership of the CFL, including most
of the special labor representatives in the national legislative
bodies, are also high ranking KHT members. Furthermore, according
to the TALR, the KHT attempts to control the selection of union
officers from the enterprise level up to the national and CFL
level. While party domination Is not complete, it is highly
effective.

Nevertheless, workers do have the right to organize new unions at
the enterprise level, and in recent years employees at several
firms, notably in the electronics industry (especially at foreign-
owned companies) have established independent unions.

Still, according to the TALR, most unions tend to collaborate with
management and are not very effective In resolving worker grievances
equitably. The presence of security and party agents in plants, KHT
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Influence in union bodies, and the tendency of government labor
arbitrators to side with management all limit the effectiveness and
strength of existing-unions.

The State Department reports "Collective bargaining, although
legal, does not take place." According to TALR, when managers are
faced with employee demands that they engage In negotiations, they
frequently seek the intervention of security personnel, charging the
workers with sedition, communist sympathies, or support for Taiwan
Independence (i.e., the establishment of an Independent nation of
Taiwan, not tied to China).

The State Department goes on to argue that unions do play an
Important role in monitoring compliance with labor laws and
educating workers about their rights. Since only 19.4% of the
workforce is unionized, however, it Is possible to exaggerate this
role. Also, civil servants, teachers, and defense industry workers
are prohibited from forming unions, as are many categories of
administrative workers in private enterprise.

Limits on the right to strike also hamper organizing and collective
bargaining. The martial law decree permits the Taiwan Garrison
Commander to outlaw any strike at his discretion. Even without this
Injunction, existing labor laws permit strikes only when wage levels
fall below an extraordinarily low government-defined level, and then
only If 100% of the workforce votes to strike. Given the presence
of security agents and party cadres within the workplace, achieving
such a result Is virtually impossible. Strikes over other Issues
are prohibited by the National General Mobilization Law, which also
prohibits lockouts.

Strikes in defiance of martial law restrictions are punishable by
death to the extent that the government considers them seditious.
In the 1940s and 1950s, at least 10 people were executed for
allegedly carrying out seditious acts of labor unrest. fUlJ

On October 15, 1986, in an Interview with IbLablng.ggEaa1,
President Chiang Ching-kuo announced that the Taiwan authorities
would lift martial law in the near future. QIE&BLIQ_ IEQU

EE1_QLI-ITAHi. The government has further stated that it will
not end martial law until the legislature approves new national
security legislation; the ruling party has also called for the
enactment of new legislation on the formation of civic bodies.

It is Important to note that current drafts of this new legislation
will maintain severe limitations on freedom of association and the
right to organize and bargain collectively. As approved by the

C
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cabinet, the draft of the new national security law requires that
all legal associations and assemblies explicitly uphold the
constitution and oppose communism and Taiwan independence. The new
civic bodies law, approved by the Ministry of the Interior and
awaiting full cabinet approval, repeats this requirement.

In the past, the government has frequently charged Its critics with
support for communism or independence, and with attempting to change
the constitution illegally, even when the perons so charged did
nothing more than peacefully argue against government policies.
Thus, by laying down such sweeping, vague. and political
requirements, the government guarantees that it will be able to
outlaw any gathering or group it finds Inconvenient merely by
declaringing it anti-constitutional, communist, or pro-
Independence. Such charges could easily be used to stop a strike or
a union organizing drive, even If the grievances of the affected
workers in fact involved only wages, hours, and working conditions-

For example, during the last 15 months, the government has attempted
to dislodge a group of workers vho have formed a temporary
management committee at the Hsinchu Glass Works, south of Taipei.
Obviously, the enactment of the proposed new laws would offer the
government an easy means for dislodging the committee, which has in
fact made no demands with respect to the constitution, communism, or
independence. Currently, local law does not prevent the
stockholders of an enterprise from assigning management rights to
the workforce, but the government worries that the glare workers'
example could disrupt labor peace, according to the TALR.

Nor will the end of martial law mean the repeal of the Statute for
the Punishment of Sedition or the National Mobilization law,
although the proposed National Security Law does end the trial of
civilians in military courts. .US__TH. GOVERNMENT WILL CONTINUE TO
lA!LZULBIgU.IDIDDhABL.LQAuMBE ~LIZ_ :I W. H LLBRAIiMg
IUE.BJgIIQ _ ..uuguLI:IOzag. .. I.. z na I IQU A.GIxax Ig...AND
MIL _ ZLnLkLhLLI"aAU ILDaisiRU .
It Is also noteworthy that the Office of the U.S. Special Trade
Representative (USTR) is apparently well aware of, and concerned
about, this situation, if reports In the Taiwan press about U.S.-
Taiwan trade negotiations last fall are accurate. According to
these reports, U.S. officials flatly stated that Taiwan would no
longer be eligible for benefits under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) if the ban on strikes remained in effect after the
end of emergency rule.

3. ag; bLtdigL .. Me. In 1984, the legislature enacted
a new labor standards law, covering wages, hours, minimum working
age, and occupational safety and health. The new law extended
provisions in these areas to 4 million of Taiwan's 7.8 million
workers, many of whom were not previously covered.
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According to the State Department, the only area in which the law
has made Improvements is In restricting child labor, since It
provides for a minimum work age of 15p and there Is also strict
compulsory education legislation in effect.

According to TAL officials, the debate over the new law did
increase public awareness of libo' right Issues on Taiwan, but Its
implementation has meant few benefits for workers, and may have eve
undermined job security, as firms have tended to fire workers before
they vest in mandatory pension plans. The workers are then hired
back on a contract basis, with no fringe benefits provided.

TALR also reports that there are extensive safety and health
problems in Taiwan's industries, especially in electronics, textile,
and footwear production; such firms contribute significantly to GNP
and export earnings, and therefore are considered politically
sensitive. The mining Industry, which is phasing out, is also
subject to considerable problems, and employs a disproportionate
number of workers from Taiwan's impoverished aborigine community.
According to the Association, the government tends to leave safety
and health enforcement up to the voluntary efforts of management.

The State Department argues that minimum wage, maximum hour, and
safety and health provisions are difficult to enforce because of a
lack of Inspectors, lack of worker reports of violations, the large
number of workers not covered by the law, and the large number of
small enterprises. Obviously, the presence of security personnel
and party representatives in enterprises may dissuade workers from
making reports of violations.

In last year's report, the State Department expressed doubts that
women workers would seek to challenge sex-based wage discrimination
despite the prohibition in the new law, on cultural grounds. There
Is no reason to believe that the situation has changed
significantly.

4. GgagIlaign. It night be possible for USTR to argue that Taiwan
has made progress in the area of labor rights, in light of the
Improvements in the prohibition of child labor, and the extension of
labor standards to a large number of workers. However, the State
Department's report makes it clear that most of the benefits of the
ntw law exist only on paper, and the tendency of many enterprises to
convert employees to contract personnel tends to vitiate She
benefits entirely.

Moreover, the Asia Resource Center believes that proposed
legislation on national security and civic organizations may well
result In a nit loss as far as labor rights are concerned. By
providing the government with vague, overly broad pretexts for
banning gatherings and organizations which it dislikes, the new
legislation potentially worsens the already poor situation with
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respect to freedom of association and the right to organize and
bargain collectively, and will have a chilling effect on worker
efforts to obtain enforcement of their right to acceptable
conditions of work.

Therefore, we continue to believe that USTR should suspend Taiwan's
GSP eligibility until such time as the government makes genuine
progress toward upholding Internationally recognized labor rights.
We believe that the United States government has a special
obligation regarding human rights on Taiwan, Including labor rights,
since the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 reaffirms an American .
interest in 'the preservation and enhancement of the human rights of
all the people on Taiwan* even in the absence of formal diplomatic
relations.

J
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STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS MEYER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, TECHNICAL,
SLARIED AND MACHINE WORKERS,AFL-CIO
BEFORE THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION (OPIC)
ON LABOR PRACTICES OF OPIC BENEFICIARY COUNTRIES

November 13, 1986

Mr. Chairman and members of the OPIC board of directors, my

name is Douglas Meyer and I welcome this opportunity to testify

on behalf of the 200,000 members of the International Union of

Electronic, Electrical, Technical, Salaried and Machine Workers,

AFL-CIO. IUE is quite concerned with the issues surrounding the

OPIC Amendments Act of 1985, particularly the labor practices of

beneficiary countries and their compliance or non-compliance with

internationally recognized labor rights.

OPIC's Congressional mandate requires it to direct its

activities toward the joint goals of promoting economic and

social development of host countries, and of furthering the

employment and balance of payments objectives of the United

States. Unfortunately, OPIC programs have had the effect of

worsening both the relative and absolute well-being of workers

both in the U.S. and in the recipient countries. OPIC's

activities in many foreign countries actually thwart economic and

social development therein, at the same time that they rob

American workers of their jobs and the standard of living they

have worked long and hard to achieve.
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The IUE contends that OPIC in effect subsidizes the export

of American jobs. It encourages companies to invest overseas in

countries where few if any laws are in effect to protect workers

from exploitative wages and working conditions and what is

worse, it indemnifies those corporations from many claims by

those whom they have injured and exploited. It makes no sense

for an agency of the U.S. government to promote and protect the

overseas investments of U.S. based multinational corporations

when we face a balance of trade deficit approaching $175 billion

this year, and domestic unemployment at recession levels of

around 7 percent.
In order to mitigate against the OPIC-incentives for U.S.

companies to move production offshore to exploit foreign workers,

the labor rights provisions were included in OPIC's renewal.

Under Section 5(a) of the OPIC Amendments Act of 1985, OPIC

coverage can only be granted to U.S. investments in countries

"taking steps to adopt and implement laws that extend

internationally recognized workers rights." The rights which

countries must now guarantee to their workers include: the right

of association, the right to organize and bargain collectively, a

prohibition on the use of any form of forced or compulsory labor,

a minimum age for the employment of children, and acceptable

conditions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours of work,

and occupational safety and health. We contend that many of the

countries in which U.S. investments are now receiving coverage do

not meet these basic labor standards.
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The IUE's concern with OPIC's practices extends across many

countries and a wide range of electronic-electrical industries.

Several OPIC insured investors are companies which employ IUE

members--companies we face in collective bargaining. These

include Allis-Chalmers, American Can, American Standard, Armco,

Dresser Industries, Ford Motor, General Electric, General Motors,

ITT, Phelps Dodge, Sprague Electric, United Technologies, and

others.'

Some examples of products manufactured with the aid of OPIC

coverage and in which IUE has an interest include electronic

components, electronic/telecommunication equipment, television

receivers and components, semiconductors, transistors and

integrated circuits, appliance controls, printers, machine parts,

electric wire and cable, resistors and coils, meters and other

electronic devices. All of these OPIC assisted investments

involve projects that will compete directly with U.S. domestic

production which employs American workers represented by IUE.

We are concerned with the labor rights violations of many

countries where OPIC has insured electronic-electrical projects,

including Chile, South Korea, the Philippines, and Taiwan. The

AFL-CIO and other groups will be discussing labor rights

violations in many of these countries, and we support their

statements. The focus of our testimony today will be on Taiwan.

one question which is fundamental on both moral and legal

grounds is whether the country with the world's longest standing

regime of martial law deserves OPIC beneficiary status. An

A
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examination of the laws in effect in Taiwan which govern labor

relations reveals that this country fails to meet even the most

minimal basic-human rights-and labor standards required to obtain

future OPIC coverage.

In order to understand.existing labor conditions in Taiwan,

against the backdrop of a 37 year-old system of martial law, a

brief historical examination in required. Chiang Kai Shek was

installed as leader of Taiwan by the Allied Forces followingthe

defeat of Japan in World War II. In 1949, following the

communist victory in mainland China, martial law was immediately

imposed by Chiang's Chinese Nationalist Party (today's Kuomintang

government) and continues to this day. The rationale for martial

law has always been the threat from Communist China, and since

its inception, the Kuomintang government (IT) has vowed to keep

these restrictions until the day its party succeeds in retaking

mainland China-- a prospect that is, to say the least, absurd.

Chiang Kai Shek brought with him about 800,000 Chinese

mainlanders, and these.people and their descendants have become

the elite on the island, despite the fact that.they make up only

13 percent of its population. This 13 percent dominates the

military, the civil service, and most of the indigenous

entrepreneural and management class.

The "State of Siege" promulgated in May 1949, authorized the

death sentence for a large number of activities considered to be

basic civil and labor rights in democracies. These include

striking by workers or merchants, the encouragement of students

74-775 0 - 88 - 7
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to strike, and even the circulation of rumors. The Statute for

the Punishment of the Rebellion, enacted in June 1949, made the

death penalty mandatory for anyone who "plans to destroy the

national polity, occupy the national territory or, by illegal

means, to change the constitution or overthrow the government and

who starts to undertake the above activities." The Statute for

the Denunciation and Punishment of Rebels, enacted in June 1950,

provides for the imprisonment, of up to seven years, for anyone

,who knowingly fails to denounce a rebel. The Military Trial Law

of July 7, 1956 legalized the practice of trying persons accused

of offenses under martial law in military court where proceedings

are conducted in secret. In July 1985, the legislative Yuan

passed the so-called "anti-hoodlua" law, which accords police

authorities extremely broad powers. All of these laws remain in

effect and are selectively applied by a well organized martial

law enforcement' machine.

While the U.S. press has recently reported on discussions in

Taiwan of concerning the possible relaxation of martial law,

there have been no signs that any fundamental change is imminent.

There is strong and deeply rooted opposition to any change on the

part of the ruling party, the military, the police, and

intelligence organizations. It was recently reported in the

Washington Post (October 13, 1986) that the ruling Kuomintang was

"expected to propose a new national security law that could be

nearly as stringent" as existing martial law.
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As one would expect under conditions of martial law, trade

unions cannot operate freely. It cannot be stressed enough that

unions in Taiwan do not function as institutions protecting-and

promoting the interests of. Taiwanese workers. On the contrary,

the.unions are, quite explicitly, a means by which the Kuomintang

government extends its control over the actions--and thoughts--

of individual. workers and managers.

There is a stark contrast between some of the progressive-

sounding labor laws which have been enacted in Taiwan in 1972,

1978, and 1984, and the bitter realities of a Taiwanese worker's

day-to-day life. The 1972-1978 laws called for the prohibition

of excessive overtime work and the prohibition against child

labor. The 1984 reforms repeat many iof the promises of the

earlier laws, specifying requirements of employer-sponsored

pensions and severence payments, paid sick leaves including

maternity leave, and vacation.

Unfortunately, none of these reforms has yet materialized,

nor appear likely to, under Kuomintang rule. This is true for

many reasons, including for example, as Carl Goldstein noted in

the Far Eastern Economic Review, the fact that "the penalties to

employers for noncompliance are so light as to be cheaper than

compliance." It is clear that progressive labor reform is an

anathema to Taiwan's government with its overall export-led

strategy for development that is predicated on the exploitation

of a cheap and docile labor force.
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From a legal point of view, to understand and predict the

future of labor rights under the Kuomintang regime, it is useful

to look at the laws which the Taiwanese government does enforce.

The enforcement of the statutes of martial law effectively negate

the rights of workers altogether. These statutes can be and are

used to circumvent subsequent reforms and labor legislation.

Up until 1972, despite a nominal right of association, labor

strikes were absolutely banned. Violation of the strike ban was

punishable by death. When the Kuomintang regime formed the

Chinese Federation of Labor in 1972, it amended this law to a

minimal extent. The new law permitted strikes--but only if a

union could demonstrate 100 percent of the affected employees

approved, and only in the event that wages fell below absurdly

low government-set minimums. In practice, this right to strike

is inoperative because management and government security

officers are considered "affected employees" and must vote for a

strike. Not surprisingly, there has never been a strike in

Taiwan under the 10(T government. Without an effective right to

strike, the rights of Taiwanese workers to organize and fight for

better wages and working conditions are not very meaningful.

Furthermore, martial law and its attendant police powers are

effectively used to prevent the organization of non-government

affiliated unions. Indeed, dissidents and individuals attempting

to organize such associations are often charged with sedition and

can be jailed indefinitely.
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Despite government claims to the contrary, the existence of

martial law has a chilling effect on Taiwanese workers6 struggle

to achieve minimal labor rights and standards. The claim has

been made that martial law has been used only against "strikes of

a political nature rather than those resulting from labor

disputes". Aside from the fact that this distinction is rather

dubious, it is demonstratably clear that these laws have been

used against protests over fundamental workplace issues. It is

all too easy to label any efforts at labor organization as a

political threat, and to label that threat subversive or

revolutionary.

The lack of real progress in Taiwan, despite recent paper

reforms is confirmed by the State Department's Country Reports on

Human Riahts Practices for 1985, which contains much more

detailed information on labor rights violations, than in previous

years. The following statements were made in that report:

"Taiwan's polity in dominated by the Nationalist Party
(KMT) in an essentually one party authoritarian system.
Human rights are publicly endorsed but in- completely
realized.

The formation, purposes, and operation of labor unions
are regulated in considerable detail by the Labor Union Law
of 1929. Unions are supervised by the Ministry of Interior,
and may be dissolved for disturbing public peace and order.
Government employees, teachers, and defense industry workers
are prohibited from or joining unions. By and large, labor
unions do not exercise significant economic or political
influence.

Walkouts and strikes are prohibited under martial law.
Collective bargaining, although provided for by legislation,
does not in fact take place. Individual factory unions do,
however, facilitate- the resolution of disputes. It is
generally believed that labor unions, especially general
federations, have ties with the ruling KHT.
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Enforcement of safety and health standards is frequently
weak. Over 95% of Taiwan's businesses are small, family-
owned firms, which largely employ relatives and friends, who
are often reluctant to report violations of labor and safety
regulations."

The above statements in the State Department's report

indicate that Taiwan does not meet the labor rights criteria set

out in the OPIC Amendments Act of 1985. This report is

supplemented by many other reports coming out of Taiwan that

demonstrate that the country does not meet the labor rights

standards required by OPIC. Workers are n guaranteed the right

of association, they may no organize freely, and they are not

allowed to bargain collectively in any meaningful sense.

Among the reports of people in Taiwan working under

substandard and unacceptable conditions, the descriptions of

working conditions in the "Export Processing Zones" are the

worst. For example, there have been reports of severe eye-strain

and permanent damage among women working in factories assembling

electronic components. There is virtually no "nearsightedness"

compensation for thousands of workers who spend long hours

peering into microscopes. This is no less the case for American

companies that have moved production away from the U.S. to

Taiwan, than it is for local Taiwanese manufacturers. Over the

last few years, OPIC has insured electonics projects in Taiwan.

It has been reported that at a T.V. factory owned and

operated by a major U.S. company, which employed 6,000 workers

near Taipei, the total compensation per worker averaged only $100

per month in the late 1970's. The company estimated that an
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equivalent American worker, would have cost about $900 per month.

With 6,000 people on ths payroll, this translated into a labor

cost savings to the company of $50 million per year-- and

needless to say, an abysmally low standard of living for the

Taiwanese workers and their families.

OPIC has insured projects involved in the production of

televisions and TV components in many countries, including

Taiwan. The IUE does not believe that factory wages of $25 per

week constitute an acceptable minimum wage standard. Nor do we

have reason to believe that things have changed for the better

since the late 1970's. A recent article in Electronic News

(September 23, 1985) entitled "Picking the Right Country can Save

Plenty on Paydays", reported that the average hourly compensation

(wages and benefits) for production workers in Taiwan was $1.70.

Based on the reports that have filtered out of Taiwan--

despite severe limitations on the press and the outright

suppression of opposition publications--and based on our own

experiences and contacts with workers in Taiwan, we do not

believe that Taiwan meets the human and labor rights standards

required for OPIC eligibility. Therefore, in accordance with

U.S. laws, OPIC benefits should not be granted for future

projects in Taiwan until there are fundamental improvements in

labor conditions.
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INTERNATIONAL WASHINGTON OFFICE

LONGSHOREMEN'S & WAREHOUSEMEN'S
113 -,ITH Suaa NW. WmNiGToN* D. C 20005 (202) 463-6265 UNION
J)AMS . HIMA RUDY R11O CURTIS Mb(YAIN

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, Senate Committee

on Finance
219 Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman,

I am writing to express the ILWU's views on S. 498, a
bill to define as an unfair trade practice the denial of
internationally recognized worker rights. We request that
our comments be made a part of your hearing record on this
legislation.

The introduction of this bill by Senator Riegle and
its co-sponsorship by Senators Harkin and Heinz, is an
extremely significant development in the Congressional debate
over the U.S. trade deficit. S. 498 places a needed emphasis
on the relationship between the extensive violation of basic
labor rights abroad~and the recent flood of imports which has
victimized millions of U.S. workers.

Trade policy has been viewed for too long by too many
as merely a contest between the philosophies of "free trade"
and "protectionism." More attention has been paid to the
fact of cheap imports than to their true causes. There is a
misconception that the United States' comparative openness to
imports is itself the reason for-their steady increase. But
the absence of barriers aloAe can hardly explain why these
imports have so steadily displaced American products in the
market place.

The ultimate reason for the increase of cheap imports is
that they cost significantly less to produce -- and in a num-
ber of countries in the Third World this is the direct result
of inexcusably bad working conditions and the supression of
workers' efforts to organize.

S. 498 strikes at the heart of this unfair competitive
advantage by authorizing Section 301 restrictions on imports
from countries where the basic labor rights defined in the

4wo"
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1974 Trade Act are violated. Specifically, these rights are
the freedom of association; the right to organize and bargain
collectively; prohibition of forced labor; a minimum working
age; and acceptable standards of work hours, wages, and
occupational safety. The bill would define violations of
these rights as unfair trade practices make them actionable
under Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act; authorize appropriate
sanctions; and require the President to attempt to negotiate
similar provisions in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). Such provisions were approved by the House in
its 1986 trade bill.

In recent years, Congress has made adherence to these
same rights a condition of eligibility for duty-free import
access under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSR).
Congress has also attached similar eligibility requirements
to the insurance protection offered to U.S. firms by the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). Both of these
actions were important steps in the right direction.

However, the Reagan Administration has chosen to apply
these eligibfitty standards in an unconscionably selective
and ideological manner. The U.S. Trade Representative
recently announced the termination of GSP eligibility two
countries not allied with the United States: Romania and
Nicaragua. Paraguay's eligibility was suspended. For Chile,
whose record on labor rights is far worse than either of
these two countries, review will be "continued" for an
additional year. No action whatsoever was taken with regard
to South Korea, Taiwan, Haiti, Brazil, or any other country.

Yet, abundant evidence has been submitted by unions and
respected human rights organizations to Congress and to the
U.S. Trade Representative that massive violations of labor
rights take place in Chile, Taiwan, South Korea, the Philippines,
lrazil, Haiti, and other Third-World countries. Systematic
repression of union organizing efforts, extensive child labor,
and brutal working conditions in these countries have been
documented at length. Average wage rates for manufacturing
workers range from 10 to 15 percent of their U.S. counterparts.
The differentials are even greater in agriculture: Philippine
sugar cane workers, for example, are forced to undercut ILWU
sugar workers in Hawaii at wages of less than $2.00 a day,
even their employers choose to honor the minimum-wage law.

Even the U.S. State Department's 1986 and 1987 reports on
human rights, despite significant omissions and inaccuracies,
have confirmed wide-ranging abuses of labor rights in countries
whose imports to the United States have skyrocketed in recent
years. As the ILWU and other unions have maintained, these
countries clearly do not meet the eligibility criteria for
GSP and OPIC; and clearly they deserve the import sanctions.
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S. 498 would authorize. The Administration's failure to
enforce the letter and spirit of current law in this vital
area makes it all the more urgent that Section 301 sanctions
against the related imports of these countries be authorized.

It bears emphasis that the labor-rights violations in
question are not committed merely at the whims of particular
employers. In each of the countries being challenged, the
government has institutionalized a well-thought-out policy
of labor repression. Laws and decrees explicitly limit, and
in many cases prohibit, the right to organize or strike. Laws
covering minimum wage, hours of work, and occupational safety --
where they exist -- have little or no enforcement back-up and
are violated o a routine basis. Government-sanctioned
violence against union activists -- including murder, kidnapp-
ing, imprisonment, torture, and sexual abuse -- is common-
-place. Employers in these countries, in short, are not merely
committing abuses on their own volition; they are operating
as they are expected to operate in a carefully cultivated
environment, with the active assistance of government police
or military personnel.

Opponents of labor-rights legislation have accused it of
attempting to impose the impossible requirement that impov-
erished Third-World nations immediately provide pay and
working conditions at levels equal to those in the United States
in order to retain access to our market. This is misleading
and false. It is unfortunately clear that such levels are not
feasible in most of these countries at this time. Significant
improvement is clearly possible, however -- particularly if
the workers in these countries are allowed to organize. This
is all that S. 498 would require.

Four of the five requirements set out in the 1974 Trade
Act and in S. 498 deal only with rights of activity. The fifth
requires only the presence of certain minimal standards and
does not peg them at any absolute level. From the strategic
perspective of a union, the freedom to organize is far more
critical than any particular pay or working standard imposed
by law.

For the ILWU, the current trade imbalance only confirms
what we have long known: that American workers' own well-
being is inseparably bound up with the progress of our fellow-
workers abroad. But self-interest is not our only motivation.
Just as we reject the callous assumption by some that economic
recovery in the United States will require the steady erosion
of domestic labor costs to restore our "competitive edge" in
the world economy, we reject the common assumption that labor
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rights must be trampled on as they are in many countries for
the sake of what is euphemistically called *initial capital
formation."

We are opposed to employers in these countries -- whether
native or U.S. multi-national -- enjoying the benefit of
export to the U.S. market when that benefit is to all effects
and purposes withheld from their workers. We find it all the
more offensive that many of the governments which have been
most guilty in this respect have also enjoyed considerable
economic and military aid from the U.S. Government.

For all of these reasons, we urge your Committee to
incorporate the labor-rights provisions of S. 498 into the
larger package of trade legislation you will shortly adopt,
and to do all in your power to make sure that these pro-
visions become law.

Thank you for holding these hearings and for providing
us this opportunity to submit our recommendations.

Sincerely,

Mike Lewis
Washington Representative

ML:nd
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STATEMENTOF THE UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO & MACHINE

WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE)

before the

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION (OPIC)

'November 13, 1986

LMD= RIHTS L1 C1IL2

My name is Lance Compa. I am Washington Representative of the

United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America (UE). Our

union represents workers In the electrical and machine

manufacturing industries, bargaining with employers such as

General Electric, Westinghouse, American Standard, Rockwell

International, Litton Industries, Stewart-Warner and others.

I come before you today to urge that OPIC terminate its

Insurance coverage of U.S. corporate investment in Chile, in

line with Section 5(a) of the OPEC Amendments Act of 1985. That

is the labor rights amendment requiring a cutoff of OPIC benefits

for U.S. multinational corporations investing in countries that

systematically violate internationally recognized workers rights.

By any measure, the Chilean military dictatorship of General

Augusto Pinochet falls within the reach of the labor rights

amendment.

The acts of oppression that followed the brutal Chilean

military takeover of September, 1973 have been widely

documented. Thousands of union leaders and union members were
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Imprisoned, exiled or killed for their trade union activity e;.

it is hardly necessary to repeat here that history, having ze.

recounted by many reliable congressional, church, human rIght3

and International bodies including the Organization of American

States and the United Nations.

While brutality on a mass scale against workers and their

unions has abated, the Pinochet regime has continued a cycle of

targeted repression against trade unionists aimed at- terrorizing

the Chilean working class into submission. In 1982, only days

after issuing a public call for tradeiunion unity and criticizing

the government's economic policies, public employee union leader

Tucapel Jimenez was seized, shot in the head and nearly

decapitated. His murder followed a public denunciation of his

statements by General Pinochet. The same fate befell teachers

union leader Manuel Guerrero and two associates last year.

So far in 1986 the following acts of labor repression have

taken place in Chile (it should be noted that these are events

that find their way into the public eyei for each one that Is

publicized there are surely hundreds of similar incidents that

go unnoticed):

*February: Two officers of the "Unidad Sindical" union

federation, Raul Hartinez Bobadilla and Ricardo Pino Rojas, were

seized at work, taken to police headquarters, and Interrogated

about their union activities and the doings of fellow unionists.

They were later released, but only after thmir homes were

invaded and ransacked by a band of armed men in civilian
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clothing. (1)

*ApriA: Member3 of the copper workers union planned an

outdoor religious ceremony and parade to dramatize their need

for higher wages. The Pinochet regime massed thousands of

military troops In combat gear to block the peaceful action of

the miners. (2)

*April: Police forces blocked entry to the first national

conference of the CNT union federation, delaying and disrupting

the peaceful assembly of elected union delegates. (3)

*April: The firm Aceros Chile S.A. fired seven workers for

attempting to organize a union. It was the fifth time this firm

has fired workers for union organizing in recent months. (4)

*April: The firm Supermercado Cosmos fired the leadership of

a newly-formed union and declared the union "non-existent",

eliminating union representation for its employees. (5)

*May: Two busloads of riot-equipped police invaded the

headquarters office of the clothing and textile workers union in

Santiago. They threatened office personnel, ransacked the

headquarters calling union literature "subversive", and carted

away the unions books and records. (6)

*June: Eleven union leaders were ordered Jailed by, the

Pinochet regime's Justice minister for organizing a strike. (7)

*August: General Pinochet issued a public denunciation of the

labor federation Comando Nacional SLndlcal and its leadership,

crqating a climate for terrorism and "disappearance" of union

leaders as was earlier done in the case of Tucapel Jimenez. (8)
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*September: Copper union president Rodolfo 3egue' rd :'

associates, Hontecilnos Rosales and Sergio Barriga, were zippe.

by the government of their union offices despite beLi.

democratically elected by the union membership, because under the

Pinochet labor code (see below) they must be on the payroll of a

copper company instead of the union. Having eliminated union

leadership, the government has seized all assets and funds of the

union, making Its functioning nearly Impossible. (9)

*September: As in the May sacking of the clothing and textile

union office, police forces invaded the headquarters of the

graphics workers union, bullying the office staff and ransacking

the site. The same night, a group of armed, masked men robbed

the office of its equipment. (10)

*September: The union of blue collar telephone workers was

denied the right to strike to back up demands for higher wages.

An arbitrator forced them to accept management's offer, while

granting higher wages to professional employees. (11)

When human rights reports for October, November and December

are published, this list of abuses will surely be extended. But

this kind of balatant labor repression is accompanied by the

subtler repression of restrictive labor laws promulgated in 1979

by the Pinochet dictatorship. Under that code:

*Trade unions cannot participate in political activity.

*Union representation is totally denied to workers in firms

of twenty-five or fewer employees.
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*Collective bacgaining Is prohibited beyond the level of

single workplace, bar:ing company - wide or industry - 4;

bargaining.

*Unloivleaders must be employees of the employer with whom

they bargaLn;.they cannot be employed by the union.

*Union leaders muat have at least five years' seniority in

the workplace and cannot have any record of political

involvement.

*A strLke may only last sixty days, then workers must accept

the employer's last offer or abandon their Jobs.

*Authorities have carts blanche to search union offices

without warrants# to seize union books and records Impound

union property and funds, and otherwise Interfere in the affairs

of the unions.

The fLrst two of the internatLonally recognized workers

rights specified in Section 5(a) of the Act are the right of

association and the right to organize and bargain collectively.

The effect of the PLnochet labor code on the exercise of these

rights is obvious:

--Barring unions from political activity violates basic

rights of association.

--Mandating a threshhold level of twenty-five employees to be

able to form a union violates the organizing rights of thousands

of workers in small enterprises.

--Prohibiting company-wLde or industry-wLde bargaining gives
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employers an 4.nsurmountable advantage In negotiations, .ince

they can simply play off one location against another.

--Requiring union officials to be company employees leaves

them vulnerable to management reprisals and retards the formation

of experienced, Lndependent union leadership.

--Demanding five years' service and no record of political

action deprives workers of the right to choose their own leaders

as they see fit; moreover, companies can simply fire outspoken

shop floor advocates as they near five years' seniority.

--The sixty-day limit on strikes invites employers to simply

wait out the time period rather than bargain in good faith,

further negating the right to collective bargaining.

--The search and seizure of union property, and the

destruction of union records that often follows, prevents the

orderly functioning of the union as an organization. The

physical Intimidation involved in these actions, and the fact

that union officials have been kidnapped and murdered In such

operations, deters workers from participating in union affairs.

Before the Pinochet Sggo . in 1973 Chile's vibrant,

growing labor movement represented nearly one-half the workforce,

Joined in the national federation Central Unica de TrabaJadores.
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Unlike most Lat'In American ijboc inovemensi, which ,re divi.ea

among different federations reflecting dlfecent oli€'..

philosophies, the Chilean CUT was a unitary body. Christian

democrats, communists, socialists, liberals and conservatives

all participated and.held office in the CUT and its various union

affiliates. They were open and often disputatious about their

political differences, but they subsumed them under agreed trade

union principles.

One of the first acts of the Pinochet dictatorship, besides

dissolving the national legislature and abolishing political

parties, was to ban the CUT. Today the Chilean labor movement has

been ground to Just fifteen percent of the workforce. Unions

face employers In collective bargaining -- if it can still be

called that -- with their hands tied by the labor code and

their leaders harrassed, Jailed, exiled or killed.

Two weeks ago I and a number of other union, church and human

rights organization representatives met with a delegation of

Chilean trade unionists visiting the United States. When we

asked them If they favored an end to OPIC coverage of U.S.

investment in their country even If It might retard such

investment, they had two answers: first, that foreign Investment

in Chile Is only enriching the wealthy minority that supports

Pinochet, and second, that they would rather sacrifice for today

In order to regain their country in the future. Thus, If a

cutoff of OPIC insurance might hasten the end of the

dictatorship, they favor such a move whatever short-term
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hardships It miqht entail.

Under these conditions it Is remarkable, even heroic, that ,a

Chilean labor movement has survived and continues to function.

But much more must be done to restore even a minimum of

respected labor rights In Chile. Congress has mandAted the

denial of OPIC benefits as one means of addressing gross

violations of workers rights. Ending Chile's status as an OPIC

beneficiary will bring fairer treatment of Chilean workers and

their unions If the Pinochet regime wants continued insurance

for American investments there. It will send a strong signal to

the Chilean government that It can no longer expect support from

the United States as long as labor rights violations continue.

The United States government, with its history of seeking to

oust the elected constitutional government overthrown by Pinochet

and subsequent years of support for the Pinochet regime, bears a

heavy responsibility for the repressed state of the Chilean

labor movement. One place to begin righting accounts with the

people of Chile Is to deny OPIC benefits to the brutal

dictatorship that violates internationally accorded labor

standards.
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UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO A MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (UB)

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. HOV1S, JR., DIRECTOR OF ORGANIZATION

to the

COMMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

March 25, 1987

LABOR RIGHTS =N INTERNATIONAL TRADE

My name is John H. Hovis, Jr. I am Director of Organization of

the United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America (UE).

Our union represents manufacturing workers In a variety of

firms and industries including General Electric, Westinghouse,

American Standard, Rockwell, Litton Industries, TRW and others.

A strong Labor Rights provision Is critical to any trade

legislation considered by Congress this year. We urge the Senate

to make violations of basic labor rights an unfair trade

practice under U.S. law, In the same way that illegal subsidies

and "dumping" are unfair practices.

The "social dumping" of goods made by workers unable to

defend themselves 'against abusive working conditions can be

stopped by a number of U.S. countermeasures. Better yet, a move

to make labor rights violations an unfair trade practice could

force governments that engage in such abuses to end their labor

repression if they want to reach the American market.

The UE and other unions involved in the labor rights movement

recognize that different countries are at different levels of

development, and that products from such countries should not be

-x
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excluded from the U.S. only on that basis. If we limit ourselves

to complaints about "cheap labor" we make out foreign workers to

be the enemy of American workers.

Instead of targeting "cheap labor," we should take aim at the

conditions that create cheap labor markets. In fact, labor costs

abroad are not always lower because a country is less developed.

Some U.S.-backed governments deliberately crush trade union

organizing and bargaining efforts which might raise wages and

Improve working conditions. The prospect of a "union-free

environment" resulting from such oppression is a powerful lure to

U.S. corporations looking for offshore production sites.

But al company should gain a competitive advantage in world

trade because it operates in a country where authorities Jail

and kill workers who try to form unions, or where dictatorial

laws ban strikes, organizing and genuine collective bargaining.

And yet, such unfair competition is tolerated, and even

encouraged, by our own government.

In the name of free trade, American workers must compete with

steel and autos from Korea, copper arid copper products from

Chile, appliances and electronics from Taiwan, and other goods

from countries that systematically violate workers' rights.

Let me give you some examples of what our union faces. UE

members at the Columbia Electronic Cable company in New Bedford,

Massachusetts and at Industrial Wire Corp. in Los Angeles,

California manufacture cable and cordset products for the

electrical industry. They compete with the same products made by

companies in Chile.
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Is it fair competition, though, when in that country

thousands of union organizers have been or are being imprisoned,

tortured, exiled or killed by the Pinochet military Legime? The

entire leadership of the copper workers union has been ousted by

the government. Union offices are routinely ransacked by police.

Unions may only function in the single workplace;

coordinated company-wide or Industry-wide bargaining is banned.

Strikes may only last sixty days, then workersare deemed to

have abandoned their Jobs. What is at work, therefore, is not the

famous theory of comparative advantage touted by free market

economists. It is a practice of comparative repression that

is destroying our members' jobs along with Chilean workers'lives.

The situation in Korea is much the same, and it affects UE

members at the Litton microwave oven plant in Sioux Falls, South

Dakota who face stiff competition from Korean-made ovens. Workers

at the Sioux Falls plant organized into our union in 1980. We

have just settled a second contract there,litdicaLiny d stable

labor-management relationship after some rough early years. Now

those workers make between $5.92 and $9.42 an hour, compared to

minimum wages when they first organized.

But what do their Korean counterparLs face? All the genuine,

independent unions there were abolished by government decree

last year. It is illegal for workers to seek help from allies in

church, social or political organizations. Strikes are outlawed

in so-called "strategic" industries, which encompass most

basic industry.

Individual workers who protest labor coridilions or who
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orginlze to improve conditions are fired and blacklisted -- If

they tre lucky. Others are jailed, tortured, exiled or killed.In

1986 there were several documented cases of young women workers

being sexually abuseC by their Jailers after labor protests. Each

wdek brings new accounts by church and human rights organizations

of repressive police action against workers.

Similar accounts of labor rights violations mark reports from

Singapore, Taiwan, Haiti, Paraguay, Malaysia, Indonesia and other

countries that welcome runaway shops from U.S. multinationals. In

UE's view, any member of Congress who opposes a strong Labor

Rights clause in the trade bill is saying, in effect: the way for

the United States to compete in world trade is to lower the

standard of living of American worker.. We believe In3tead we

should help foreign workers raise their standards closer to our

own -- not by decree, not by an artificial equality, but by

ensuring that workers have the basic right to organize and

bargain collectively to improve theiL wages and conditions.

We further urge that the same standard for labor rights in

international trade be applied equally in all countries sending

products to the United States. It is unfortunate, for example,

that the Administration found labor rights violations, for

purposes of affording benefits under the Generalized System of

Preferences, only by Nicaragua, Romania and Paraguay, ignoring

compelling evidence of violations in Chile, South Korea, Taiwan,

Guatemala, Haiti and other countries. New trade legislation must

guard against such politically-motivated application of the law.

Labor rights in international trade is not "back door
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protectionism," as critics charge. Our goal is not to keep out

foreign products, but to force governments that violate labor

rights to end their repression 1[ they wdt to reach the U.S.

market. Likewise, if foreign workers have the opportunity to

form effective unions, U.S. multittaLlorial corporatlonL will not

be so eager to move Jobs abroad to take advantage of labor

repression. In the end, all workers will have more confidence in

an open trading system that gives them a voice add a stake in

international trade, not a system that just caters to the iieed:

of the corporations. To accomplish this, a strong Labor Rights

provision must be included iii the new trade bill.

74-775 (216)


